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ABSTRACT
Disenfranchised Grief and Resilience Among Gay Widowers:
A Phenomenological Exploration
by
Bryan R. McNutt
Due to the continued prevalence of socio-cultural attitudes of sexual prejudice and
stigma towards sexual minority relationships, and the continued lack of consistently
inclusive legal protections for same-sex couples, bereaved gay widowers face
considerable risk of encountering psychosocial features of disenfranchised grief at some
point throughout their mourning process. In addition to providing a comprehensive
review of previous research related to the bereavement experience of sexual minorities,
this study considered the important role of psychological resilience for gay widowers in
managing the bereavement recovery process and concurrent experiences of sexual
minority stress.
A descriptive phenomenological approach was applied through the use of
semistructured in-depth interviews with five (5) gay widowers mourning the death of a
same-sex partner due to a non-HIV/AIDS related cause. Results identified three primary
constituents supporting a healthy trajectory of grief experience among gay widowers,
while also providing indicators contributing to enhanced emotional and social resiliency:
(1) Validation and Affirmation, (2) Family of Origin Integration, and (3) Positive SelfRegard. Likewise, the opposite constructs of these constituents (devaluation and
disregard, family exclusion, and negative self-regard) also serve as likely indicators of
increased vulnerability to developing complicated forms of disenfranchised grief, as well
as difficulty accessing emotional and social resilience. Thus, the descriptions of these
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lived experiences provide further understanding of the influence of sexual minority stress
upon the bereavement process of gay widowers, while also emphasizing the critical role
of social validation and interpersonal recognition in promoting emotional resilience.
Keywords: bereavement, grief, gay widowers, disenfranchised grief, resilience,
sexual minorities.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Enduring the death of a significant other or spouse can be one of the most painful
experiences and challenging emotional adjustments that we face in our lifetime. When
considering the wide range of emotional and psychosocial difficulties that a grieving
partner might encounter, previous research in spousal bereavement has demonstrated that
bereaved partners exhibit inconsistent variability in their grieving experience and process
of recovery (Ong, Fuller-Rowell, & Bonanno, 2010). A few examples of the diverse
range of emotional responses during bereavement include the development of chronic
psychological distress, depression and anxiety, as well as the expression of positive
emotions, a sense of relief, and a steady display of resilience (Bonanno, Papa,
Moskowitz, & Folkman, 2005; Ong, Fuller-Rowell, & Bonanno, 2010). As is true for
most grieving individuals, the severity and duration of grief-related symptoms for
bereaved spouses will vary greatly, often depending on a variety of factors. Some of these
moderating influences include individual personality dynamics, family history, previous
experiences of deaths, neuropsychological and genetic predisposition, the availability of
social and instrumental support, the presence of additional psychosocial stressors, the
capacity for problem-solving, emotional regulation, self-efficacy, and individual coping
style (Dutton & Zisook, 2005; Hansson & Stroebe, 2007; O’Connor, 2005).
For many bereaved individuals, the process of grieving the death of a spouse is
often initiated by an acute period of bereavement that is marked by emotional tumult and
psychological disequilibrium (Bonanno, 2009; Schupp, 2007). This initial adjustment
period of emotional stress has the potential to disrupt one’s sense of self and challenge
one’s capacity for daily functioning (Cadell & Marshall, 2007; Dutton & Zisook, 2005;
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O’Brien, Forrest, & Austin, 2002; Rando, 1988; Schupp, 2007). For most bereaved
survivors, this initial period of acute emotional disruption is rather short-lived, resulting
in a relatively prompt return to his or her previous level of baseline functioning
(Bonanno, 2004; Bonanno & Kaltman, 2001; Bonanno, Papa, Moskowitz, & Folkman,
2005). However, despite the frequent trajectory of resilience for an individual’s capacity
to return to healthy functioning, the eventual pathway to recovery through grief and
bereavement entails a psychological process of gradual change, which often includes
reconstructing a new interpersonal identity and life narrative, as well as rediscovering a
sense of purpose, direction, and meaning (Dutton & Zisook, 2005; Neimeyer, 2005).
Even for those individuals who display psychological resilience throughout their grieving
experience, most bereaved individuals will endure at least some initial emotional and
cognitive distress after the death of a loved one, particularly following the death of a
spouse or partner (Bonnano, 2004; Bonanno, Wortman, & Nesse, 2004; Rando, 1988).
An intrinsically disorganizing emotional, psychological, and behavioral experience is
often symptomatic of grief and bereavement, which tends to challenge a rapid process of
reconstructing one’s interpersonal identity and discovering a sense of meaning within the
death event itself (Gillies & Neimeyer, 2006; Thomson, 2010).
The phenomenological experience of grief and bereavement varies from person to
person, as the process of recovery is framed by many different psychological, situational,
historical, and cultural factors. Some of these include the bereaved individual’s pattern of
emotional attachment, his or her previous experiences of loss, the particular behavioral
coping style, the ability to effectively regulate affect, personality characteristics, the
presence of concurrent life stressors, the influence of spiritual or religious beliefs, and the
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propensity for resilience in the face of hardship (Bonanno, 2009; Dutton & Zisook,
2005). Grief and bereavement are fundamentally contextual experiences, shaped by the
expectations, assumptions, practices, values, beliefs, social attitudes, and behaviors of an
individual’s surrounding cultural influences (Barnard, Morland, & Nagy, 1999; Paletti,
2008). Thus, grief will vary in its individual expression and process of recovery from
culture to culture (Bonanno, 2009; Koenig & Davies, 2003). The ways in which an
individual expresses grief through emotion, affect, behavior, and the language that is used
to describe it are all inherently specific to the individual’s subjective experience, as this
phenomenon is framed within the surrounding socio-cultural context of loss.
When exploring the specific demographic population of bereaved lesbian and gay
(LG) partners, the experience of grief is influenced by socio-cultural components that
include predominant heteronormative factors, such as those related to gender specific
expectations and biased assumptions about an individual’s expression, behavior, and
identity (Green & Grant, 2008; O’Brien et al. 2002). Although a bereaved LG partner’s
process of recovery from bereavement will likely face typical adjustment stressors that
are similar to a bereaved heterosexual spouse’s mourning experience, additional stressors
specifically related to an individual’s sexual minority status place that bereaved partner at
significant risk for increased emotional distress. Such stressors may include a lack of
adequate social validation and legal protection as well as a variety of interpersonal
factors, ranging from overt disapproval and rejection to more subtle devaluing
expressions of microaggressions (Nadal, Wong, Issa, Meterko, Leon, & Wideman, 2011).
Due to the propensity for minority stress related factors, it is likely that the grieving LG
partner will encounter variables of assumptions and biases based upon heterosexual
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normativity, including the adverse effects of sexual stigma, prejudice, and discrimination
that might complicate the capacity for a healthy adjustment and recovery (Boswell, 2007;
McNutt & Yakushko, 2013; Michael, 2007).
Due to the immediate emphasis of a direct subjective dimension to an individual’s
experience of grief and bereavement, I have determined that approaching the
investigation of this phenomenon would be most beneficial through the application of
descriptive phenomenology. Each individual experiences the expressions of his or her
grief and bereavement within a specific context of culture, personality, family and social
structure, as well as a variety of situational and historical factors. A descriptive
phenomenological approach to investigating the experience of grief and bereavement will
provide a clear image of each individual’s subjective experience, while also remaining
faithful to each individual’s account. This will assist in providing an accurate picture of
how the specific event of grief presented itself to each individual and how the emotional
and behavioral responses influenced its eventual course of experience.
Experiencing the death of a spouse can create a distressing experience of
cognitive, emotional, and instrumental adjustment that can threaten the physical and
psychological health of many widows and widowers (Bowlby, 1980; Dutton & Zisook,
2005; Rando, 1984, 1988). For example, in the situation of an older bereaved spouse, the
loss of a life partner can disrupt the grieving survivor’s sense of interpersonal identity and
social role, and physical and mental morbidity, and can even increase the risk of mortality
(Futterman, Gallagher, Thompson, Lovett, & Gilewski, 1990; Siegel & Kuykendall,
1990; Stroebe, Stroebe, & Hansson, 1988). Despite the additional challenges that an older
bereaved spouse might face in his or her recovery from spousal grief, such as
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immunologic vulnerability, research has indicated that older adults tend to exhibit more
psychological resiliency in managing bereavement symptoms and emotional adjustment
than their younger adult counterparts (Bonanno, Wortman, & Nesse, 2004; Lichtenstein,
Gatz, Pederson, Berg, & McClean, 1996; Nolen-Hoeksema & Ahrens, 2002).
However, even though older adults generally tend to exhibit more psychological
resiliency in their grief related symptoms than younger bereaved spouses do, there does
appear to be some gender variation in the general bereavement reactions of older men and
women. Older widowers are at particular risk for developing a higher risk of mortality
and depressive symptoms than older widows are, while also experiencing less social and
emotional support (Hansson & Stroebe, 2007; Schupp, 2007; Siegel & Kuykendall,
1990). When viewing these contributing factors in relation to the additional psychosocial
stressors faced by an older bereaved LG partner, such as the “twice hidden” stigmas of
ageism and sexual minority stress, the grieving survivor’s capacity for recovering his or
her former degree of health and well-being will likely be challenged (Blando, 2001;
Butler, 2004). Despite the diversity of these contextual factors influencing the course and
trajectory of a bereaved spouse’s experience of bereavement, it is important to emphasize
that there is great variability and diversity within the capacity of older bereaved spouses
for managing their grief related symptoms, such as demonstrating psychological
resilience or developing more complicated adverse bereavement reactions (Hansson &
Stroebe, 2007). The dimensions of this coping and adjustment variability are influenced
considerably when the specific bereavement population is also a sexual minority that is
simultaneously faced with minority stress (Butler, 2004; McNutt & Yakushko, 2013).
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Many same-sex couples continue to face a variety of psychosocial, legal, and
cultural obstacles that prevent full recognition of their relationships (Fingerhut, Riggle, &
Rostosky, 2011; Riggle & Rostosky, 2005). When viewing this in relation to the
bereavement experience of a lesbian widow or gay widower, the possibility of enduring
additional difficulties will likely challenge the emotional process of attempting to grieve
healthily for the death of a same-sex partner. For a same-sex bereaved partner, this
experience of minority stress might be encountered through various psychosocial, legal,
or cultural situations that could deny the legitimacy of their former relationship, while
also failing to recognize the significance of the emotional attachment previously shared,
and hence devaluing their subsequent experience of grief (McNutt & Yakuskho, 2013).
Due to the potentially adverse effect of sexual minority stress related factors, bereaved
LG partners are at considerable risk of facing additional challenges to successfully
adapting to and recovering from a typical range of grief-related symptoms (Fenge &
Fannin, 2009; McNutt & Yakushko, 2013; O’Brien et al., 2002; Smolinski & Colon,
2006).
Previous bereavement research has emphasized how the grieving process and
bereavement experience can be influenced by social biases of what constitutes a
legitimate death and, subsequently, an experience of legitimate grief (Murray, 2000;
Newman & Newman, 2011, p. 618). The contextual situation of a death and the
subsequent grieving process that follows is a critical component influencing the trajectory
of a bereaved survivor’s process of emotional recovery (Rando, 1984, 1988; Schupp,
2007). Similarly, the form and expression of social response to an individual mourner’s
experience of grief significantly influences the survivor’s postbereavement experience.
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The expression of validation and recognition for a bereaved individual’s loss is an
integral component of emotional support for the grieving survivor’s experience of
bereavement (Doka, 1989, 1999).
In some social circumstances whereby a tangible or symbolic death is not deemed
credible or worthy of meaningful grief--for example, the execution of a death row inmate,
the adoption loss of a child, or the death of a pet--the individual survivor’s experience of
mourning is consequently deemed illegitimate (Aloi, 2009; Baydak, 2000; Jones & Beck,
2007). A potential consequence of social invalidation that is communicated through overt
or subtle expressions of disavowal from others is that the bereaved survivor is
subsequently at risk for experiencing disenfranchised grief (Doka, 1989, 1999). Socially
unacknowledged grievers encounter increased challenges in acknowledging and
identifying their own grief, as well as attaining emotional closure after the death event
(Newman & Newman, 2011, p. 618; Rando, 1984; Walsh-Burke, 2006). When a
surviving widow or widower lacks this critical piece of interpersonal recognition for their
grief, the resulting form of social disenfranchisement experienced represents a vulnerable
psychological situation that could develop into further adjustment complications leading
to additional symptoms that might obstruct a normal range of successful bereavement
recovery (Doka, 1989, 1999; McNutt & Yakushko, 2013; Rando, 1984).
Following the death of a same-sex partner, LG bereaved survivors are at risk for
encountering the emotionally painful and confusing experience of disenfranchised grief,
particularly due to psychosocial factors of sexual minority stress and the lack of
consistent legal protections and positive cultural attitudes towards same-sex couples
(Walter, 2012; Whipple, 2005). Previous studies researching the mental and emotional
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health of sexual minority populations have provided a thorough foundation for reliably
identifying the psychologically adverse consequences of enduring various forms of
sexual stigma, prejudice, discrimination and aggression (Herek, 2009a, Herek et al.,
2009; Nadal et al, 2011; Wright & Wegner, 2012). However, research is lacking in
thoroughly exploring the potentially harmful effects of sexual stigma and prejudice
towards bereaved LG partners.
A lack of social recognition and validation for the loss of a significant relationship
that a bereaved individual is grieving tends to complicate the bereavement recovery
process, with the potential to threaten the mourner’s ability to adequately acknowledge
and express his or her grief (Doka, 1989, 1999; Rando, 1984; Schupp, 2007). Bereaved
LG partners are at a considerably higher risk than their heterosexual counterparts are for
not receiving adequate recognition of the grief they experienced after the death of a
partner. This is especially relevant when considering the many socio-cultural layers of
heteronormative discrimination and sexual prejudice that continue to deny the equal
status of same-sex relationships (Herek, Chopp, & Strohl, 2007; Herek, 2009b; Meyer,
2003b).
Socio-Cultural Influence and Sexual Minority Stress
Throughout the last decade, legal protection for LG individuals has steadily
grown on both state and federal levels of legislation, leading to a gradual growth of social
acceptance and normalization of same-sex couples by the general public (Hammack,
Cohler, & Bertram, 2011). In a recent Pew Research Center study that surveyed about
1,200 individuals who identified as lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender (LGBT) living
in the United States, an overwhelming majority (92%) of participants stated their
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perception that social acceptance of LGBT individuals has increased during the last 10
years (Pew Research Center, 2013). However, despite this perception of society
becoming more accepting of LGBT persons, nearly six in 10 (58%) of the respondents
reported experiencing some form of sexual prejudice during their life, such as being the
target of discriminatory slurs or heterosexist jokes (Pew Research Center, 2013). In
addition, nearly four in 10 (39%) of the respondents reported being rejected by a family
member or close friend due to their sexual orientation or gender identity (Pew Research
Center, 2013). The results of this survey also revealed that, in general, LGBT-identified
individuals tend to be more politically liberal, less religious, less happy with their lives,
with lower family incomes, and have smaller household sizes than their heterosexual
counterparts in the general public (Pew Research Center, 2013).
Although there has been a gradually developing positive trend of increased sociocultural acceptance and legal protection of LG individuals, restrictions upon the rights of
LG individuals and couples continue to persist in several states within the United States,
thus leaving many within the LG community vulnerable to various forms of sanctioned
discrimination (Fingerhut, Riggle, & Rostosky, 2011). Due to the lack of consistent legal
protection and social validation for same-sex couples, circumstances that contribute to
sexual minority stress continue to persist (Fingerhut, Riggle, & Rostosky, 2011;
Hammack, Cohler, & Bertram, 2011; Herek & Garnets, 2007; Levitt et al., 2009; Lewis,
Derlega, Berndt, Morris, & Rose, 2001; Mays & Cochran, 2001; Meyer, 2003a; Meyer,
2003b). The current social discourse of political conflict and cultural disagreement
regarding the legal standing of equality and civil rights for same-sex couples emphasizes
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the state and federal inconsistencies of protection that many LG individuals continue to
face.
Currently, in the United States, 17 states and the District of Columbia
(Washington, D.C.) issue marriage licenses to same-sex couples, whereas another four
states provide some form of spousal rights for same-sex couples, such as domestic
partnerships and civil unions (Human Rights Campaign, 2014). The remaining 29 states
have various forms of preventive statutory laws against same-sex couples, most of which
currently stand as state constitutional amendments restricting marriage to one man and
one woman (Human Rights Campaign, 2014). It is important to note that the efforts to
support legal equality for same-sex couples in several states through the form of domestic
partnerships and civil unions have provided some basic protections for LG individuals
and same-sex couples (e.g., nondiscrimination protections in the workplace and in equal
access to housing, joint adoption rights). However, the diverse assortment of structural
frameworks that determine a type of legal definition for relationships of committed samesex couples falls significantly short in attaining the standard of protection and recognition
that heterosexual married couples have historically received from the federal government.
The enactment of the federal Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) in 1996 provided
sole legal recognition of heterosexual married couples while denying federal marriage
recognition of same-sex couples. Based upon the federal legislation of DOMA and
according to the United States Government Accountability Office (GAO, 1997), married
heterosexual couples were afforded more than 1,100 statutory provisions of rights,
benefits, and privileges from the federal government that same-sex couples were
prevented from receiving, all of which were determined on the basis of marital status
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(GAO, 1997). In the absence of a comprehensive revision to federal legislation regarding
the definition of marriage, committed same-sex couples have been prevented from
accessing the same rights and privileges afforded to heterosexual couples. Some of the
benefits contingent upon federally recognized marital status include sponsoring a spouse
for immigration benefits, access to veteran’s disability benefits, domestic violence
protection orders, income tax deductions, credits, rates and estimates, joint tax filing,
funeral and bereavement leave, the right of survivorship of custodial trust, and the right to
the inheritance of property (GAO, 1997).
In a recent historic decision by the Supreme Court of the United States, in the case
of United States v. Windsor (2013), the court struck down Section 3 of DOMA, thereby
affirming the equal protection and guarantee of federally sanctioned marriage benefits
and rights to legally married same-sex couples. Although this significant ruling expanded
federal marriage benefits and protection to legally married same-sex couples, it currently
only stands as applicable to same-sex couples residing in one of the 17 states or the
District of Columbia that also legally recognize same-sex marriage. The legal
implications of what this ruling means for same-sex couples who reside in a state that
does not recognize same-sex marriage remains unclear. Although the ruling of
delegitimizing Section 3 of DOMA has profound implications of social empowerment
among LG couples residing in affirming states, it has also prompted further legal
inconsistency for same-sex couples throughout the United States as a whole. Arguably,
significant progress remains somewhat elusive for achieving comprehensive and
consistent marriage equality and legal protection for same-sex partners on both state and
federal levels of legislation.
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As a result, the contradictory legal protections for same-sex relationships endorses
a wide range of limits for social acceptance, support, stigma, and prejudice towards samesex couples, although sexual minority stress difficulties continue to challenge LG
individuals and couples due to their marginalized legal standing and social status
(Kuehlwein & Gottschalk, 2000; Riggle & Rostosky, 2005). Bereaved lesbian widows
and gay widowers continue to remain at risk of enduring additional psychological
stressors following the death of a same-sex partner, due to the vulnerability of
inconsistent legal protections and social validation they might encounter as a sexual
minority (Silva, 2000; Walter, 2012; Whipple, 2005). Despite the growing evidence of
emotional resiliency and psychological hardiness exhibited during the mourning process
for many bereaved spouses, LG individuals grieving the death of a same-sex partner are
at greater risk for encountering a heightened experience of disenfranchised grief due to
their sexual minority status (Bonanno et al., 2002; McNutt & Yakushko, 2013; O’Brien,
Forrest, & Austin, 2002).
The purpose of this study, as a descriptive phenomenological exploration, is to
understand how gay widowers describe their experience of bereavement following the
death of a same-sex partner due to a non-HIV/AIDS-related cause. Although the focus of
this study is upon gay men, it is important to note that grieving lesbian, bisexual, and
transgender partners will likely experience similar challenges of sexual minority stress
and bereavement. However, due to the variety of differences of sexual and gender
minority stress issues experienced by lesbian, bisexual, and transgender individuals, an
additional research focus is warranted for exploring the specific experiences of these
other sexual minority demographics. For the purposes of this study, a more narrowed
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approach will be taken to explore the bereavement experiences of gay widowers,
particularly those who have not endured the death of a partner due to HIV/AIDS-related
causes, which has been the predominant focus of previous research exploring the grief
experience of gay men. Obviously, gay men do die of causes other than HIV/AIDS, and it
is the goal of this research to highlight the grief experience of gay widowers following
the death of their partner due to other causes, such as malignant forms of cancer,
myocardial infarction (heart attack), and COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease).
Throughout this study, a research emphasis will be upon the widowers’
experience of emotional adjustment within the first 6 months after their partner’s death,
with attention to potential social elements of disenfranchised grief that might have
complicated their emotional adjustment. An additional focus will be given to identifying
their capacity for psychological resilience during that period of bereavement. This
research will explore the phenomenology of these experiences of grief, as well as the
resulting effect on the psychological health of these individuals. Guided by the outlined
approach of Amedeo Giorgi’s (1970, 1985, 2009) descriptive phenomenological
methodology, this research will attempt to provide greater social awareness and clinical
understanding of these experiences through a review of the existing research and
literature, as well as through the direct accounts of gay widowers by means of individual
interviews.
Reflexivity
A critical dimension of Giorgi’s descriptive phenomenological method is based
upon Edmund Husserl’s premise that phenomenology investigates the subjective
experiential act of consciousness from a relational perspective (Giorgi, 2009, p. 105).
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This relational perspective includes the dynamic interaction between the subjective
experiencer and the object or phenomenon that is consciously experienced. Within this
relational dynamic, the intentionality with which the subject engages with the object or
phenomenon influences the quality of how the object is experienced. Thus,
“consciousness makes objects become present” (Giorgi, 2009, p. 105). This interplay of
intentionality and “act-object” consciousness participates within the very process of
research itself, existing between the individual researcher and the investigated
phenomenon. Assuming the phenomenological attitude in this approach to research
requires a subjective awareness of bias and presumption in relation to the studied
phenomenon. It is critical that the researcher identify how his or her own biases influence
the intentionality with which he or she brings in the investigation of the explored
phenomenon. Without this awareness, the ability to utilize a reductive process of
describing the researched phenomenon would be stifled.
Therefore, what do I, as the primary researcher, bring to this exploration of the
experiences of gay widowers? How might my own intentionality of investigation
influence the perspective of bias when examining the phenomenology of gay widowers?
It is important for the purposes of this research that the reader is aware that I am a gay
man who has worked with terminally ill individuals and their bereaved families for
several years. In addition to my professional work experience, I have also endured the
emotional pain of grieving the deaths of loved ones within my personal life, as well as
grappling with the psychological stress of sexual prejudice and struggling to discover
how to cope with its harmful consequences. These threads of my identity and lived
experience have inevitably informed my approach to this research. As a clinician, I have
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directly observed the emotionally challenging adjustments related to grieving the death of
a loved one. I have also witnessed the various relational difficulties experienced by many
LG individuals attempting to negotiate the psychological and social labyrinth of sexual
prejudice and heteronormative bias. In various settings throughout my clinical work, I
have observed the confluence of both of these experiences, as bereaved LG individuals
struggle to cope with the pain of their grief, while also fighting against various social and
legal forms of discrimination that contribute to further emotional distress.
Thus, as a gay clinical researcher, I bring to this study a perspective of exploration
influenced by both personal experience and professional predisposition. Throughout the
course of my own personal life, I have grieved the deaths of loved ones as well as
endured the emotional stressors of sexual prejudice. Some of these stressors have been
direct aggressions in the form of interpersonal hostility, disapproval, and rejection
towards me personally, whereas others have affected me vicariously through witnessing
the larger socio-cultural experience of indirect discrimination and prejudice towards LG
individuals. In addition, I have also witnessed the particular emotional challenges of
discrimination and disenfranchisement that both bereaved LG psychotherapy clients and
personal LG friends have encountered following the death of a same-sex partner.
Although these personal and professional experiences may contribute to potential
limitations within the boundaries of this research and analysis of the presented data, I
believe that they also provide an asset of understanding and intuitive sensitivity in
studying this particular phenomenon, which other researchers may lack.
I also bring to this study a motivation for social advocacy that intends to highlight
the discrepancy between the needs of bereaved gay widowers and the mental health
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support available to them. I view this research as capable of providing further
understanding of how the negative influences of sexual stigma and heterosexism towards
sexual minorities contributes to chronic emotional and mental health complications
among gay men, as well as the larger lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT)
community. My personal hope is that the result of this study would encourage further
education, social acceptance, and clinical competency in supporting the lives of
disenfranchised sexual and gender minorities, as well as to influence a change in the
discriminatory perspectives and prejudiced opinions that still exist within the larger
socio-cultural milieu.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Spousal Grief and Bereaved Partners
Facing the death of a loved one will most likely provoke some degree of
emotional and psychological distress for the grieving survivor, regardless of whether the
deceased was a friend, sibling, child, or parent. However, due to the multiple
interpersonal roles that are often embodied between spouses, the death of a life partner
may very well be among the most disorienting and challenging to endure (Dutton &
Zisook, 2005; Rando, 1988; Siegel & Kuykendall, 1990). As a spouse or partner, an
individual may very well embody various relational roles, such as lover, provider,
caregiver, confidante, friend, advocate, dependent, roommate, and the one with whom an
individual shares numerous responsibilities of labor and decisions regarding financial
investments, family relations, parenting, and maturing towards life goals. With the death
of a spouse or partner, the surviving widow or widower inevitably also faces the
prospective loss of these various relational roles and symbolic identities that he or she
embodied while living in relationship with his or her significant other (Rando, 1988).
However, every conjugal relationship will vary in its degree of emotional stability
and security, sexual intimacy, communication styles, personal boundaries, control of
money, family of origin relationships, and expression and management of conflict. In
addition, the emotional residue of a bereaved spouse’s interpersonal experience with his
or her partner will likely be influenced by a variety of situational circumstances. These
might include, but are not limited to, their previous degree of community engagement
and access to emotional support, financial stability, extramarital family and social
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relationships, potential concerns related to some form of minority stress, housing
stability, employment, and health related issues.
A bereaved spouse, whether a widow or widower, will likely encounter a
significant sense of change in his or her interpersonal identity following the death of a
partner. For some bereaved spouses, experiencing the death of a partner can create a
sense of insecurity, vulnerability, and anxiety, particularly due to the subsequent sense of
losing what has been certain, familiar, and even dependable (Rando, 1988; Siegel &
Kuykendall, 1990; Stroebe & Stroebe, 1983). The adjustment to widowhood can often
bring with it the challenges of learning to embody the responsibility of new tasks and
roles that the deceased spouse previously fulfilled. In addition, for spouses who were
together for many years, the death of a partner also brings with it a loss of a sense of
history, of a custodian and witness of one’s past, of someone who “really knew you,” and
the shift from identifying oneself as a “we” to an “I” (Rando, 1988).
Over the last several decades, previous research has clearly emphasized many of
the negative and detrimental outcomes of bereavement following a spousal death (Siegel
& Kuykendall, 1990; Stroebe & Stroebe, 1987; Zisook & Shuchter, 1991; Zisook, Paulas,
Shuchter, & Judd, 1997). Much of this previous research identified the prebereavement
risk factors associated with poor recovery from bereavement, such as excessive
dependency on a spouse and previous mental health concerns, as well as traumatic,
sudden, or violent deaths (Farberow, Gallagher-Thompson, Gilewski, & Thompson,
1992; Kaltman & Bonanno, 2002; Stroebe, 2002). Early studies that focused on gender
differences in bereavement experience revealed some contradictory conclusions. Some
studies indicated that widowers exhibited more difficulty coping with their post-death
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grief than their female widow counterparts, including an increased risk for premature
mortality, vulnerability to developing physical illness, increased levels of depressive and
anxiety based symptomatology, and less involvement with outside social support
(Prigerson, Bierhals, Kasl, Reynolds, Shear, & Day, 1997; Siegel & Kuykendall, 1990;
Stroebe & Stroebe, 1983). However, there is also additional evidence indicating that the
risk of heightened mortality is prevalent for both widows and widowers following the
death of a spouse, and is not correlated with a specific gender (Elwert & Christakis,
2008).
Other studies concluded that male widowers benefited from adapting to
situational stressors better than their female widow counterparts, due to greater efficiency
in problem-solving capacities (Billings & Moos, 1984; Hovanitz & Koroza, 1989).
Martin and Doka (2000) introduced the theory of general differences in behavioral
tendencies between bereaved widows and widowers, while trying to move beyond the
prescribed social stereotypes of masculine and feminine grief, by describing the two
prominent styles of grieving identified as instrumental and intuitive. These styles of
grieving are differentiated by a emphasis on practical tasks related to situational
adjustment (instrumental) and the expression of emotion and articulation of feeling states
(intuitive) (Martin & Doka, 2000). However, additional research has argued that gender
differences in bereavement experience and coping styles exist more upon a continuum
between action-oriented and affective-expressive, moving beyond social stereotypical
expectations (Daggett, 2002).
However, it is important to note that, as an experiential role, widowhood is not
associated with higher levels of depression for either gender, and the majority of
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bereaved spouses do not develop chronic clinical depression (Dutton & Zisook, 2005;
Siegel & Kuykendall, 1990). In addition, the influential role of cultural beliefs, emotional
expressions, religious rituals, family behaviors, and communicative assumptions have
demonstrated significant variability in shaping the mourning process for a bereaved
spouse (Bonanno, Papa, Lalande, Zhang, & Noll, 2005; Dutton & Zisook, 2005; Stroebe,
Hansson, Schut, & Stroebe, 2008). Regarding the importance of receiving social and
emotional support for increasing the efficacy of a bereaved spouse’s recovery through
bereavement, Bonanno et al. (2005) indicated that even in the midst of a bereaved
partner’s capacity for resilience, they continued to exhibit a greater need for social
contact and interpersonal support from family members and trusted friends.
The grief process of individuals facing the death of a spouse or partner is quite
diverse, with some individuals enduring more difficulty with their recovery than others
(Bonanno, Papa, Moskowitz, & Folkman, 2005; Carr, House, Kessler, Nesse, Sonnega, &
Wortman, 2000). Previous research has demonstrated this variability in bereavement
adjustment, while also highlighting some important indicators that might influence the
trajectory of complications or resiliency for a bereaved spouse. Some of these factors
include the bereaved spouse’s capacity for verbalizing an acceptance of the death, feeling
emotionally prepared for the death prior to its occurrence, experiencing grief before the
death, and not searching for a sense of meaning as a result of the death (Bonanno, Papa,
Moskowitz, & Folkman, 2005; Bonanno, Wortman, & Nesse, 2004). In addition, some
research has indicated that bereaved spouses have actually decreased in their levels of
depression and distress after the death of their partner, perhaps because of the relief
experienced due to the removal of caregiving responsibilities and stress (Bonanno,
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Wortman, & Nesse, 2004, Bonanno et al., 2002). Thus, a thorough history of research
studies has focused on exploring and identifying specific dimensions of conjugal or
spousal bereavement. However, despite this robust investigation, there continues to be a
lack of adequate research about the specific grief experiences of bereaved sexual minority
partners and the potential negative effects of minority stress upon their mourning process
(McNutt & Yakushko, 2013).
Diagnostic Features of Grief and Bereavement
Throughout this research study, the general concept of grief is referenced as the
phenomenological reaction to a perceived experience of loss, which may include any
number of behavioral, emotional, or cognitive responses. In addition, the concept of
bereavement is defined explicitly as the experiential state of having suffered a loss. For
the purposes of this particular research, the experience of loss is in reference to an aspect
of grief that is associated to the death of a loved one, specifically the death of an intimate
partner. Although the conceptual definitions of grief and bereavement tend to remain
consistent among most researchers and theorists, the diagnostic features of grief and
bereavement will vary among individuals who are mourning a death or loss. These
symptoms are likely to manifest through various dimensions of an individual’s life
experience. Although these displays of grief may include symptomatic reactions that are
physiological, behavioral, social, cognitive, emotional, and spiritual, the influential
factors contributing to the expression and form of one’s grief experience are numerous. A
few of these factors include the quality of the relationship that is mourned, the bereaved
individual’s personality, coping capacity, and mental health condition, the situational
cause of the death and the associated course of death trajectory, and the grieving
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individual’s social, cultural, ethnic, and religious or philosophical background (Rando,
1984; Schupp, 2007; Walsh-Burke, 2006).
Considering that each individual’s phenomenology of grief is different, it would
be too exhaustive to provide a comprehensive list of the range of possible symptoms
experienced after having suffered the death of a loved one. The extent of possible grief
reactions is very broad in its scope, as demonstrated by the variety of theories and models
of grief that have been created as a way to describe the psychological adjustment process
that an individual undergoes after experiencing the death of a loved one. These theories
have included psychoanalytic interpretations that describe the grieving experience as an
intrapsychic process of decathexis that detaches from previous emotional bonds (Freud,
1917/ 1957), as a psychosomatic reaction to a distressing situation that is unexpected and
uncontrollable (Lindemann, 1944), as a process of disorganization and reorganization of
attachment behavior (Bowlby, 1961), as a series of attitudinal stages that move from
denial to acceptance (Kubler-Ross, 1969), and as various instrumental tasks that include
emotionally relocating the deceased as a means for moving on with life (Worden, 2001).
Despite the wide range of theories about the psychological process of grief, there remains
a general clinical consensus of how a typical range of symptomatic expressions will tend
to manifest for a bereaved individual. These entail an assortment of possible symptoms,
including physical (headaches, nausea, appetite disturbance, heart palpitations, fatigue,
shortness of breath, dyssomnia); emotional (fear, anxiety, sadness, anger, relief,
helplessness, loneliness, longing); cognitive (difficulty concentrating, problems with
decision-making, confusion, memory problems, disbelief, absentmindedness,
rumination); and behavioral manifestations (social withdrawal, anhedonia, avoiding
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painful reminders, wearing clothing of the deceased, experiencing dreams of the
deceased).
Beyond the general range of typical symptomatic expressions of grief, researchers
have also identified various forms of complicated grief (Averill, 1968; Parkes & Weiss,
1983; Rando, 1984; Raphael, 1983; Schupp, 2007). These different types of complicated
grief exhibit an array of symptoms that tend to disrupt the typical process of emotional
recovery from bereavement. Several examples of complicated forms of grief include the
following: absent grief (an inhibited form of grief with no overt expressions); distorted
grief (exaggerated symptoms that include bizarre behavior); delayed grief (postponed
reaction to a loss); chronic grief (early symptoms of grief that extend beyond a typical
period of mourning); concomitant grief (multiple losses occurring in close succession);
and unresolved grief (various emotional layers of historical grief that are stimulated by an
overreaction to a current loss). Within each of these various forms of atypical grief
responses, it is critical that culturally variant expressions of mourning are considered
when determining any type of pathological significance. The diversity of cultural
expressions of grief suggests that bereavement incorporates components of learned
behavior, which includes the social evaluation of determining what expressions of grief
are considered healthy and those that are deemed unhealthy. Overall, grief responses may
be displayed in a variety of culturally specific ways, which must be taken into account,
particularly in clinical situations that evaluate diagnostic considerations. At times,
symptoms of grief may overlap in their presentation with other diagnoses that are
indicative of more severe clinical conditions.
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Recent developments of criteria related to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders (American Psychiatric Association) have expanded the diagnostic
boundaries in relation to the similarities and differences between grief and a major
depressive episode. Whereas the earlier edition of the DSM-IV-TR (2000) provided a
“bereavement exclusion” that prevented the application of a diagnosis of a major
depressive episode within the first 2 months following the death of a loved one, the newly
revised DSM-5 (2013) criteria have removed this exclusion (American Psychiatric
Association). Previously, under DSM-IV-TR (2000) standards, if depressive symptoms
manifested following the death of a loved one and were considered to be sufficient to
meet the requirements for a major depressive episode, then the symptoms were to be
applied to a diagnosis of Bereavement, rather than to a major depressive episode. The
primary cut-off consideration for this diagnostic application was whether the depressive
symptoms lasted beyond two months following the death event, or if they included
significant functional impairment, morbid preoccupation with worthlessness, suicidal
ideation, psychotic symptoms, or psychomotor retardation (p. 355).
Under current diagnostic standards of the DSM-5 (2013), this bereavement
exclusion has been removed. As a result, a bereaved individual who is manifesting
significant depressive symptoms can be diagnosed with a major depressive episode,
regardless of the duration of time following the death event (p. 161). Under current DSM5 criteria, the process of distinguishing grief from a major depressive episode emphasizes
the potential overlap between typical expressions of grief that are appropriate for
experiencing a significant loss or death of a loved one, as well as the simultaneous
symptomatic presence of a major depressive episode. Additional DSM-5 differential
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diagnostic considerations highlight the more discreet variations of symptom presentation.
For example, distinctions between a typical course of bereavement and a major
depressive episode are made with a focus on the predominantly presenting affect, thought
content, and expressions of self-esteem (American Psychiatric Association, 2013, p. 161).
During a course of bereavement, the presenting affect and mood typically have associated
feelings of emptiness and loss with the periodic ability for experiencing positive
emotions. In contrast, a major depressive episode includes a persistently depressed mood
and an inability to express pleasure or happiness. Emphasis upon the fluctuation of
feelings and the periodic “waves” or “pangs” of grief is highlighted when describing
bereavement, which is in contrast to a more consistently depressed mood related to a
major depressive episode.
DSM-5 (2013) criteria also emphasize the difference of thought content in
distinguishing bereavement from a major depressive episode. During a typical course of
grief, if ruminative thoughts are present, they tend to be associated with the deceased
loved one or display a preoccupation with memories about the deceased, rather than selfcritical or pessimistic ruminations that are usually present in a major depressive episode.
DSM-5 criteria are also specific in emphasizing the different presentation of cognitive
ruminations within bereavement and during a major depressive episode. In a period of
grief, when ruminations about death and dying are present, they tend to be associated
with ideas of rejoining with the deceased loved one, often with an emphasis upon some
type of imagined afterlife. In contrast, during a major depressive episode, these
ruminative thoughts about death or dying tend to contain features of suicidal ideation due
to feeling undeserving of life or unable to cope with the emotional pain of depression
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(American Psychiatric Association, 2013, p. 161). In addition, during a period of
bereavement, a grieving individual’s self-esteem typically remains intact, whereas
feelings of worthlessness and self-loathing are common during a major depressive
episode.
The DSM-5 has also proposed further consideration of additional symptomatic
conditions that require additional study for determining their diagnostic significance. One
of these potential conditions is what has been referred to as the “persistent complex
bereavement disorder” (American Psychiatric Association, 2013, p. 789). The proposed
criteria for this potential diagnosis involves chronic grief-related symptoms that extend
beyond a duration of 12 months after the death event. Some of these identified symptoms
of this proposed diagnosis would include persistent longing or yearning for the deceased,
preoccupation with the deceased and with the circumstances of the death event, and
various features of social disruption and reactive distress (e.g., bitterness and anger
related to the loss, marked difficulty accepting the death, difficulty with positive
reminiscing about the deceased, excessive avoidance of reminders of the deceased) (pp.
789-790). This future diagnostic consideration of the “persistent complex bereavement
disorder” may provide further symptomatic features that suggest a more specific form of
complicated grief.
Disenfranchised Grief
Disenfranchised grief describes the bereavement experience of grieving
individuals who lack adequate social validation for the loss they are mourning (Doka,
1989, 2002; Walsh-Burke, 2006). This experience of disenfranchisement may result from
various forms of social stigmatization or marginalization, and it places the bereaved
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individual at risk for developing complicated symptoms of grief (Doka, 1989, 2002). The
experience of social stigmatization has been associated with negative outcomes related to
psychological development, emotional health, and interpersonal functioning for
marginalized individuals (Herek, 1998; Herek, Chopp, & Strohl, 2007). Dimensions of
social prejudice are often contained within forms of social stigmatization and may be
experienced as a devaluation, minimization, or disapproval of an individual’s or group’s
expressions, identity, or behaviors, which are determined to be shaming, threatening, or
discrediting to the larger socio-cultural context (Fiske, 2010). When social stigmatization
or marginalization is experienced within the context of grief, a bereaved individual’s
expression of mourning might be considered by others to be illegitimate, irrelevant, or
inappropriate, thus leading to a potential outcome of disenfranchised grief (Green &
Grant, 2008; McNutt & Yakushko, 2013).
A predominant aspect of social disapproval and devaluation is felt within the
experience of disenfranchised grief, which has the potential to compound the acute
emotional disturbance and situational adjustment stress that a bereaved individual is
already encountering within the normal course of grief (Doka, 1989, 1999, 2002; Green
& Grant, 2008; Harris, 2007; Rando, 1984). On an interpersonal level, disenfranchised
grief tends to lack social support and validation for the bereaved individual, both of
which are critical factors that facilitate healthy emotional recovery (Rando, 1993;
Worden, 2001). From a social psychological perspective, the phenomenon of social
disenfranchisement, similar to social marginalization, relates to the experience of feeling
deprived of a right or privilege, including a loss of efficacy and expression, as well as
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general social powerlessness, as an individual or group of individuals is constrained by
social structures of prejudiced behavior (Fiske, 2010).
In formulating a specific description of social disenfranchisement as it relates to
the experience of grief, Doka (1989) identified three main constructs of how this may be
expressed. These include (a) the lack of social recognition of the grieved relationship, (b)
the lack of recognition of the bereavement experience itself, and (c) the lack of
recognizing the significance of the individual griever (Doka, 1989). It is important to note
that the phenomenon of disenfranchised grief can be experienced as more than a passive
lack of validation or recognition, but may very well include interpersonal reactions of
devaluation and rejection towards the bereaved relationship, the grief experience itself, or
the individual mourner.
Within the recent development of bereavement research, the experience of
disenfranchised grief has been identified as having the potential to complicate the
bereavement process for various minority populations and those who grieve a socially
invalidated death or loss. Some of these studies of disenfranchised grief include a focus
on the grief experience of older adults (Fenge & Fannin, 2009; Moss & Moss, 2003),
family members of inmates on death row (Jones & Beck, 2007), those who are impacted
by an AIDS-related death (Hornjatkevyc & Alderson, 2011; Sikkema, Kochman,
DiFranceisco, Kelly, & Hoffman, 2003), helping professionals (Suarez, 2010), those
providing care for loved ones diagnosed with dementia (Dempsey & Baago, 1998), the
experience of loss within blended stepfamilies (Gerrard, 2002), the loss of romantic
relationships for teens (Kaczmarek & Backlund, 1991), and grieving the death of a pet
(Baydak, 2000). Further research has also explored the elements of disenfranchised grief
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that are experienced by women who have suffered an abortion, a miscarriage, and giving
up a child for adoption, as well as bereaved ex-spouses following a divorce, and the loss
of cultural identity experienced by recent immigrants (Aloi, 2009; Cost Lester, 2000;
Davidson, 2010; Robinson, 2007; Rosenzweig, 2010).
It is important to emphasize that although the risk for developing complicated
symptoms of grief may result from enduring some form of social marginalization during
the mourning process, the experience of disenfranchised grief is not a predetermined
indicator for developing complicated bereavement. As a disruption of the normal grieving
process that prohibits a sense of emotional recovery from bereavement, complicated grief
may include various behavioral manifestations. As previously discussed, these
manifestations may include features of prolonged grief, absent grief, distorted grief, and
delayed grief (Rando, 1984; Schupp, 2007; Walsh-Burke, 2006).
A number of factors may contribute to developing behavioral symptoms of
complicated grief. These may include personality disorders, a previous history of mental
illness, a belief that the death was preventable, a history of interpersonal conflict or
emotional ambivalence with the deceased person, enduring a sudden or unexpected death,
having an overly dependent relational history with the deceased, and suffering the death
of a child (Rando, 1984; Schupp, 2007; Walsh-Burke, 2006). However, recent research
has shown that the majority of grieving individuals will eventually experience emotional
recovery from bereavement, although a statistically significant percentage (10% - 20%)
of bereaved individuals will develop some form of complicated grief, such as chronic
depression or prolonged grief (Bonanno, Papa, Moskowitz, & Folkman, 2005; Bonanno,
Wortman, & Nesse, 2004).
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Despite the growing foundation of clinical knowledge about disenfranchised grief
that has developed throughout much of this previous research, there remains a substantial
lack of attention given to the potential social marginalization and disenfranchisement
experienced by bereaved sexual minority partners, as well as the potential psychological
complications and difficulties of emotional recovery within bereavement due to
experiences of sexual prejudice.
Disenfranchised Grief and Bereaved Sexual Minorities
When considering the experience of mourning the death of another person, the
principal feature that distinguishes disenfranchised grief from a normal range of
bereavement experience is the lack of acknowledgement and validation of the importance
of the bereaved individual’s relationship with the deceased person, and the subsequent
extent of grief that is felt by the bereaved. Bereaved sexual minorities, such as gay
widowers, are at particular risk for encountering some form of invalidation for their loss
and consequently endure additional difficulty with their mourning process, due to the
various forms of psychosocial, legal, and cultural disavowals of same-sex relationships
(McNutt & Yakushko, 2013).
Due to the prevalence of institutional sexual prejudice, heteronormative biases,
and socio-cultural expressions of heterosexism, LG individuals face a considerable risk of
enduring some form of disenfranchised grief following the death of a same-sex partner.
However, in light of this substantial risk, it is important to emphasize that the grief
experience of every bereaved individual will vary in its course, expression, and
trajectory, and this pertains to grieving LG partners who encounter various forms of
sexual stigma or prejudice, as well as their bereaved heterosexual counterparts who do
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not. It is also important to note that the risk of disenfranchised grief is not inherent to an
individual’s identity as a sexual minority. Rather, the risk of experiencing
disenfranchised grief for a bereaved sexual minority is a consequence of negative sociocultural influences and minority stress that develop from the pressures of heteronormative
biases and sexual prejudice (McNutt & Yakushko, 2013; O’Brien, Forrest, & Austin,
2002).
Previous research exploring the bereavement experience of the LG population has
focused predominantly on gay men grieving the death of a same-sex partner due to
HIV/AIDS related causes. Many of these past studies concentrated on the bereavement
experience of gay men during the peak of the AIDS epidemic in the late 1980s and early
1990s, and they highlighted the negative influence of various psychosocial stressors for
bereaved gay men due to social prejudice and discrimination (Cadell & Marshall, 2007;
Goodkin & Blaney, 1996; Mayne, Acree, Chesney, & Folkman, 1998). Much of this
previous research also focused on survivors’ experiences of enduring multiple deaths
throughout the AIDS epidemic, although they also experienced social stigmatization
related to negative stereotypes and fears associated with HIV/AIDS (Biller & Rice, 1990;
Cherney & Verhey, 1996; Klein, 1994; Marion, 1996; Neugebauer, Rabkin, Williams,
Remien, Goetz, & Gorman, 1992; Nord, 1996; Wright & Coyle, 1996). More recently,
additional bereavement studies have explored the capacity for resilience exhibited by gay
men coping with the death of a partner due to HIV/AIDS related causes (Bonanno, Papa,
Moskowitz, & Folkman, 2005).
In relation to the phenomenon of disenfranchised grief and the postbereavement
experience of social stigmatization, Murray’s (2000) research explored the concept of a
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stigmatized death. According to Murray, a death is identified as stigmatized when the
surrounding socio-cultural context attributes a specific death event to immoral or evil
causes, thus delegitimizing the grief response. Due to the history of social stigmatizing
perceptions about the etiology and condition of HIV/AIDS, many bereaved gay partners
grieving an AIDS related death have also faced negative social attitudes related to the
disease-stigma of HIV/AIDS (Nord, 1996). Many of the factors contributing to these
prejudicial beliefs include a lack of education about the disease process of HIV/AIDS, an
emphasis on the physical effects of the disease, a misguided fear of contamination, and a
stereotypical association of HIV/AIDS with a hypersexualized view of gay men (Wright
& Coyle, 1996). In more extreme situations, these forms of stigmatizing attitudes may
also come to associate same-sex male relationships with a suspicion of contamination,
thus legitimizing social behaviors of marginalization and discrimination.
Although these early studies exploring the bereavement experience of gay men
were able to bring initial research attention to some of the possible factors associated with
negative influences due to sexual discrimination, a significant limitation of these studies
was the emphasis they placed on HIV/AIDS related grief. The grief experience of
bereaved gay men grieving a non-HIV/AIDS related death was not given sufficient
attention. However, from a sociological perspective, this is quite understandable given
the general perception that a majority of same-sex male relationships were affected by
HIV/AIDS during that period (Martin, 1988; Young, 1995).
Psychological Distress and Sexual Minority Status
Although there has been a positive growth of public acceptance of same-sex
relationships that are no longer confined to the stereotypical attitudes of the disease
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stigma associated with the HIV/AIDS epidemic, same-sex couples continue to encounter
psychosocial stressors related to sexual prejudice (Herek, 2009b; Levitt et al., 2009;
Meyer, 1995, 2003b). Thus, regardless of the specific circumstances surrounding the
death experience of a same-sex partner, the surviving bereaved spouse will likely face a
significant risk of disenfranchised grief and the subsequent challenges that this brings in
achieving successful recovery through bereavement (Hornjatkevyc & Alderson, 2011).
Given the continued pervasiveness of heteronormative attitudes and beliefs within the
larger socio-cultural context of the United States, gay widowers remain at risk for
experiencing some form of disenfranchised grief, even when the death they are mourning
might not be associated with a specific HIV/AIDS related cause.
When sexual minorities are referred to in this research, they are identified as
individuals who express romantic or erotic attraction to members of the same sex or to
individuals of the same and opposite sex, even though the persons who demonstrate these
sexual attractions might not self-identify as lesbian, gay, or bisexual (APA Task Force,
2009; McCarn & Fassinger, 1996). The theory of sexual minority stress is based upon the
premise that the predominant attitudes, biases, assumptions, expectations and beliefs of a
society that bases its perception of human sexuality upon heterosexual norms will overtly
and inadvertently create an environment that condones forms of sexual stigmatization,
prejudice and discrimination. The conditions and behaviors of such a socio-cultural
context will thus result in increased emotional distress for sexual minorities (APA Task
Force, 2009; Meyer, 1995). Within such heteronormative social and familial structures,
heterosexuality is presumed to be the only appropriate expression of sexual orientation.
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As a result, an inferior attitude towards nonheterosexual identity, behaviors and
relationships tends to be promoted.
Previous research has explored how the negative effects of lacking social
validation, legal protection, and emotional support through the experience of enduring
minority stress related factors results in psychologically harmful outcomes for sexual
minorities (DiPlacido, 1998; Herek, Cogan, & Gillis, 2009; Meyer, 2003; Mohr & Daly,
2008). In particular, these minority stress related experiences are most often exhibited
through heteronormative expectations, heterosexist attitudes, homonegative
microaggressions, and sexual prejudice (Meyer, 2003b; Herek, 2009a; Nadal et al, 2011;
Wright & Wegner, 2012). Previous social parlance and research studies referred to these
attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors as homophobic or within a broader conceptual frame of
homophobia. However, the current literature has tended to develop more specific
illustrations and examples of homonegative prejudice and discrimination that are not
specifically focused on a sense of fear or phobia (Herek, 2004). Regardless of how these
attitudes and behaviors of prejudice are described, there is substantial evidence
documenting the association between sexual minority stress and negative outcomes of
emotional distress and interpersonal functioning (APA Task Force, 2009; McCarn &
Fassinger, 1996; Herek & Garnets, 2007; Herek, Chopp, & Strohl, 2007; Meyer, 1995,
2003a, 2003b; Mohr & Daly, 2008).
This variety of beliefs and behaviors of homonegative intolerance tends to exist
upon a social continuum of stressors that sexual minorities face within the context of
heteronormative structures that are restricted by heterosexual norms and standards. Due
to the predominance of heteronormative standards within the United States, sexual
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minorities will often encounter social situations in which the choice of disclosing about
their sexual orientation involves a considerable risk of experiencing misunderstanding,
disapproval, prejudice, and even discriminatory behavior (Herek & Garnets, 2007;
Hughes, 2007; Meyer, 2003b). In addition, sexual minorities may also experience
anticipatory stress related to expectations of rejection and prejudice within a
heteronormative socio-cultural context (Meyer, 1995, 2003a).
Herek (2000) identified heterosexism as a term analogous to sexism and racism,
which describes the cultural ideological system that casts homosexuality as inferior to
heterosexuality. Heterosexism extends beyond individual antigay attitudes and behaviors
and encompasses the societal level of cultural ideologies, symbolic beliefs that operate as
stereotypical thinking, and patterns of institutionalized oppression against
nonheteronormative people (DiPlacido, 1998; Haddock & Zanna, 1998; Herek, 2000). As
a socio-cultural construct, heterosexism perpetuates sexual stigma, which is society’s
devaluation of any nonheterosexual behavior (Herek, 2004). As a cultural ideology,
heterosexism encompasses a more macro level of cultural attitudes and beliefs, including
institutional and systemic discrimination.
Sexual prejudice is another term that has been promoted as an attempt to bridge
the theoretical gap between homophobia and heterosexism, which some scholars contend
are insufficient in their capacity to accurately describe both the individual and the sociocultural forms of nonheteronormative negative bias (Moradi, Van den Berg, & Epting,
2006). As a broad concept, sexual prejudice refers to all negative attitudes based on
sexual orientation, regardless of whether the individual target is gay, lesbian, bisexual, or
transgender (Herek, 2000). Sexual prejudice exhibits an individual expression and social
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manifestation of prejudiced attitudes and beliefs, which display discriminatory behaviors
towards others who represent a minority sexual orientation. Herek (2000) argued that, as
a conceptual description, the term sexual prejudice does not imply assumptions about the
origins, dynamics, or underlying motivations of nonheteronormative negative bias, nor
does it promote value judgments about anti-LGB attitudes or behaviors as being
inherently irrational or evil (p. 20).
In their extrapolation of antigay prejudice, Haddock and Zanna (1998) proposed a
multicomponent model of the structure of prejudicial attitudes, which is comprised of
behavioral, cognitive, and emotional information that operationalize aspects of sexual
prejudice. These forms of perceptual evaluations, ideational patterns, and emotional
responses contribute to the formation and expression of sexual prejudice, exhibited
through discriminatory behaviors, stereotypic attitudes and symbolic beliefs. Haddock
and Zanna (1998) identified a significant positive correlation between antigay prejudice
and discriminatory actions, particularly when negatively biased symbolic beliefs
contribute to the formation of prejudicial attitudes that are translated into discriminatory
behavior.
Previous research within social psychology has provided a clarification about
various forms of negative bias, most specifically, those of stereotyping, prejudice, and
discrimination. These conceptual differences address the range of individual and social
expressions of negative bias: applying one’s own expectations and negative associations
about a group to individual representatives of that group (stereotyping); an individual’s
negative bias and emotional reactivity about a group as a whole (prejudice); and denying
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equal treatment of a group based upon stereotypes and prejudices (discrimination) (Fiske,
2010).
From a causal interpretation of prejudiced motivation, social psychological theory
argues that people maintain negative biases towards others due to predominant core
social motives that rely on dichotomous distinctions of group identity, which then operate
through categorizing people as belonging to an in-group and an out-group. These social
motives include the need for understanding (to make sense of intergroup encounters), the
desire to belong (to solidify relational ties with one’s own in-group), and the urge for
control (to avoid perceived threats from out-group members) (Fiske, 2010). From these
core social motives, biased beliefs about essential differences between group identities
are reinforced and rationalized, thus promoting implicit approval of intergroup conflict
and the condoning of out-group stereotyping, prejudice, and discrimination.
Research indicates that insecure in-group identity tends to correlate with the most
blatant and hostile forms of prejudice. Altemeyer (1988) and Duckitt (1993) identified
right-wing authoritarianism (RWA) as an insecure form of in-group experience that
promotes conformity to traditional values, submission to in-group authority, and
aggression towards out-group threats that deviate from the in-group’s values. Duckitt
(1993) identified correlations between RWA and prejudice against a variety of minority
out-groups. Fiske (2010) argued that the underlying psychology of RWAs is organized
around a basic hypervigilance against those groups that are perceived as being different.
This fundamental distrust of difference tends to arouse fear and hostility towards
identified members of various out-groups, as well as provoking as sense of moral
superiority that justifies aggressive behavior against perceived threats (p. 465).
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In the pivotal work that explored social psychological dimensions of homophobia,
Society and the Healthy Homosexual, Weinberg (1972) argued that there were five
predominant reasons for homophobic prejudice: religious influence, fear of being
homosexual, repressed envy, threat to values, and existence without vicarious immorality.
Since Weinberg’s work, additional studies have revealed consistently positive
correlations between fundamental religious conservatism and negative attitudes derived
from symbolic beliefs as reliable predictors of sexual prejudice and discriminatory
behavior (Esses, Haddock, & Zanna, 1993; Haddock & Zanna, 1998; Herek & Capitanio,
1996). In relation to sexual prejudice and discriminatory behaviors being influenced by
vigilant aggressiveness towards perceived threats, Fransella (1977) argued that
stereotypes against out-groups reinforce one’s own sense of self-identity as being
superior to members of the out-group, thus condoning hostility towards minority groups.
Moradi, Van den Berg, and Epting (2006) adapted Kelly’s (1991a, 1991b)
personal construct theory as a foundation for interpreting anti-lesbian and antigay
attitudes and discriminatory behaviors. According to Kelly’s (1991a, 1991b) theory,
individuals’ thoughts, feelings, and behaviors are shaped by the way they construe their
experiences. Whenever a particular social construct or experience is perceived as being
incompatible with one’s own self-construct, the experience is then associated with a
threat to one’s core self-structures. Thus, Kelly (1991a) argued that when persons
perceive others as incompatible with their own self-construct (e.g., self presentation, self
image, belief system), they will tend to distance themselves and reject the outside
experience, thus validating their own original self-construct.
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Based on Kelly’s (1991a) personal construct theory, and consistent with previous
studies that determined positive correlations between sexual minority individuals as
perceived threats, Moradi, Van den Berg, and Epting’s (2006) study revealed that
expressing homonegative attitudes serves to validate and reaffirm an individual’s positive
sense of self-construal and presentation (p. 63). In other words, manifestations of
interpersonal attitudes of sexual prejudice and discriminatory behaviors towards sexual
minority individuals have been shown to function as a form of protection and
preservation of one’s own self-concept and identified self-presentation (Moradi, Van den
Berg, & Epting, 2006).
In light of the social constructs and manifestations of heterosexism, sexual
prejudice, and sexual stigma, it is critical to consider the impact these minority stressors
have upon a bereaved sexual minority individual, such as a gay widower, particularly
when exploring the experience of grief. Although somewhat limited in its scope, previous
research on the bereavement experience of lesbian widows and gay widowers has
highlighted a diversity of psychosocial challenges faced by these grieving individuals.
One of these particular stressors is the decision related to one’s degree of social outness
regarding sexual orientation and the status of the relationship experienced with the
deceased partner. Researchers have emphasized that bereaved sexual minority partners
who remain closeted tend to have less available family and social validation of their
sexual identity or of the significance of their relationship with their deceased partner
(Shernoff, 1997; Smolinski & Colon, 2006).
The specific demographic of older sexual minority adults is at considerable risk of
experiencing compounded stressors of sexual prejudice and stigma due to additional
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psychosocial vulnerabilities, such as increased susceptibility to health problems, the
likelihood of facing multiple situational losses, and potential social disregard related to
ageism (Blando, 2001; Butler, 2004). These multifaceted stressors for older sexual
minorities place them at greater risk for social marginalization, invisibility, and isolation
(Claes & Moore, 2000; Price, 2005). Additional research has indicated that older LG
adults living in long-term care residential facilities tend to feel that their sexuality is
disregarded and ignored, or viewed as a behavioral problem that needs to be managed
(Addis, Myfanwy, Greene, MacBride-Stewart, & Shepherd, 2009; Price, 2005).
Further studies exploring the sexual minority stress of older LG adults has
revealed that many continue to be influenced by the cultural context of their earlier adult
years, which emphasized a pathologization of homosexuality, thus leading them to
exhibit higher degrees of fear of stigma and discrimination than their younger sexual
minority counterparts (Fenge & Fannin, 2009). Due to the prejudiced history of
institutional medicine towards sexual minorities, older LG adults may tend to distrust
clinical professionals and refrain from seeking support for mental health needs (Brotman,
Ryan, & Cormier, 2003; Johnson, Jackson, Arnette, & Koffman, 2005). The recent
documentary, Gen Silent, illustrates the residual fear of prejudice that many older LG
adults continue to feel when living in retirement homes, skilled nursing facilities, or longterm residential care facilities (Maddux, Applebaum, Cox, Atkin, & Maddux, 2011). As a
result, some older sexual minority adults may return to closeted identities or refrain from
actively seeking appropriate support for mental or medical health needs due to fear of
discrimination or some form of abuse from healthcare professionals (Brotman et al.,
2003; Johnson et al., 2005).
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When considering the bereavement experience of LG partners in light of the
various forms and manifestations of sexual minority stress, there is considerable risk for
homonegative social reactions that might lead to an experience of disenfranchised grief.
Some of the indications from previous research illustrates that these forms of
homonegativity might include a lack of social validation, negative emotional reactivity
from nonaffirming family members, and even the experience of “shunning,” whereby a
bereaved partner is excluded from a funeral or final arrangement planning (Fenge &
Fannin, 2009; Michael, 2007; Shernoff, 1997; Siegel & Hoefer, 1981). These previous
studies reveal examples of the range of social and interpersonal stressors that might
contribute to a bereaved sexual minority partner experiencing disenfranchised grief, such
as the lack of recognition from family members, clinical professionals, or co-workers
who might not acknowledge the significance of the grieved relationship.
Additional studies revealed the potential lack of instrumental support and
institutional resources that are appropriately available to bereaved LG partners. The
research from O’Brien, Forrest, and Austin’s (2002) study disclosed the propensity for
bereaved LG partners to experience a lack of personal identification with heterosexual
counterparts within a grief support group, as well as a lack of validation and acceptance.
This study also revealed the risk of bereaved LG partners being prohibited by employers
from taking leave under the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) in order to care for their
dying partner or to be given adequate time for bereavement leave following the death
(O’Brien, Forrest, & Austin, 2002). Additional results from O’Brien, Forrest, and
Austin’s study showed that bereaved LG partners had less access to accepting and
affirming religious or faith communities, which have shown to be important indicators in
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providing social support and assisting with recovery from bereavement (McIntosh, Silver,
& Wortman, 1993; Nolen-Hoeksema & Larson, 1999).
Another component of homonegative bias that has been shown to contribute to
creating dimensions of disenfranchised grief for bereaved gay or bisexual men, has been
the stereotype of an AIDS related cause being attributed to the deceased partner’s death
(Hornjatkevyc & Alderson’s, 2011; Michael, 2007; O’Brien, Forrest, & Austin, 2002).
Biased misattributions such as these are further examples of the socially subtle forms of
homonegative reactions and prejudices that may contribute to further risks of
disenfranchised grief.
Less subtle forms of institutional and legal discrimination towards sexual
minorities will likely continue to complicate the bereavement recovery process of
grieving LG partners. The lack of comprehensive federal marriage equality protections
and the current inconsistent legal stipulations for same-sex relationships in each state
contributes to an incoherent range of rights and limitations for bereaved LG partners in
caring for their dying spouse as well as managing post-death affairs. Smolinski and Colon
(2006) reviewed a variety of social misconceptions and legal constraints that had adverse
effects on the bereavement experience of surviving LG partners. For example, this study
revealed that without socially distinguished titles such as “wife” or “husband,” same-sex
partners experienced a lack of institutional and social recognition of their relational
significance with their dying or deceased spouse. Further studies have shown that
bereaved LG partners have experienced a greater degree of anticipated and actual
emotional distress related to stigma, prejudice, indifference, and discrimination than their
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bereaved heterosexual counterparts did (Green & Grant, 2008; Michael, 2007; Siegel &
Hoefer, 1981; Smolinski & Colon, 2006).
Sexual minorities remain at considerable risk for experiencing some form of
heterosexism, sexual prejudice, and stigma, such as through direct social hostility and
subtle micoaggressions, expressions of moral disapproval and religious condemnation,
the lack of legal protections against discrimination, and various forms of interpersonal or
family exclusion (Brown, 2008; Wright & Wegner, 2012). The potential significance of
the negative impact from interpersonal, institutional, and legal forms of heterosexism
upon the psychological health of bereaved sexual minority partners is substantial. Thus,
when exploring the dimensions of possible disenfranchised grief among bereaved LG
spouses, the psychosocial factors of sexual minority stress must be considered as
potentially influencing the general experience, course, and trajectory of bereavement.
However, it is important to note that despite the significantly negative effect of
socio-cultural structures that promote and condone sexual prejudice and heterosexism,
many sexual minority individuals demonstrate considerable resilience in the face of
chronic prejudice, whether in overt or subtle forms (Bonanno, Papa, Moskowitz, &
Folkman, 2005; Butler, 2004; Solomon, Rothblum, & Balsam, 2004). In addition, the
expression of resilience throughout the grieving process tends to be more of a normative
experience for bereaved individuals rather than an exception (Bonanno, Wortman, &
Nesse, 2004; Dutton & Zisook, 2005).
Resilience in Grief and Among Sexual Minorities
Recent research in bereavement has started to reveal that contrary to previous
theories of grief, the expression of resilience by bereaved individuals tends to be more
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common than those that show significant difficulty in their emotional recovery, such as
developing chronic or delayed symptoms of complicated grief or depression (Bonanno,
2009; Bonanno et al., 2002; Dutton & Zisook, 2005). In fact, some research has
demonstrated that significant percentages of bereaved individuals show little distress
following interpersonal loss and remain capable of accessing positive emotions, which
have been determined to serve as an adaptive coping response during bereavement
(Bonanno et al, 2002; Bonanno & Kaltman, 2001; Ong, Fuller-Rowell, & Bonanno,
2010). Researchers have defined resilience, in the context of grief and bereavement, as
the following:
The ability of adults in otherwise normal circumstances who are exposed
to an isolated and potentially highly disruptive event such as the death of a
close relation or a violent or life-threatening situation to maintain
relatively stable, healthy levels of psychological and physical functioning
. . . as well as the capacity for generative experiences and positive
emotions. (Bonanno, 2004, pp. 20-21)
Previous studies exploring both adult and child manifestations of resilience tend
to emphasize the importance of characteristics within an individual’s personality that
might mitigate the impact of stressful life events (Kobasa & Puccetti, 1983; Ong, FullerRowell, & Bonanno, 2010). Early research in resilience focused on identifying
psychological “hardiness” in individuals (Kobasa, 1979; Kobasa, Maddi, & Kahn, 1982).
These studies revealed specific characteristics of individuals who felt in control of their
problems, who were willing to accept the stress of change as challenges to be mastered,
and who appeared to be committed to their immediate life goals and instrumental tasks
(Ong, Fuller-Rowell, & Bonanno, 2010; Kobasa, 1979; Kobasa, Maddi, & Kahn, 1982;
Kobasa & Puccetti, 1983; Maddi, Bartone, & Puccetti, 1987). Further studies have
identified “trait resilience” as the ability to overcome hardships, to navigate through
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situational challenges, and the capacity to bounce back from adversity (Block & Block,
1980; Block & Kremen, 1996; Ong, Fuller-Rowell, & Bonanno, 2010).
Resilience research that has since followed with an emphasis on bereavement has
offered several other features indicative of a possible resilient personality type. Some of
these individual qualities include having a generally optimistic attitude about life, the
capacity to regulate emotions, the ability to manage multiple demands and stresses, a
sense of personal confidence, and the propensity to utilize a broad repertoire of behaviors
as coping responses (Bonanno, 2009). In addition, there has been preliminary research
exploring potential genetic patterns of resilient personalities and the possibility of a
resilient genome that is predisposed for activation during stressful circumstances
(Bonanno, 2009; Moore, 2003; Ridley, 2003).
The study conducted by Bonanno et al. (2002) was able to provide a longitudinal
perspective of the prebereavement and postbereavement personality features of grieving
individuals, while identifying any consistent predictors that might exist in an individual’s
capacity to cope and demonstrate resilience in the face of enduring the death of a loved
one. Bonanno et al. identified five core bereavement patterns, including common grief,
chronic grief, chronic depression, improvement during bereavement, and resilience. The
results indicated that common grief was relatively infrequent, whereas the pattern of
resilience was the most frequent. In addition, this study identified various prebereavement indicators, such as chronic grief being associated with interpersonal
dependency on the deceased loved one, whereas resilience exhibited emotional
acceptance of the anticipated death and a belief in a just and fair world (Bonanno et al.,
2002).
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Although the evidence of more common trajectories for resilience in bereavement
has grown, this research has continued to acknowledge that even resilient bereaved
individuals experience an acute period of emotional distress and upheaval following the
death of a loved one (Bonanno, 2004). Results also demonstrated that bereaved resilient
individuals exhibit a tendency to rely more on the social support of others during their
period of grief than prior to the death event (Bonanno, 2004). In addition, Bonanno,
Wortman, and Nesse’s (2004) study concluded that although some of the bereaved
resilient individuals who participated in their research did not report experiences of
yearning or having emotional pangs during grief, the majority of them did report some
yearning and expressing of emotional pangs during the first 6 months of bereavement. In
addition, nearly all of their bereaved research participants, including those identified as
resilient, experienced some type of unwanted cognitive intrusions and ruminations
associated with their experience of loss (Bonanno, Wortman, & Nesse, 2004). This
evidence suggests that even resilient individuals will experience some symptoms of grief
that include features of emotional distress, cognitive disruption, and behavioral changes.
Additional research has studied the phenomenon of resilience among some
minority populations who are likely to face various socio-cultural stressors due to
minority stress related issues, such as the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT)
community (Butler, 2004; Green, 2004; Solomon, Rothblum, & Balsam, 2004). Sexual
minorities are at considerable risk for encountering some form of prejudice and
discrimination, particularly when openly representing a socially stigmatized sexual
identity within a predominantly heteronormative socio-cultural context, such as the
United States. The range of prejudicial attitudes and behaviors that a sexual minority
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individual might encounter are quite diverse, including many that are quite subtle and
even vicarious. Previous research has emphasized the variety of sexual prejudice and
intolerance that same-sex couples and sexual minority individuals are likely to face
throughout the general culture of the United States. Some of this research has highlighted
probable exposure through discriminatory beliefs promoted by most mainstream
religions, through subtle social and interpersonal microaggressions, through negative
stereotypical portrayals of LGBT persons in the media, and through vicariously
identifying with victims of sexual discrimination (Green, 2004; Nadal et al., 2011;
Wright & Wegner, 2012).
In addition, the significant lack of historical sexual minority role models that
many LGBT individuals are aware of can also contribute to a sense of marginalization.
Solomon, Rothblum, and Balsam (2004) emphasized the lack of a normative legal and
cultural template for same-sex couples as challenging the expectations and assumptions
of these couples about how to navigate the many basic decisions of couplehood,
including decisions about monogamy, sharing responsibilities of extrafamilial
commitments, how to manage shared finances, and decisions regarding instrumental
responsibilities within a joint household. There remains a current cultural deficiency of
explicit and implicit models of how to embody a healthy and open same-sex relationship,
whereas numerous models of marital health and relationship guidance are readily
available for heterosexual couples (Green, 2004). In light of this, research has revealed
that many same-sex couples have experienced more interpersonal ambiguity about
emotional boundaries and relational commitment than their heterosexual counterparts
(Green & Mitchell, 2002).
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Older LG adults also face numerous challenges of minority stress. In addition to
the possible distress of sexual prejudice and stigma, older LG adults are at considerable
risk for enduring the potentially compounded stressors of ageism, threats to their sense of
independence, increased physical limitations and health issues, income disparity, as well
as the likelihood of experiencing multiple experiences of psychosocial loss. Older LG
adults are also more likely to live alone, less likely to have children, and less likely to live
with a partner than their heterosexual counterparts (Butler, 2004; Cahill, South, & Spade,
2000). Previous research has highlighted the sense of vulnerability and caution that many
older sexual minority adults experience within the health and social service system and
its service providers, including negative reactions of hostility, excessive curiosity,
expressions of pity, condescension, refusal of treatment, breaches of confidentiality, and
avoidance of physical contact (Brotman, Ryan, & Cormier, 2003; Butler, 2004; Cahill,
2002).
When considering the historical progression of socio-cultural development for
older sexual minority adults, many individuals within this population have learned how to
survive socially and professionally through hiding their sexual identity, particularly in
light of the excessive heterosexism, legalized oppression, and condoned pathologization
of homosexuality throughout much of the 20th century (Barranti & Cohen, 2000; Butler,
2004; Connolly, 1996). For some older LG adults, due to the threat of sexual stigma and
discrimination, they have chosen to return to the closet and conceal their sexual identity
when entering to live in a long-term care facility, a skilled nursing facility, or an assisted
living home (Cahill, 2002; Maddux, Applebaum, Cox, Atkin, & Maddux, 2011). The
perception that clinical professionals might behave discriminatorily towards them has
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prevented some older LG adults from readily seeking the assistance of mental health and
medical professionals, even in the face of experiencing mental distress or physical illness
(McNutt & Yakushko, 2013).
Yet, despite the variety of psychosocial stressors and forms of sexual prejudice
that will inevitably confront sexual minorities at some point in their life, many LGBT
individuals have exhibited considerable resilience in response to chronic forms of
minority stress (Butler, 2004; Green, 2004). Solomon, Rothblum, and Balsam’s (2004)
study of some of the first same-sex couples to enter into civil unions in the United States
indicated that many of these couples demonstrated resilience through their developed
sense of confidence in their degree of outness as individuals and as a couple, as well as
their feelings of safety with their families of origin.
Additional research has also revealed that committed same-sex couples have
tended to rely significantly on the social support of their “families of choice,” which are
comprised of lesbian and gay friendships that provide the couple with acceptance and
emotional and instrumental support (Green & Mitchell, 2002; Solomon, Rothblum, &
Balsam, 2004). Further research has suggested that same-sex couples who demonstrate
resilience and commitment to one another have received remarkably strong support from
their families of origin and from their networks of friendships (Solomon, Rothblum, &
Balsam, 2004). In addition, when exploring the resilience of older sexual minority adults,
evidence of particular strengths have emerged. Some of these indicators include the
capacity for relying on a broad range of coping skills, creativity in identifying available
families of choice, the development of emotional tolerance through past difficulties with
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coming out, increased capacity to manage the stigma of ageism, and a greater flexibility
in assuming gender roles (Butler, 2004).
The Grief Experience of Gay Widowers: Previous and Current Research
Current bereavement research that focuses primarily on the grief experience of
gay widowers mourning the death of a same-sex partner due to a non-AIDS related cause
remains quite limited. Previous research during the mid- to late 1990s and early 2000s
that concentrated on the grief experience of sexual minorities emphasized a narrow focus
of attention on the bereavement process of gay men who were grieving the death of a
same-sex partner due to HIV/AIDS. However, some of this early research did
demonstrate some preliminary considerations of exploring the possible socio-cultural
components of disenfranchised grief due to antigay prejudice (Folkman, Chesney,
Collette, Boccellari, & Cooke, 1996; Shernoff, 1997). I will provide a brief exploration of
the research contributions that have focused on a non-HIV/AIDS related bereavement
experience of gay widowers.
One of the early qualitative studies about the experience of gay widowers grieving
the death of a same-sex partner due to a non-HIV/AIDS related cause was Shernoff’s
(1997) collections of narrative accounts titled, Gay Widowers: Life after the Death of a
Partner. This compilation of firsthand accounts did include several testimonies of grief
surrounding circumstances of AIDS related deaths, but it also contained non-AIDS
related situations of bereavement. Prior to this narrative collection, previous research that
concentrated on the experience of gay widowers focused overwhelmingly on AIDS
related phenomena, including the circumstances of multiple deaths and subsequent grief
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fatigue that many men within the gay community endured during the AIDS epidemic
(Biller & Rice, 1990; Goodkin & Blaney, 1996; Neugebauer et al., 1992).
Shernoff’s (1997) qualitative study demonstrated an effort to move beyond the
narrow limits of grief experience in the gay community and HIV/AIDS related deaths. As
an example of this effort, Shernoff included a firsthand account of a gay widower who
was grieving the death of his long-time partner after he succumbed to brain cancer. The
narrative account described the challenges that this gay widower faced while attempting
to negotiate his bereavement process and his closeted professional persona in the
workplace, where knowledge of his sexual orientation and the significance of his
partner’s death remained largely hidden and unknown. This autobiographic report
illustrated the inherent social difficulties and emotional risks that a closeted gay widower
might endure, particularly for one who does not have a reliable network of family or
social support and validation acknowledging the significance of his relationship with his
partner and the subsequent grief experienced.
Shernoff’s (1997) compilation of the bereavement experience of gay widowers
also emphasized the potential negative socio-cultural reactions of sexual prejudice and
discrimination that would likely intensify the phenomenon of disenfranchised grief.
Examples of these reactions included disavowal from nonaffirming family members,
unsympathetic or judgmental responses, the lack of social acknowledgment and
validation, and exclusion by the deceased partner’s family from planning the postdeath
arrangements or attending the funeral. Additional interpersonal stressors that Shernoff
highlighted included the lack of family members or co-workers of the gay widower
providing an acknowledgement of the widower’s relationship with the deceased as being
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equivalent to heterosexual marriage, the absence of receiving condolences from family
members, and the lack of healthcare professionals recognizing the emotional significance
of the death event.
Shernoff’s (1997) research did suggest the possibility of a delayed bereavement
process when elements of disenfranchised grief are present for a gay widower. A
common theme of grief responses among gay widowers in Shernoff’s study included the
tendency that bereaved partners felt to defend the legitimacy of their relationship in
certain social situations that might not have provided supportive acknowledgment of the
relationship and survivor’s subsequent grief. As a result, this emotionally vigilant stance
of defending the relational validity and legitimacy demonstrated a tendency to prolong
the grieving process unnecessarily. Shernoff argued further that some gay widowers who
encountered forms of disenfranchised grief were at risk for experiencing a reactivation of
residual emotional trauma related to earlier incidents of sexual prejudice or
discrimination, or in relation to intensifying unresolved feelings associated with
internalized homophobia or self-stigma.
O’Brien, Forrest, and Austin (2002) conducted a comparative study exploring the
comparisons of grief experience between gay widowers and their heterosexual
counterparts. Twelve gay men participated in this study, of which only one of them was
grieving the death of a partner due to a non-AIDS related cause. O’Brien, Forrest, and
Austin were able to identify some shared similarities between the widowers of these
distinctly bereaved groups. A few of these similarities between both gay and heterosexual
widowers included their ability to effectively incorporate helpful coping strategies to
manage their grief, the mostly positive perception of their relationship with their
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deceased partner, and their assumed role as the primary caregiver for their partner while
he or she was dying.
However, results from this study also highlighted considerable differences
between the gay and heterosexual widowers. Of these marked differences of bereavement
experiences, the most prominent was the articulated report of gay widowers experiencing
some form of disenfranchised grief, which was a phenomenon that was not reported by
the heterosexual widowers. Gay widowers in the study cited a number of specific
examples related to their experience of disenfranchised grief. These included
unwelcoming experiences in grief support groups that lacked validation of their
relationship and the absence of feeling accepted. Widowers also reported a general
deficiency of support from within their workplace, such as in providing adequate
bereavement leave or the prohibition of using the Family Medical Leave Act to take time
off to care for their dying partner or for extended sick leave. In addition, many of the gay
widowers who participated in this study identified as not belonging to an active faith
community due to fears of sexual prejudice or morally based messages of discrimination
that malign same-sex relationships and homosexuality. The researchers highlighted that
the lack of involvement in a faith community likely contributed to inhibited social
support for several gay widowers and may have further challenged their bereavement
process. In contrast, the majority of heterosexual widowers discovered significant social
support for their experience of grief by participating in a religious or faith community,
which included opportunities for receiving both emotional and instrumental forms of
support.
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An additional finding from O’Brien, Forrest, and Austin’s (2002) study identified
the stigmatizing experience in which gay widowers felt stereotyped by individuals or
groups that assumed an AIDS-related circumstance was the cause of their partner’s death.
Other research studies have confirmed the tendency of individuals to attribute this
stereotypical bias to the experience of bereaved gay partners within various
heteronormative contexts (Hornjatkevyc & Alderson, 2011; Michael, 2007).
Smolinski and Colon’s (2006) research focused specifically on the end-of-life
care needs of gay men and lesbians dying from a terminal diagnosis of cancer. Although
this study tended to concentrate on the experiences of the terminally ill patients, it also
identified various forms of disenfranchised grief experienced within the anticipatory
grieving process of the patients’ same-sex partners. The researchers identified a variety of
minority stressors experienced by both the individual patients and their partners,
including prejudicial social attitudes and discriminatory beliefs, negatively biased
stereotypes, and significant legal restrictions that inhibited partner rights. One aspect of
these couples’ shared experiences that the research highlighted was the sense of
marginalization they encountered in healthcare settings, particularly due to the lack of a
relational title, such as of “husband” or “wife.” This lack of normative identification
appeared to diminish the emotional significance of their relationship and the validation of
their anticipatory grief (Smolinski & Colon). This study also identified the additional
emotional stress experienced by a same-sex partner if they risked disclosure of their
sexual identity and the status of their relationship with the patient to healthcare providers.
The distress of negotiating degrees of outness in social situations appeared to compound
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the emotional adjustment difficulties already present in adapting to the anticipated death
of their partner.
In light of this, Smolinski and Colon (2006) emphasized how the anticipatory
grief experience and subsequent bereavement process are negatively affected with
additional distress related to decisions of coming out. Decisions of both disclosure and
non-disclosure of sexual identity and the status of their relationship contributed to
varying degrees of additional emotional distress. The researchers of this study also
emphasized that bereaved same-sex partners were likely to endure some form of sexual
prejudice and social disavowal of their relationship and subsequent grief, regardless of
the degree of outness that the same-sex couples may have exhibited in social and family
relations prior to the terminally ill partner’s death. Bereaved partners were also at risk for
experiencing further secondary losses, such as “shunning,” whereby the surviving partner
was prevented from participating in postdeath decisions regarding the care of their
partner’s body, and from attending their partner’s funeral or memorial service, due to the
family’s disapproval of their relationship.
Another comparative study between lesbian widows, gay widowers, and bereaved
heterosexual spouses revealed that the majority of lesbian widows and gay widowers
experienced more elements of disenfranchised grief and less social support than their
heterosexual counterparts did (Boswell, 2007). Results from Boswell’s research indicated
that heterosexual widows and widowers experienced significantly less anxiety about
anticipating potential social situations of sexual stigma and less worry about being
identified as a widow or widower, than bereaved LG widows and widowers did.
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Boswell (2007) also underscored the significantly negative effect that features of
disenfranchised grief might have upon bereaved sexual minority partners. This confirmed
the results of previous studies that indicated the compounded stress that disenfranchised
grief created for a normal course of bereavement for a widow or widower (O’Brien,
Forrest, & Austin, 2002; Shernoff, 1997). In addition, Boswell identified the aspects of
disenfranchised grief as including direct expressions of interpersonal negative biases and
sexual stigma from family members and co-workers of a bereaved partner, in addition to
more subtle forms of passively detached invalidation. Boswell (2007) identified an
invalidating workplace or family context of a surviving LG partner as potentially harmful
for her or his bereavement recovery process, thus contributing to intensified aspects of
disenfranchised grief.
Additional attention in Boswell’s (2007) study emphasized how the history of
legally, socio-culturally and institutionally sanctioned discrimination against sexual
minorities contributes to the distrust that many bereaved same-sex partners might feel
towards clinical professionals or various forms of institutional support, such as faith
communities, healthcare settings, and grief support groups. In relation to this culturally
based propensity for distrust and fears of anticipated sexual prejudice and stigma,
Boswell’s research also identified the sense of hesitation that many bereaved LG partners
might feel about disclosing to others the nature of their sexual identity and the status of
their relationship with their deceased partner.
Michael’s (2007) study concentrated specifically on the phenomenon of
disenfranchised grief among gay widowers whose partner died of a non-HIV/AIDS
related cause. Results from this study of a small sample of gay widowers revealed that
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complicated grief was a relatively common occurrence for a majority of these bereaved
spouses, due to inadequate social validation and support. This research concluded that a
significant factor for the complicated symptoms of grief among the gay widowers was
related to their sexual minority status. Various minority stressors were identified as
contributing to the emotional distress of gay widowers, including verbalizations of sexual
prejudice, the stereotyped assumption that the deceased partner died from an HIV/AIDS
related circumstance, and a diversity of subtle heterosexist messages from within family
and social situations. In his conclusion, Michael further argued that without additional
efforts at providing LGBT-based social and institutional education, the residual
stereotyped fear and disease-stigma associated with the AIDS epidemic of the 1990s and
the sexual identity of contemporary gay widowers will likely continue to influence
negative attitudes and social bias towards bereaved gay partners.
Green and Grant (2008) completed a meta-analysis of existing research related to
bereaved sexual minority partners and, as a result of their review, concluded that
traditional theories of bereavement were not adequate due to the lack of considering the
disenfranchised elements of grief often experienced by minority populations, specifically
sexual minorities. The researchers emphasized the tendency of predominant queer
theories to generalize the bereavement experience of sexual minorities while minimizing
the varieties of manifested grief, particularly on an individual and cultural level. Green
and Grant emphasized the importance of considering the influence of various cultural
factors of diversity within the grief experience of sexual minorities, including ethnicity,
social class, level of education, religious affiliation, gender, and age.
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In addition to emphasizing the importance of considering these general cultural
influences upon the grief experience of bereaved sexual minority partners, Green and
Grant (2008) also underscored further risks of disenfranchised grief and marginalization
among bereaved lesbian widows and gay widowers. The researchers specifically
identified the historical culture of institutionally condoned practices of sexual prejudice,
discrimination, and abuse committed towards sexual minorities throughout the United
States, particularly as manifested in the psychiatric and medical pathologization of nonheteronormative sexual and gender identities. These primary socio-cultural features of
historical disregard for the rights of sexual minorities have contributed to an increased
risk that many lesbian women and gay men have developed or might develop some
characteristics of negative self-stigma or internalized homophobia, Green and Grant
believe.
Similar to other studies exploring the grief experience of bereaved LG partners,
Green and Grant (2008) also identified the additional emotional stress that closeted
bereaved partners are likely to endure when deliberating the benefits and risks of coming
out during their bereavement, such as in the case of seeking professional counseling
support. The researchers highlighted the potential hesitation and reluctance that bereaved
LG partners might feel in the process of seeking out necessary professional help for
supporting their grieving process, or the additional stress of feeling obligated to educate
professionals about their own understanding of sexuality and same-sex attraction. Further
attention was given to the increased risk of disenfranchised grief that older bereaved gay
widowers may face, due to the extended exposure of cultural sexual prejudice that older
LG adults have likely experienced throughout their lifetime. However, as additional
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research on resilience has emphasized, some older LG adults may demonstrate increased
tolerance and capacity for effective coping responses to prejudice, due to their experience
of more exposure to discrimination throughout the course of their lifetime (Butler, 2004).
In addition, Green and Grant (2008) were careful to emphasize that
disenfranchised grief is not a direct result of an individual’s sexual minority identity.
Rather, minority stress-related factors of culturally based sexual stigmatization and
marginalization are the primary reasons that bereaved LG partners face a considerably
higher risk of having deficient social acknowledgment and support for their grief
experience than their bereaved heterosexual counterparts. Green and Grant’s summary of
research concluded that many bereaved LG partners remain hidden in regard to disclosing
about their grief experience with others.
Additional research has given attention to the bereavement experience of older
LG adults, with a particular focus on how the social stigmas of ageism and sexual
prejudice may compound pre-existing stressors related to spousal grief (Fenge & Fannin,
2009). Fenge and Fannin’s study addressed common psychosocial stressors that many
older LG adults are at risk for experiencing, such as social exclusion and isolation, as
well as limited access to appropriate resources for their LG bereavement specific needs.
The researchers identified various emotional and social factors that appeared to
contribute to a reluctance of older bereaved LG adults to seek out mental health support
for their grief related stressors of loss and distress. Some of these factors included fears of
sexual stigma and discrimination, as well as anxiousness related to possible negative
reactions after coming out to a healthcare professional.
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Similar to previous researchers (Green & Grant, 2008), Fenge and Fannin (2009)
also identified historically based apprehension and distrust of healthcare professionals
among older LG adults, due to earlier life experiences of emotional trauma and minority
stress from institutionally condoned forms of sexual prejudice, discrimination,
pathologization, and criminalization of sexual minority identity, expressions, and
behaviors. The researchers also highlighted the familiarity that many older LG adults
have with living closeted and hidden lives in regards to their sexuality, which contributes
to the additional emotional distress of negotiating decisions of coming out during a
period of acute spousal grief. Regardless of the degree of outness, Fenge and Fannin
emphasized older LG adults will face risks of experiencing some form of disenfranchised
grief following the death of a same-sex partner. Whereas remaining closeted might
appear to provide a sense of emotional security from encountering overt forms of sexual
prejudice and discrimination, it also includes the risk of being inhibited from accessing
adequate social support or professional care that is appropriate for addressing sexual
minority needs and stressors (Fenge & Fannin, 2009; Hughes, 2007).
In addition to facing potential sexual minority related stressors, older LG adults
are also at considerable risk for facing further psychosocial stressors that many
heterosexual older adults also encounter (APA Task Force, 2009). Some of these
additional stressors include increased susceptibility to health complications, a potential
risk for social disregard or loss of purposeful activities, and the increased likelihood of
enduring multiple deaths and losses. As a result, older LG adults might experience
various layers of prejudice, including heterosexism and ageism, which threaten increased
social invisibility and marginalization (Claes & Moore, 2000; Price, 2005). Due to the
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multiple forms of potential minority related stressors that threaten receiving adequate
validation, acknowledgement, and social incorporation, older LG adults arguably
represent the most invisible of an already invisible minority (Blando, 2001).
The research conducted by Hornjatkevyc and Alderson (2011) explored the
bereavement experience of gay widowers who were in longer-term relationships,
specifically grieving the death of a partner due to a non-HIV/AIDS related cause. The
researchers of this study implemented a phenomenological method by facilitating indepth semistructured interviews with several gay widowers, who were experiencing a
range of bereavement extending between 18 months and 19 years after the death of their
partner. Their results identified several themes of common grief experience. These
included: (1) relationship with him, (2) losing him, (3) living without him, (4)
connections with other people, (5) moving through loss, (6) future romantic relationships,
and (7) continuing to live with and without him (Hornjatkevyc & Alderson, 2011, p. 807,
italics in original).
Of particular emphasis in Hornjatkevyc and Alderson’s (2011) study was how
many of the bereaved participants discussed “the changing face of HIV/AIDS” and the
stereotypical social responses that they received from others, specifically the biased
assumption that their partner died of an AIDS-related cause. Many of the research
participants highlighted these experiences of misattribution and the subsequent efforts
they made to correct these types of false assumptions and stigmatized interpretations
made by others regarding their bereavement experience (p. 817). Lingering stereotypes
and stigmatized assumptions of generalized associations between HIV/AIDS and gay
men appeared relevant to the grief experience of these gay widowers.
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Further data from this study revealed the present features of disenfranchised grief
and possible emotional adjustment complications within the bereavement recovery
process when the surviving partner does not disclose to others the nature of his spousal
relationship with the deceased (Hornjatkevyc & Alderson, 2011; Siegel & Hoefer, 1981).
Additionally, the gay widowers interviewed for this research study also identified feeling
misunderstood by heterosexuals about their relationship history and subsequent
bereavement experience, which has been confirmed as a common experience of gay
widowers in other research, as well (Hornjatkevyc & Alderson, 2011; O’Brien et al.,
2002). Many of the gay widowers who were interviewed also reported further
psychosocial stressors experienced throughout their bereavement process, which appear
specific to the sexual minority stress. Some of these stressors included attempts to
establish legal protections for themselves as guarantors of their shared estate with their
deceased partner, managing postdeath affairs without adequate or appropriate assistance,
and encountering some conflict with their partner’s family regarding the distribution of
their partner’s belongings and following through with their partner’s final wishes for
disposition (Hornjatkevyc & Alderson, 2011, p. 816). There was agreement among all of
the gay widowers in this study that they experienced a lack of adequate LGBT
affirmative social support services specifically for bereaved gay widowers grieving a
non-HIV/AIDS related death of a partner (p. 812).
Implications of Research for Clinical Psychology
Previous research literature appears to be in agreement that many gay widowers
experience elements of disenfranchised grief due to the complexity of socio-cultural
layers of sexual prejudice, discrimination, and sexual minority stress. Although it does
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appear that many gay widowers are at considerable risk for experiencing some form of
disenfranchised grief, it is important to note that this is not a causal factor intrinsically
related to sexual orientation, but rather to the negative effects of sexual minority stress
due to social stigmatization and marginalization (Pachankis & Goldfried, 2004).
Anticipation of negative reactions and potential discrimination from healthcare
professionals may also contribute to the reported hesitation and reluctance that sexual
minority bereaved partners feel when considering seeking support from helping
professionals. This may also be indicative of a lack of assurance that gay widowers might
feel that helping professionals or mental health clinicians would be able to demonstrate
adequate sensitivity to and support and understanding of their minority experience. In
addition, due to the history of institutionally condoned discrimination, some gay
widowers may avoid seeking mental health treatment to provide additional support for
their bereavement recovery due to apprehension that they might encounter additional
negatively biased assumptions or stereotypical interpretations about their sexuality,
previous spousal relationship, and subsequent grief experience.
Therefore, building upon this foundation of previous research, this current study
will explore how gay widowers describe their experience of disenfranchised grief and
potential resilience following the death of a same-sex spouse or partner due to a nonHIV/AIDS related cause. As a descriptive phenomenological study relying on in-depth
interviews with participants, this research will focus on the qualitative significance of
disenfranchised grief and resilience among gay widowers and its relation to their
psychological health. Additional goals of this research include supporting greater social
awareness, education, and clinical understanding of the experiences gay widowers, to
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continue the development of appropriate and capable forms of professional support for
bereaved gay men, and expanding our cultural competence about the psychosocial
challenges facing sexual minorities due to the emotionally harmful effects of sexual
prejudice and heterosexist discrimination.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Phenomenology
The philosophical movement of phenomenology developed during the early 20th
century primarily through the work of Martin Heidegger, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, JeanPaul Sartre, and Edmund Husserl. Husserl (1900/1970, 1913/1983, 1913/1989, 1929),
who is considered one of the principal contributors to the development of philosophical
phenomenology, is also recognized for his philosophical application in addressing some
of the foundational challenges for psychological theories, specifically the clarification of
psychological concepts and the implicit philosophical assumptions within psychological
experiments and research. This led to the development of what Husserl (1925/1977,
1913/1983) called a phenomenological psychology. Later, philosophical
phenomenologists and phenomenological psychologists, such as Herbert Speigelberg
(1960, 1964, 1972), Alfred Schutz (1962, 1967, 1970), J. H. van den Berg (1961), Aron
Gurwitsch (1957/1964, 1974), J. N. Mohanty (1972), and Maurice Merleau-Ponty
(1945/1962, 1942/1963) contributed to furthering the theoretical basis of phenomenology
as a philosophy with a psychological emphasis on description and application in research.
The classical philosophical underpinning of phenomenology contains an
epistemological emphasis on our conscious relationship with “things themselves,” by
exploring the very nature of a lived experience, seeking to understand that which makes
some-thing what it is and without which it could not be (Husserl, 1913/1983, 1936/1970,
1925/1977; Van Manen, 1990). This experience of a thing develops not only out of what
that thing presents to us, but also the intention that we bring in our approach to
experiencing that thing. Phenomenology emphasizes our way of understanding and
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knowing that is experienced through the consciousness of what is “given” in an
experience, or how an experience is presented in its “appearance” to an observing
subjective experiencer (Husserl, 1929). Thus, phenomenology also stresses the growth of
knowledge based on the unique characteristics and context of the concrete material
features of an experience itself, which might include various cultural components of a
surrounding social situation (Giorgi, 2009; Wertz et al., 2011).
Philosophical phenomenology is concerned with the knowledge we have of our
experiences as human beings, which is correlated closely with consciousness itself--for
what we know is dependent on our conscious awareness of knowing (Giorgi, 2009).
Thus, phenomenology as a philosophy does not seek to understand the experience of
phenomena through a form of detached objective observation akin to traditional forms of
experimental approaches within the natural sciences. Rather, the epistemological
emphasis of phenomenology focuses on a descriptive analysis of the lived experience
itself, searching to know how an individual experiencing a phenomenon understands the
“given appearance” of an experience in a conscious manner (Giorgi, 2009).
During the 1960s, Amedeo Giorgi began to explore the possibilities of how some
European research psychologists might have been attempting to utilize the theoretical
framework of philosophical phenomenology as an applicable scientific method of
research for psychology. Giorgi’s search ultimately ended by discovering that no research
programs or psychologists at the time had actually developed a phenomenological
method of scientific inquiry, aside from a few theoretical critiques of psychology from a
philosophical phenomenological perspective (Giorgi, 2009). Building upon the
theoretical framework of Husserl (1936/1970, 1900/1970, 1913/1983, 1913/1989),
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Gurwitsch (1957/1964) and Merleau-Ponty (1945/1962, 1942/1963), whose works
provided consideration of the human science implications within the philosophical
foundation of phenomenology, Giorgi (1970, 1985, 2009) investigated how
phenomenology could be applied to psychological interests instead of only philosophical
ones. Through his research and work, Giorgi (1970, 1977a, 1977b, 1983a, 1983b, 1985,
2008, 2009) developed a more specific application of phenomenology as a rigorous
scientific method of qualitative research within psychology, which has also shown its
applicability as a human science within various traditions of social and medical sciences,
including psychiatry (Creswell, 2007; Spiegelberg, 1972; Spiegelberg & Schuhmann,
1982).
From a human science perspective of psychological research, the
phenomenological approach seeks to elucidate a descriptive emphasis on the first-person
experience of a phenomenon, and the related structures of consciousness within the
individual subjective experiencer (Wertz et al., 2011, p. 52). The approach of
phenomenological psychology takes a position of descriptive exploration, delving into
the essential meanings of an individual’s experience while giving attention to clarifying
the psychological concepts and implications within the description. As such, this
approach seeks to clarify how the experienced phenomenon is framed within a broader
context of socio-cultural meaning that is also shared with other individuals, thus
developing a consistent structure of experience and understanding from a more general
universal perspective. Phenomenology is most directly concerned with gaining further
clarity about how we experience things, how these things appear or present themselves to
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us in our experiences, and the meanings that we associate with these things that we
experience.
With the development of phenomenology as an applied human science, the
explorative goal shifted to describing the contextual meaning of an experience shared by
several individuals by reducing the individual experiences of a phenomenon to a
description of a more general essence or consistent structure of conscious experience
(Creswall, 2007; Van Manen, 1990). The emphasis of phenomenological psychology is
on what we experience and how we experience it (Moustakas, 1994). As such,
phenomenology is differentiated from other forms of research within the field of
psychology, which may emphasize statistical trends revealed by quantitative data
gathered in experimental settings, or place a focus on attempting to explain and interpret
the unconscious motivations or behavioral observations of individuals. The one thread
that runs throughout the application of phenomenology within the field of psychological
research is the study of lived experiences that are described consciously by the subjective
experiencer.
As the philosophy and application of phenomenology developed throughout the
early to mid-20th century, it became associated with a further exploration of the
structures of consciousness and awareness within various lived experiences. These
include experiences such as temporal awareness (e.g., our awareness of progressive
conscious thinking or our stream of consciousness over time), spatial awareness (e.g.,
perception in physical space), sensorial awareness (e.g., auditory and visual awareness),
self-awareness (e.g., awareness of one’s thoughts and feelings), and bodily awareness
(e.g., kinesthetic sensation). As the exploration of the structures of our conscious
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experience developed through the work of phenomenologists, the emphasis of
philosophical phenomenology maintained a focus on the first-person, subjective
dimensions of experience. Phenomenology has concerned itself with both passive and
active experiences, those that present themselves to us in their “appearance,” and those
that we seek out through our own initiative or intentionality (Husserl, 1929). Thus,
classical phenomenology focuses on understanding the subjective conscious awareness of
experiences within the ordinary events of daily life, both passive and active experiences,
the intention we bring with us to these experiences, and the meaning that we attribute to
them.
The Influence of Husserl’s Phenomenological Psychology
The work of Edmund Husserl (1859-1938) contributed to the philosophical
grounding and theoretical emergence of phenomenology. Husserl’s work also introduced
a conceptual frame that provided opportunities to explore the application of
phenomenological considerations within a rigorous scientific method of inquiry exploring
psychological phenomena. In his writings, Husserl directly addressed the influence of a
philosophical phenomenology upon the experimental attitude within the natural sciences,
and specifically explored how a phenomenological approach challenged traditional
natural scientific priorities, by utilizing criteria based in the human sciences. These
included qualitative subjective descriptions of experiences, understanding the associated
meanings of an experience, acknowledging the influence of one’s intentionality within an
experience, and accounting for the less detached, more involved position of the
phenomenological researcher that embodies a “participant-observer” position in relation
to the researched subject (Giorgi, 2009, p. 71).
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Within the European scientific community of his time, Husserl (1936/1970)
argued that science was facing a crisis of philosophical identity, whereby positivistic
science had stooped to an investigative level of “mere factual science,” and had lost its
relevance to give voice to the meaning of life sought by so many modern individuals and
societies (p. 5). Husserl also argued that the current approach of science during his time
was unable to effectively address the “enigma of subjectivity,” particularly as it related to
“the enigma of psychological subject matter and method” (p. 5). Husserl challenged what
he defined as a “positivistic restriction of the idea of science,” which laid its trust on
recognizing as “true” only those things that could be established and measured
objectively, without a valuable regard for the subjective experience of the individual (p.
6). For Husserl, the European-American philosophical struggle of the modern era was a
struggle of humanity’s attempt to understand itself. Husserl argued that this required a
new philosophical foundation that could more fully inform the scientific approach to
investigating lived phenomena, with the intention of discovering our “own true and
genuine meaning and thus . . . the meaning of a genuine humanity” (p. 15).
Husserl specifically questioned our understanding of psychological phenomena in
light of these two different postures of investigation: the experimental approach of the
natural sciences, and the varieties of scientific investigative modes that are more akin to
contemporary forms of the human sciences. Husserl (1913/1983) argued that as a
phenomenological investigator of psychological phenomena, one must adapt a “new style
of attitude” that shifts one’s previous presuppositions and assumptions about the natural
world’s experiences and how these experiences are understood, in order to develop a
differentiated perspective that is in contrast to “natural attitudes” of experiencing and
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thinking (p. xix, 61). Husserl urged the phenomenological investigator to “bracket” or
“parenthesize” the judgments, theories, and sciences of the previously known natural
world and the objectifying of that world’s phenomena, setting aside the conceptual
foundation provided by this knowledge that framed an understanding about the validity
and actuality of experiences (p. 61).
For example, Husserl’s philosophical phenomenology pointed to the
interdependent aspects of a phenomenon which, when based on the presuppositions of
previously gained understanding and knowledge, might be neglected and overlooked. As
an example of this, Husserl (1913/1983) pointed to the basic substrate and form of an
experience, whereby it would be unthinkable to have one aspect of that phenomenon
without another (p. 28). To illustrate this point further, Husserl discussed the presupposed
separation of physical and psychical experiences. For Husserl, although a “material
thing” and the presupposed immaterial “psyche” might be perceived as different aspects
of a similar experience, he argued that psyche is actually dependent upon body, such that
“psychology is founded upon somatology” (p. 32). For Husserl, the two seemingly
separate phenomena were actually quite inter-related and interdependent upon each other.
Husserl (1929) described the approach of phenomenology as a “descriptive,
philosophical method,” that was both an a priori psychological discipline able to provide
a “secure basis on which a strong empirical psychology can be built,” and a “universal
philosophy” capable of contributing to significant change within the general sciences (p.
2). Although Husserl (1913/1983) also acknowledged that “pure phenomenology” was
not synonymous with a form of psychological theory, he argued that phenomenology is
intrinsically involved with the exploration of “consciousness, with all sorts of mental
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processes, acts and act-correlates” (p. xix). Husserl described phenomenology as a
“science of essence,” of eidos, as an a priori “eidetic science,” with features resembling
geometry and logic, which is based upon the level of ideas that deal with the possibilities
of ideas, and not only with materially factual presuppositions (p. xxii, 160-161). The
eidetic sciences deal with possibilities. For Husserl, when applying the eidetic level of
investigation to psychological research, the analytic process of reduction within this form
of scientific exploration actually permits the consideration of a series of correlated ideas
and associations, thus achieving a more holistic understanding of a specific phenomenon.
Husserl (1913/1983; 1929) argued for the importance of recognizing the most “essential”
dimensions of psychological phenomena, instead of attempting to define their precise
“exactness.”
Husserl (1929) addressed the pressure that empirical psychology faced in the
early 20th century to adapt the methods of natural science as a means to confirm the
exactness of psychological experience and data. However, Husserl argued that as natural
science was once a vague and inductive process of investigation, it gained its modern
form of the a priori system of forms, which allowed nature to be “conceivable” (p. 5).
Similarly, in relation to empirical psychology, which might have been regarded as inexact
and vague in its investigation at the time of his writings, Husserl argued that the science
of psychology, like the evolution of natural science, would only reach empirical
“exactness” by rationalizing what is most “essential” in the forms of possible phenomena.
Thus, for Husserl (1929), psychological phenomenology--the study of
psychological phenomena--rested upon eidetic phenomenology. Husserl (1913/1983)
acknowledged that empiricism of natural science held in suspect and denied the scientific
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validity of “ideas,” “essences,” and the “cognition of essences,” though he also argued
that these experiential aspects of scientific investigation create the foundation of
phenomenology, which directly relates to our assumptions about psychology and the
cultural sciences (p. 34). Some later phenomenologists argued that Husserl attempted to
develop an eidetic discipline to help create a science of psychology that was sensitive to
the various forms of psychical experience, in both concrete and abstract forms, while also
considering the influence of cultural ideas and presuppositions as framing our perception
of psychological phenomena (Giorgi, 2009, p. 75). For Husserl (1913/1983),
phenomenological psychology is concerned with the phenomena of subjective
experience, with attention to the psychological aspects of those experiences. Husserl
(1913/1983) also believed that a phenomenological psychology would maintain an
emphasis on “the things themselves” within psychologically identified experiences, and
that its process of investigating those experiences would be “to consult them in their selfgivenness and to set aside all prejudices alien to them,” such as our presuppositions of
what they actually are (p. 35).
Husserl (1929) argued that to understand “psychical data,” we must turn to our
immediate experiences of phenomena, the given appearances of these phenomena, and
the intentionality that we bring to those apparent phenomena, since “all consciousness is
intentional” (p. 3). For Husserl (1929; 1913/1983), the intentionality of consciousness
that we direct towards something will frame the way in which we experience that thing,
as well as the meaning that we will associate with it. Husserl (1913/1983) acknowledged
that every form of scientific exploration entails an object of investigation, such as
concrete material objects, perceived as real things, able to stand on their own in physical
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spatial time, recognized in their original form (p. 6). Yet, for Husserl (1913/1983),
psychological or psychical experiences include both a concrete form (e.g., observable
behavior) and an intuited form (e.g., consciousness, mental processes of cognition,
thoughts and feelings).
The “objects” of experience, as Husserl (1913/1983) has argued, not only include
the world of physical and spatial things, but also the world of “ideas” and “essences” that
all human beings recognize, operating and functioning with them in their thinking and
informing their judgment about their experiences (p. 41). Phenomenologically, Husserl
argued that we also experience these objects as temporal occurrences, each containing an
indeterminate potentiality of becoming. We are aware of these objects of experience, for
they are held in our consciousness, a kind of “knowing of them” that includes conceptual
thinking, attention and intuition (p. 52). For Husserl, real psychical processes of
“abstraction” are rooted within felt experiences and the mental representations of those
experiences – they are not a priori thoughts of imagination separated from the “things” of
experiences; nor are they arbitrary metaphysical constructs that avoid any grounding in
empirical investigation (pp. 41-42). According to Husserl, every basic idea of intuition
that presents itself as a personal form of actual experience is a legitimate source of
thought, and should be accepted “simply as what it is presented as being” (p. 44).
Thus, investigating the phenomena of these experiences through an individual’s
recounted memory would not remain only within the tangible recollection of observable
physical facts of behavior. To be more accurate, this recounted description would also
entail attention to an intuitional form of empirical evidence, gained through the
retrospective recollection of the original subjective experience that includes various
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threads of mental processes and states of conscious awareness. As such, for Husserl
(1913/1983), a type of eidetic science that considered the infinite number of possible
predications of an experience--in concrete or ideational form--would be most critical in
understanding psychological phenomena and the underlying essence of those
experiences. Husserl (1929) described the primary task of phenomenological psychology
as “the systematic examination of the types and forms of intentional experience, and the
reduction of their structures to the prime intentions,” which Husserl identified as the
“essence” of an experience (p. 3).
Husserl (1929) argued that although the methods of both natural science and
phenomenological psychology are very distinct, they both reach for conceptual clarity of
what is most essential within an occurrence or experience. In his writings, Husserl
(1913/1983) focused on an investigative approach to psychological phenomena that
begins with the “originary givenness” of things, always returning to the demonstration of
these things within cognitions, and asking, as an investigator, “What are the things
immediately given, and on that basis, what can be concluded about these things?” (p. 47).
This approach challenges the phenomenological investigator to set aside prejudices,
presuppositions, and theoretical convictions, allowing the givenness of the things
themselves to frame an understanding of their essence and their universal condition of
experience.
Husserl (1913/1983) gave considerable attention to the theory of
phenomenological “essence” and the universality of essence that is shared between
individual objects of a phenomenon, thus forming the foundational basis of an
experience. For Husserl, within every phenomenon of experience, there is a universal
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substrate or ultimate essence, which is the most basic foundational aspect of the
experience and separate from subsequent categories of terms and distinguishing
properties that we might attribute to these experiences. Husserl defined these subsequent
categories and terms of experiences as “syntactical derivatives” (p. 24), which Husserl
argued tend to distract from the essence of an experience. From an empirical
phenomenological approach, Husserl (1929; 1913/1983) described the process of
extracting psychological data from a psychological phenomenon as the process of
“eidetic reduction,” which Husserl also referred to as “phenomenological reduction”
(1929, pp. 5, 66).
A significant dimension of the process of eidetic or phenomenological reduction
includes what Husserl (1913/1983; 1929) described as the phenomenological “epoche,”
whereby the phenomenological investigator parenthesizes a “natural attitude” of
objectifying, thus inhibiting an everyday ordinary objective position about the natural
world and its phenomena. This conscious effort of restraint holds back the inclined
judgments, presuppositions, and assumptions about the actuality and validity of
preconceived notions about our lived experiences and the ideas that we attribute to these
experiences. Husserl (1913/1983) clarified that this process of eidetic reduction does not
negate the natural world or doubt its actuality, but rather “shuts off any judgment about
spatiotemporal factual being” (p. 61).
As an example, Husserl (1929) argued that to describe an experience as “illusory”
would be to operate from an objectifying judgment based upon previous notions of
actuality and “matters of fact,” which is essentially a self-contradicting judgment that
does not describe the experience as it is in itself (p. 4). Husserl described this
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phenomenological “epoche” of parenthesizing previous conceptions as an investigative
activity of placing “the world between brackets” (p. 4). As such, this process of
“bracketing” modifies our position, whereby our approach to investigating the
appearance of phenomena is not based upon an objectifying stance or “attitude of the
mind,” but rather attempts to describe the “sense of experiencing” and the “sense of the
experienced” (p. 4).
Husserl (1929) argued that the process of eidetic or phenomenological reduction
“reveals the phenomena of actual internal experience,” as well as the “essential forms
constraining psychical existence” (p. 5). Husserl (1913/1983) described the essence of a
phenomenon as either being filled materially or purely logically (e.g., geometry or
arithmetic), and built upon various degrees of generality and specificity, all of which
might include any number of conditions, such as a sensuous quality, a spatial shape, a
temporal awareness, or a mental process of cognition (p. 25). Pure eidetic truths or the
pure essence of an experience, which Husserl exemplified through mathematical
principles (e.g., the apex of a triangle, a conic shape, a straight line), do not make
assertions about matters of fact: “imaginal Data are never actual Data” (p. 11). For
Husserl, all “pure matters of fact” and “pure essences” of ideas rely on the necessity of
actual experience to ground them. The conscious experience of a fact or essence is
critical for corroborating the validity of that fact or essence.
Regardless of the experiential form of a phenomenon, for Husserl, a universal
essence is always immediately contained within the observable or intuited form of the
phenomenon. As an example, Husserl (1913/1983) emphasized the “whole and part”
relationship within every phenomenon, such that every experience includes aspects that
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contain certain dimensions, as well as those that are contained by others: “that which
contains and that which is contained” (p. 25). Husserl argued that the quality and
conditions of an object’s relationship with other objects determines each object’s
formation as an experience (p. 23). Although one may experience the range of possible
forms of an individual object as being contingent upon its relationship with another
object, Husserl argued that there are more fundamental universal forms, or universal
substrates, of every object, most notable that of consciousness itself (p. 24, 116).
To illustrate the independent distinctions and shared interconnections between
universal and particular forms of phenomena, Husserl (1913/1983) pointed to the
examples of “objective Nature” within the natural sciences, and self-contained isolated
mental processes (p. 116). Though perceived as perhaps separate entities of objective
external experience and subjective internal experience, Husserl argued that both Nature
and mental processes are reliant upon consciousness for their validity of existence.
Husserl contested that instead of consciousness being dependent on Nature, when
determining the shared essence of experience, Nature actually functions as a correlate of
consciousness, whereby the existence of consciousness is not a condition of Nature (p.
116).
Thus, when utilizing an “essential-scientific” approach of eidetic or
phenomenological reduction to investigate phenomena, it is critical to recognize that all
aspects of consciousness have correlative conditions that can be explored
phenomenologically. For Husserl (1913/1983), the “absolute essence” of phenomena
contains correlative substrates of conscious awareness. From a psychological perspective,
this might include subjective feelings, individual personality, and the behavior of the
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social mind. This pointed further to Husserl’s emphasis upon identifying the universal
substrates or structures of experiences as providing the most direct approach to
phenomena.
As a primary focus of incorporating the eidetic approach to examining interrelational and universal aspects of experienced phenomena, Husserl (1913/1983; 1929)
emphasized the importance of what he described as the “lifeworld” of ordinary
experience that is recognized through our own psychical subjectivity. Husserl
(1913/1983) highlighted the critical importance of the role that consciousness plays in the
shaping and understanding of what we subjectively interpret as the “actual world,” in
such that the conscious motivation and intentionality that we bring to an object, for
example, shapes the “experienceableness” of that object within the surrounding world.
This critical shaping influence of motivation and intentionality would also relate to any
lived experience or phenomenon that one perceives or recollects subjectively.
From an approach of eidetic or phenomenological reduction, Husserl (1913/1983)
argued that our sense of what is the “actual world,” and our lived experience of
phenomenon within that lifeworld, are only one of many possible worlds or variants of
experience within those surrounding worlds. Husserl described these experiential variants
as “correlates of essentially possible variants of the idea” within the surrounding
lifeworld (p. 106). Motivation and intentionality will differ when relating to our approach
to lived phenomenon, thus shifting our experience of these phenomena. Cultural
constituents are also a significant aspect of influencing one’s motivation and
intentionality--and thus, understanding--of various lifeworlds and one’s experience of
phenomena within those lifeworlds. As such, for Husserl, from a phenomenological
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approach to scientific investigation, it is necessary to identify the “essential structure”
within the many different variants of experiential perception, which then allows for a
“determinable horizon” to be established as the boundaries of investigation (p. 107).
Reaching the “ultimate ground” or “essence” of experience moves the horizon of
investigation from the psychological to what Husserl defined as the “transcendental”
(1929, pp. 7-9). Husserl (1913/1983) described the transcendental as the “absolute” or
“primal” category of being and consciousness, upon which all other correlative
phenomena are dependent, based upon their essence of intentionality (pp. 171, 199). For
Husserl intentionality is what characterizes consciousness (p. 199). Thus, this move from
a psychological subjectivity to a transcendental subjectivity is a change of attitude in
relation to consciousness--in relation to the intentionality of approaching what is “given”
in its manifested presentation as an actual phenomenon. As such, from a transcendental
perspective, the “I” and “we” of psychological subjectivity presupposes a hidden “I” and
“we” to whom they are “present” (1929, p. 7).
Husserl (1929) argued that this move of eidetic phenomenological reduction from
the psychologically subjective to the transcendental or absolute foundation, which
recognizes the shared essence among consciously perceived phenomenon, is a way of
“purifying” the previously psychical experience. Husserl described how this approach of
eidetic or phenomenological investigation not only considers the lifeworld of physical
matters of fact and cultural influences, but also the most general subjectivity of shared
experience. For Husserl, “The universal is carried to a further stage,” whereby the use of
“‘bracketing’ includes not the world only, but its souls as well” (p. 8). The transcendental
includes the “pure intentional life,” which contains the psychical reality within which real
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experiences have occurred consciously (p. 8). According to Husserl, the transcendental
defines the “quality” of consciousness, and shifting to the perspective of the
transcendental is an “eidetic necessity” in recognizing the phenomenological quality of
every conceivable world (p. 8). Thus, the transcendental reduction of investigation
supplants the psychological reduction.
Husserl (1929) described this shift in consciousness as such: “My psychological
experiences, perceptions, imaginations and the like remain in form and content what they
were, but I see them as ‘structures’ now, for I am face to face at last with the ultimate
structure of consciousness” (p. 8). For Husserl, the psychological and transcendental
spheres of experience and consciousness are not separate, but rather parallel aspects of
identity in relation to their significance. What differentiates these forms of consciousness
is a change of attitude (p. 9). The transcendental subjectivity recognizes the “ultimate
ground” of experience, from which the sense of a phenomenon’s existence is derived.
For Husserl (1929), this basis of phenomenological philosophy promotes a shift in
moving beyond the confines of a psychologically subjective relationship to “self” into a
more transcendentally subjective relationship with human “living” (p. 9). Husserl
emphasized the unifying factor of intentionality as the basis for bridging the
phenomenological gap between objectively viewed existence and subjectively viewed
experience, as well as shifting from the psychological to the transcendental.
Giorgi’s Descriptive Phenomenological Method in Psychology
Amedeo Giorgi is credited as a leading figure who successfully developed the use
of descriptive phenomenological methods within an empirically based approach to
psychological research, building upon Husserl’s philosophical phenomenology (Giorgi,
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2009; Wertz et al., 2011, p. 53). This approach has pushed against the dominant trend
within mainstream contemporary psychology, which has traditionally placed an emphasis
upon a natural science based methodology that utilizes experimental design. This
experimental framework of natural science holds a historical tradition that has associated
psychology with the physical sciences since the late 19th-century experimental work of
Wilhelm Wundt.
Giorgi’s (1970, 1985, 2009) approach has reoriented psychological research
within the frame of human science with a specific focus on exploring the subjective
experience of human beings, rather than relying primarily on the objective observation of
experimentally controlled situations. Within the human science model of psychological
research, descriptive phenomenology emphasizes the depiction and understanding of an
experience through various components of “meaning units” or themes, and the contextual
situations that influence the shape of the described experience, which includes an
emphasis on the diverse features of the surrounding cultural and social milieus (Giorgi,
1970). Husserl (1936/1970a) described this ordinary world of perceived experience as the
“lifeworld” or the “ground world,” which is the basic world of lived experience from
which all other worlds of experience emerge (Giorgi, 2009, pp. 10-11).
Due to this descriptive emphasis on exploration and analysis, phenomenological
research has been most closely associated with qualitative research methods, whereby the
researcher identifies the “essence”--or what Giorgi designated as the “invariant
structure”--of a human experience as it is described subjectively, while also maintaining a
scientific rigor of analysis (Creswell, 2009; Giorgi, 2009). Giorgi (2009) was clear to
state his preference for not using Husserl’s term essence, as the descriptive
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phenomenological approach is in pursuit of psychological--not philosophical--structures
of meaning (p. 101). From a philosophical perspective, phenomenological philosophers
seek the universal “essences” of experienced phenomena, whereas phenomenological
psychologists search to elucidate psychological categories and aspects from the specific
concrete situations within the reported descriptions of individuals (Giorgi, 1985). From a
scientific approach of psychological inquiry, the phenomenological psychological
researcher pursues specific characteristics and illustrations of a phenomenon that are
concrete examples of a lived experience. These specific examples provide an illustration
of the context within which an individual experiences a particular phenomenon.
The context-laden dimension of phenomenological research is critical to
understanding how the shape of the experience is structured. Within Giorgi’s method, the
experiential structure of the lived phenomenon is composed of meaning units or themes,
as well as individual constituents, which are specific aspects of the experience itself.
According to Giorgi (1985, 2009), the structure of an experience is defined by its
interrelated parts, or constituents. Husserl (1913/1983) defined these interconnected parts
of experience that are made up from various contexts and situations of a lived experience
as dependent parts because they cannot exist on their own apart from their contextual
relationship with other parts (Giorgi, 2009, p. 115). Each constituent or dependent part
serves a functional role within the whole of the phenomenal experience, thus contributing
to a consistent, invariant structure of the experience that is common to different
individual experiencers. Giorgi (1985, 2009) defined the invariant structure as being
composed of specific constituents or parts of material that describe the phenomenon,
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which help to clarify the psychological understandings of everyday ordinary events
(Giorgi, 2009, p. 102).
A critical aspect of the descriptive phenomenological approach considers that
there is a universal invariant structure or multiple structures of an experience, which are
shared by different people. These various structures of conscious experience form a core
meaning that is mutually understood and shared by those multiple persons who have
experienced the same phenomenon (Quinn Patton, 2002). Descriptive phenomenology, in
particular, is explicatory about experiential events and does not concern itself with further
explorative questions relating to the interpretive meaning or ontological significance of
an experience, the point to which Husserl’s (1913/1983) philosophical phenomenology
extends. Within a descriptive phenomenological approach, the interpretation of an
experience is illustrated by the individual’s own subjective description of the
phenomenon. This description is retrospective, as the individual articulates the memory
of an experience. As such, this description contains a critical aspect of reflective
recollection that influences the individual’s subjective sense of the lived experience.
The predominant theme that is thread throughout Husserl’s philosophical
phenomenology is to “go back to the things themselves” (1900/1970, p. 252). As such, a
basic assumption of Giorgi’s applied approach to phenomenological psychological
research rests upon the epistemological foundation of Husserl’s theories. This theoretical
basis emphasizes that we can only understand what we experience by paying attention to
our conscious awareness of things, our perceptions of how we experience an object or
phenomenon, and the interpretive meanings that we associate with that experience
(Giorgi, 1985, 2009). In this context, phenomenology is concerned with the structures of
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phenomena, specifically as they appear to our conscious awareness, and how they are
shaped by the intentionality that we bring in our approach to that experience. Husserl
(1913/1983, 1913/1989) placed a particular emphasis on distinguishing between the act
of consciousness that is directed toward a specific object or phenomenon and how the
object or phenomenon presents itself to the experiencer, while also differentiating
between the given phenomenon and an individual’s reflective understanding of the
phenomenon. Giorgi (2009) highlighted Husserl’s description of this conscious
experience as the “act-object relationship,” from which the meaning of the relationship
between an act of consciousness and a given phenomenon develops.
There are two primary concepts within Husserl’s philosophy of phenomenology
that Giorgi specifically emphasized: the idea of a phenomenon, and the concept of the
“lifeworld” and its relationship with scientific inquiry (Giorgi, 2009). For Husserl, a
phenomenon is anything that is “given” and presented to the consciousness of the one
experiencing what is given; thus, a phenomenon is anything that is present to intentional
consciousness (Husserl, 1913/1989, 1925/1977). Giorgi (1985, 2009) stressed Husserl’s
emphasis on how the object presents itself to the individual experiencer, whereby the
object or phenomenon is not only something that is noticed as existing, but rather, it is
experienced as an “act-object relationship” between the presentation of the phenomenon
and how it appears to an individual’s consciousness.
Phenomenology emphasizes consciousness from a relational perspective (Giorgi,
2009). Husserl (1936/1970) also discussed the concept of the “lifeworld,” by which he
specified the everyday world in which we experience ordinary things. Although the
concept of the “lifeworld” can take on many different meanings within a broader
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philosophical context, Giorgi (2009) emphasized the main point that Husserl appears to
make, which is that the lifeworld is the initial basic world of experience that all humans
encounter, from which all other specialized worlds of diversified experience emerge (p.
11). The lifeworld is also one that is shaped by the influences of socio-cultural and
individual contextual components, thus differentiating how the lifeworld is perceived and
experienced by different individuals or groups of people. This is applied within the
investigative process of phenomenological psychological research, whereby Giorgi
(1985) referred to the content of a described experience as “textual,” and how that
phenomenon was experienced as “structural.”
Giorgi (2009) was clear to emphasize the fundamental differences that exist
between the philosophical method of phenomenological inquiry and the scientific method
that is applied within the phenomenological psychological approach to scientific
research. However, although Giorgi (2009) acknowledged that the application of the
phenomenological method within a scientific approach to psychological research requires
some alterations, he argued that these adaptations maintained an essentially
phenomenological framework for investigation (p. 104).
Giorgi’s Application of the Descriptive Phenomenological Method
In order for phenomenology to be helpful to psychological research, Giorgi
argued, it must not remain just a philosophy (1985, p. 46). Giorgi sought to integrate the
philosophy of phenomenology with the relevant practice of psychology and
psychological research, through which the meaning of phenomenological psychology
would be recognized as a valid human science rather than as “a subfield of philosophy”
(p. 47). In order for this shift to solidify in the application of psychological research, the
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philosophy that informed the practice would need to change. Giorgi (1970) contended
that the philosophical presuppositions behind the general qualitative approach to
psychological research were the primary inhibition to the potential expansion of
psychological study, which Giorgi believed should reach well beyond the natural science
framework of experimental design.
Giorgi (2009) argued that if researchers described a different philosophy of
science, then a different method would naturally emerge from that philosophical
foundation. Giorgi credited the contributions of Husserlian phenomenology in providing
a more thorough and in-depth approach to qualitative psychological research, primarily
due to the use of an eidetic approach to support empirical findings, while also considering
the transcendental dimensions of experience (p. 121). By adapting the application of
Husserl’s eidetic reduction, the description of an experienced phenomenon is able to
reach the level of possible ideas--of essences and invariant meanings--whereby the focus
is to encapsulate the wide number of possible variations from the given data provided by
the descriptive account (p. 75). Giorgi emphasized the important contributions of the
eidetic phenomenological approach to psychological research of a qualitative nature,
particularly when seeking clarity and in-depth description about a recounted experience
of a specific phenomenon.
Data Collection Stage.
Giorgi (2009) emphasized that the importance of the descriptive
phenomenological approach in gathering data is to begin with a concrete detailed
expression of a researched experience, which is provided directly by the experiencers
themselves. Essentially, the descriptive phenomenological method aims “to make the
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meanings of the expressions more precise” (p. 122). The critical importance of this
method is to gain as complete a description as possible of the lived experience from the
subjective perspective of the individual who has lived through it. Giorgi acknowledged
that this data might be obtained through written accounts as well as direct interviews.
However, Giorgi (1985, 2009) appeared to prefer the use of direct interviews instead of
written accounts, as these tend to provide a more thorough explanation of an experience
through a more spontaneous recounting of various details and awareness. Giorgi (1985,
2009) addressed the importance of approaching the interview process with a participant
in a manner that emphasizes building initial rapport and open genuineness, as opposed to
relying on traditional experimental models of detached neutrality. The focus of the
descriptive phenomenological approach is that of discovery, not a hypothesis-testing
approach. Therefore, the researcher is more interested in a participant’s authentic
description about an experience, as opposed to identifying specific content or placing an
emphasis on interpreting specific details.
As such, Giorgi (2009) argued for the importance of the researcher displaying a
“certain degree of psychological sensitivity” that will likely assist the participant to
disclose more openly about their experience, which might contain rather emotionally
activating psychical material. In this way, the researcher’s stance assumes a type of
participant-observer position in relation to the research participants and their disclosed
descriptive material. Giorgi was clear to emphasize the priority of ethical care and
boundaries when working with participants, even if this comes at the scientific expense of
gathering necessary data. As such, he acknowledged the significance of maintaining clear
“boundaries of intimacy” that might evolve in the course of an interview process, while
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also respecting the potential additional needs of psychological support that a participant
might have, which would prompt further ethical care on behalf of the researcher, such as
in the form of providing psychotherapeutic referrals (p. 123).
Incorporating Husserl’s emphasis upon “bracketing” or “parenthesizing” our
presuppositions and objectifying judgments, Giorgi (2009) also highlighted the critical
importance of integrating this research attitude within the interview process of the
descriptive phenomenological method. Giorgi was clear to warn against “leading the
participant” within the interview process, which refers to the researcher’s attempt to get
the participant to say certain things relating to the researched phenomenon (p. 123).
Giorgi differentiated this approach from that of “directing the participant,” which is
associated with the researcher’s attempt to gain further clarity about the researched
phenomenon of interest (p. 123). This latter interviewing approach is considered
appropriate and not biased for the descriptive phenomenological method, particularly
when considering concerns of validity. It is the researcher’s responsibility to gain as
specific information as possible about the researched phenomenon, which might include
moments of directing the participant to further specificity about a recounted experience.
Giorgi (2009) also emphasized the importance for the researcher of gathering
interview data that is not too abstract or general, but rather as concrete and detailed in its
description as possible. Giorgi acknowledged that not every description will be
thoroughly complete in its eidetic possibility, and there will remain dimensions of the
lived experience that are not recognized or articulated fully. Rather, most interview data
will offer glimpses of portraying “figural aspects of an experience,” gathering portions of
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the lifeworld or “figure-ground” of an experienced phenomenon, while recognizing that
“not all of the ground can ever be expressed” (p. 125).
Data analysis of the descriptions.
When approaching the process of data analysis, Giorgi (1985, 2009) was clear to
incorporate an adapted Husserlian perspective that focuses on attending to the
“givenness” of a described phenomenon and how this experience has presented itself to
the participant. This adapted perspective would also include an emphasis on clarifying
the descriptive essence of a recounted phenomenon, whether it was presented in text or
verbal form. Giorgi (1985) also supported an attempt to remain faithful to the
phenomenological method as a primarily descriptive pursuit by restraining the curious
impulse to interpret or explain any data prematurely. The descriptive phenomenological
method, according to Giorgi, is sensitive to recognize implicit presuppositions that might
contaminate the descriptive data of a recounted phenomenon, which could include
researcher bias or self-interested attempts to discover in the data what one wants to see
(p. 48). This promotes an attitude in which the researcher is present only to the
description of the direct experiencer of the situation or phenomenon, without interjecting
an analysis that moves beyond what is given (2009, p. 127).
In light of this established focus and sensitivity, Giorgi argued that the descriptive
phenomenological researcher “only responds to what can be accounted for in the
description itself” (2009, p. 127). The result of the described experience does not move
beyond what is given and present in the recounted material. Giorgi was clear to
emphasize that if there are gaps in the data, these are not filled in by theoretical
speculation or interpretation, but rather by obtaining more data. As such, Giorgi defined
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the descriptive phenomenological approach to data analysis as a kind of “second-order
description,” whereby the researcher maintains faithfulness to the specific concrete
descriptions of the interview material, without interjecting hypotheses, theories,
assumptions or arbitrary judgments (pp. 127-128). Ultimately, according to Giorgi, the
researcher has to assume the attitude of the phenomenological scientific reduction within
a psychologically sensitive perspective, while maintaining mindful attention to the
specific phenomenon that is being explored (pp 129-130).
The descriptive sense of the whole.
As a beginning step in data analysis, when the researcher has collected the
transcribed description of a specific experienced phenomenon, the researcher’s initial
approach to analysis attempts to gain a sense of the entire description. From a
phenomenological approach, this would include attentiveness to how a phenomenon has
presented itself to the experiencer, the lifeworld context of the experiencer, as well as the
intentionality with which the experiencer brought to the given situation of the
phenomenon. Giorgi (2009) acknowledged that although other qualitative methods of
research will also read and examine the entire material of transcribed data, the
phenomenological researcher reads the description from within an attitude of
phenomenological reduction.
Incorporating a Husserlian perspective within this holistic approach of
phenomenological reduction would also include an eidetic sensitivity, thus allowing for
the various possibilities of ideas and correlative associations related to the descriptive
material to inform the sense of the description’s entirety. Giorgi (1985) explained the
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fundamental aspect of a Husserlian informed reduction within the descriptive
phenomenological method as follows:
Whatever presents itself to consciousness should be taken precisely with
the meaning with which it presents itself, and one should refrain from
affirming that it is what it presents itself to be, even if that particular
existential characteristic belongs to the presentation. (p. 48)
Giorgi (1985) further elucidated how the phenomenological reduction is
incorporated into gaining a sense of the whole of the described material. As a
phenomenological researcher, it is critical to remain mindful of how an objective
perspective of a situation is different from the way in which the situation is experienced
by the individual experiencer. In this regard, Giorgi argued that the participating
experiencer “lives in the situation” described, but the phenomenological researcher
understands this situation as “being for” the individual experiencer (p. 49). In other
words, the significance of “operative intentionality” is critical when understanding the
meaning of a lived experience for the one who has experienced it (p. 50). The researcher
reduces dependence upon the objective perspective, and assumes priority for the
subjective description of the individual. Although the objective dimensions of a situation
are taken solely as they present themselves to the experiencer, without adding or
subtracting anything to these descriptions, the researcher also attends to tracking the
conscious process of the experiencer’s perception about the situation. The situation of
experience is presented to the experiencer, who also acts towards the experience with a
specific intentionality that is operative in some way for that individual’s consciousness
(p. 51).
Thus, the transcendental dimension of the phenomenological method is
considered here, whereby both the object of the experience and the acts of the experience
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are involved in the reductive investigation. This exemplifies how the phenomenological
reduction emphasizes an investigative prioritization of certain characteristics of the
human way of existing. The role of the phenomenological researcher is to understand the
experiencer’s sense of experiencing, and this requires the rigorous process of reduction
(Giorgi, 1985, p. 49).
The search for essences.
The primary goal of phenomenological analysis is to clarify and understand the
meaning of the described experience (Giorgi, 2009, p. 129). A significant dimension of
the process includes the search for and identification of the described material’s essences.
The essence of a described phenomenon is the invariable characteristic that makes the
phenomenon what it is and without which it could not be experienced as such. Thus,
Giorgi (1985) discussed the invariant structure or structures of a phenomenon as the
collection of consistent correlative features of a described experience, which constitute
the general essence of that phenomenon (p. 50).
Giorgi (2009) is clear to distinguish this process of identifying a phenomenon’s
essence between the purely philosophical phenomenological approach and the
psychological phenomenological approach (pp. 100-101). From a purely philosophical
perspective, the universal essence is identified, which then provides a transcendent
dimension to understanding the phenomenon, reaching beyond the specific psychological
interests of investigation. This reductive process is similar at the psychological level of
exploration, but not identical. At the psychological phenomenological level, there is a
greater interest in the related context of the experience--the lifeworld of the experiencer.
This would include those aspects that are relevant to a specific situation or personality,
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for example, rather than the purely universal features (Giorgi, 1985, p. 50). Giorgi noted
that although there is less of an emphasis upon the universal aspects of an essence, the
psychologically focused approach of investigation remains phenomenological at its
foundation because it continues to employ the eidetic reduction (or what Giorgi referred
to as “free imaginative variation”) in order to identify the typical essence (p. 50). Giorgi’s
incorporation of “free imaginative variation” is similar to Husserl’s use of “eidetic
reduction,” by which the given data is imagined to be something different from what it is
in order to clarify the most consistent characteristics that retain the same sense of
meaning (2009, p. 132).
Husserl (1913/1983) himself acknowledged the imprecise nature of the
phenomena of our psychological life, thus describing them as “morphological essences,”
for they are often vague, inexact, and fluid in their presentation, yet they remain essences
that are still valuable in understanding the meaning of an experience. From the
descriptive phenomenological approach within a psychological perspective, the reductive
process progresses from a basic description of essences into a clarification of
psychological meaning. Thus, Giorgi (2009) introduced the process of identifying
specific “meaning units” related to the phenomenological essence (p. 129). These
meaning units are related to a psychological perspective while also remaining faithful to
the phenomenological method of investigation. The researcher carefully reads the
descriptive material, closely attending to moments where there might be an identified
shift in the meaning of the description. These shifts in description are then broken down
into meaning units. As a phenomenological process of investigation, the researcher does
not analyze the meaning or attempt to introduce theories as to the determinative reason
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for their existence. Rather, Giorgi explains, the researcher’s psychological sensitivity is
interested in how the meaning units are distinguished and how they might be reintegrated
into the entire experienced phenomenon in a more holistic manner (p. 130).
Giorgi (2009) described the researcher’s process of determining the meaning units
as more experientially determined than intellectually focused (p. 130). As such, he
admitted that there is a “degree of arbitrariness” to this portion of the analysis, as the
individual attitude of the researcher’s own lived experience will influence his or her
attention to identifying the various shifts in meaning throughout the described
phenomenon (p. 130). This caveat of researcher bias reinforces the importance of
maintaining a bracketed or parenthesized position of investigation, thus inhibiting any
presupposed judgments or interpretations about the meaning of a described phenomenon.
Transforming the data into psychologically sensitive expressions.
Giorgi (2009) referred to this third step of the descriptive phenomenological
method as the most critical, for it transforms the raw data of the participant’s described
experience into psychologically meaningful language. The researcher carefully reexamines the material, which is now delineated into the various shifts of different
meaning units, and examines each meaning unit “to discover how to express in a more
satisfactory way the psychological implications of the lifeworld description” (p. 131).
These results include more reduced descriptions of psychological significance, without
introducing any hypotheses or theories intended to interpret them. As “second-order”
descriptions, there are no features of material that were not originally given as an aspect
of the experiencer’s initial described experience. This portion of the phenomenological
reduction process includes how the meaning unit material presented itself to the
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consciousness of the researcher, yet careful analysis used to determine the invariant
structure of the meaning units and their resulting psychological significance provides a
reliability that Giorgi argued invites external criticism (p. 131).
Giorgi reiterated again the importance of incorporating the phenomenological
process of “free imaginative variation” in order to determine the generality of
psychologically related features, as well as the context specific dimensions of the
material that influence the determination of identifying these psychological expressions
(2009, p. 132). He pointed to Husserl’s (1913/1983) theory of meaning to clarify how the
process of free imaginative variation assists in determining the psychologically
meaningful components of a described experience. Specifically, Giorgi (2009) turned to
Husserl’s (1913/1983) focus on intentionality as a primary determinant of understanding
the given meaning of a phenomenon. He summarized Husserl’s theory as follows:
“Consciousness enacts a signifying act, which establishes a meaning that seeks to be
fulfilled, that is, is directed toward an object that will completely satisfy its specific but
empty meaning” (2009, p. 133). In other words, the intentionality of consciousness will
continue to seek an object to satisfy its search for meaning, thus directing the posture
with which an individual perceives and experiences a phenomenon. When an identified
object satisfies this search completely, then there is an act of identification with the object
or phenomenon, thus resulting in a psychological expression of meaning.
Giorgi (2009) clarified that when he referred to psychological expression or
perspective, he meant a generic, atheoretical (or pretheoretical) psychological position
that emphasizes the subjective experience of the individual. Giorgi argued that, “the
psychological attitude focuses on the role of the individual subjectivity in constituting the
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specific presences and thereby making available the psychological meanings that play a
role in the way that the phenomenal presences appear” (p. 135). Ultimately, for Giorgi,
the psychological emphasis in this descriptive phenomenological analysis is on “how
individual subjects present the world to themselves and how they act on the basis of that
presentation” (p. 135).
For Giorgi (2009), another critical piece of this process of descriptive analysis
from a phenomenological perspective is accurately identifying the intentional object of
the researcher’s experience. Throughout this process of analysis, the researcher is also
experiencing the presented phenomenon of the participant’s described account, while he
or she reviews the recorded material and introduces free imaginative variation. What the
researcher is drawn to recognizing in this descriptive analysis will also highlight the
intentionality of the researcher’s own consciousness. This interactive process between the
intentionality of the researcher’s consciousness and the intentionality identified within the
participant’s consciousness create a type of “intersubjective attitude” with which various
meanings are elucidated (p. 136).
However, Giorgi (2009) was clear to emphasize attention to reliability by arguing
that another critical researcher could access the process of the primary researcher “based
upon the evidentiary traces that are left by him or her” through the recorded process of
investigation (p. 136). Thus, once again, the importance of incorporating bracketing and
paying attention to the components of personal reflexivity and researcher bias are critical
for maintaining a position of scientific rigor throughout this process.
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Research Design
Participants.
A purposive sample of five (5) participants was interviewed for this study. This
homogenous sample of participants was limited to gay widowers that have experienced
the death of a same-sex spouse or partner due to a non-AIDS-related illness. The
bereaved participants had experienced at least one year beyond the date of their partner’s
death. The boundary of this specific time limit was set in view of the clinical
considerations of maintaining sensitivity towards any possible residual, complicated, or
unresolved grief experienced by the participants. In order to reduce the possibility of any
negative effects due to the reactivation of residual grief resulting from the interview
process, a one-year post-death time limit was preferred for the bereaved participants.
There were no limits of restriction for the participants in relation to their age,
socio-economic status, ethnicity, religious or spiritual identification, level of education,
or current occupation. However, it was critical for participants to demonstrate proficiency
in English speaking language. Recruitment for the participants was conducted at a Gay
and Lesbian Center in a major metropolitan area in Southern California. Specific methods
of recruitment included the posting of public flyers and issuing a public announcement
notification at the center. This particular community center provided an active support
group for the specific demographic of participants identified for this study, which
increased the likelihood of participant involvement and response rate.
Procedures.
All prospective participants were screened for their appropriateness for the
research study through initial phone contact, during which the researcher gathered basic
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information about the participant and clarified any questions they might have had about
the research process. Following initial phone contact with an interested participant, those
that were considered appropriate for the purposes of this study (e.g., they met the
necessary demographic requirements) were sent a written informed consent in the mail.
This consent form included a brief description of the nature and purpose of the study, a
statement regarding the confidentiality of material related to their experience, an
explanation of the research procedures, a description of possible drawbacks and benefits
from participating in the study, and an offer to answer any questions that the participant
might have.
Prospective participants were allotted the necessary time to thoroughly review the
consent form and were invited to contact this researcher about any questions they might
have had about the procedures related to the interview process. This researcher remained
available to discuss any questions or concerns with prospective participants via phone or
direct personal contact. Participants were asked to sign their informed consent form and
mail it to this researcher at an appropriate mailing address prior to scheduling their
interview.
Selected participants took part in direct face-to-face semistructured interviews
that lasted between 60 and 90 minutes. These interviews were conducted at a mutually
agreed upon time and place. This researcher’s private office space was available to use
for these interviews; however an attempt was also made to accommodate the needs of the
participant (e.g., meeting with them in their home, if that was more comfortable for the
participant, or if they were homebound and limited in available transportation). The place
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of the interview was ensured to be free of interruption and capable of maintaining privacy
and confidentiality.
Immediately following the interview process, this researcher asked participants to
describe their experience of the interview and invited them to provide constructive
feedback. Following the completion of the transcription for each individual interview,
this researcher offered to mail each participant the transcribed results of their interview, if
they wished to review it. Participants were also invited to record important aspects of
their interview experience, as well as provide any additional comments following the
review of their interview transcript.
This researcher reiterated the purpose of the study to the participants following
their interview process, which included an emphasis on the social and clinical value that
their interview material provided through the sharing of their experience. Due to the lack
of adequate research conducted about the grief experience of gay widowers mourning the
death of a partner due to a non-HIV/AIDS related cause, the stories and experiences of
these participants will contribute valuable information for developing further social
sensitivity to the grief experience of gay widowers. In addition, the results of this study
will provide increased awareness about the particular challenges and bereavement needs
of the general LG population.
At the end of the entire research process, following the final analysis of the
collected data, each individual participant was offered a brief summary of the research
findings as a means of honoring their participation in the research process.
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Data collection.
A direct face-to-face semistructured in-depth interview was utilized as the means
for data collection. This semistructured interview was based on the primary experiential
themes of disenfranchised grief and resilience in bereavement as determined through the
review of relevant literature and previous studies. In order to ensure reliability, the exact
wording and sequence of the questions was determined prior to the interviews and all
respondents were asked the same questions in a similar structure of order. The format of
the questions was open-ended to encourage the freedom of participant responsiveness and
to reduce the effect of researcher bias. However, as a semistructured interview, this
researcher used discretion for incorporating additional explorative probes of questioning
in order to gain further clarification of relevant themes and ideas. This dialogical
approach to interviewing remains consistent with a descriptive phenomenological
methodology, which emphasizes gaining a thorough account of an individual’s subjective
experience. Records of the interviews were kept through immediate note taking and
digital audio recording. In addition, observational notes tracking participant behaviors
were recorded to supplement the interview process.
Although the standardized wording of the predetermined questions may limit
respondent flexibility throughout the interview process, it will help to ensure reliability of
the research method. The focus of the interview questions was to gather information that
could lead to a textural and invariant structural description of the experience of
disenfranchised grief and resilience in bereavement for gay widowers, with the ultimate
intent of establishing an understanding of this common experience shared by all of the
participants (Giorgi, 1985). Specific to Giorgi’s (1970, 1985) descriptive
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phenomenological method that is built upon Husserl’s philosophical approach to
phenomenological investigation is utilizing a “bracketing” approach to exploring a
particular experience, whereby the researcher makes a conscious intention to examine the
described experience as if perceiving it for the first time. During the interview process,
this researcher noted and bracketed his own views, presupposed judgments and
interpretations of disenfranchised grief and resilience in bereavement before proceeding
with interviewing the participants.
Data analysis.
Descriptive phenomenological research utilizes the data of significant statements
made by participants, creates various meaning units based on that data, and incorporates
free imaginative variation in a phenomenologically based reduction that develops a
descriptive essence of experience. After employing Giorgi’s (2009) approach of gaining a
sense for the whole of the described material, psychologically relevant expressions were
elucidated from these meaning units of description, in order to provide a more thorough
and holistic understanding of the psychological meaning of the experienced phenomenon.
This researcher carefully reviewed the interview transcripts from the standardized openended interview process several times in order to demonstrate a thorough and rigorous
investigation of the described material. Detailed readings of the data were made in order
to obtain a holistic perspective so that a future transformation of the described material
into psychologically meaningful expressions would remain grounded within the
participants’ accounts. This researcher identified initial themes that were organized into
common thematic clusters of meaning units, and checked the consistency of these
meaning units against the original data. In addition, this researcher highlighted and
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emphasized significant statements, sentences, and quotations that could provide a further
description or shift in the meaning of the respondents’ described experiences.
Through the application of Giorgi’s free imaginative variation, the dominant
themes were then refined and condensed, and examined for connections between them,
focusing on the commonality of the shared experiences among the participants. This
allowed for a clearer sense of the invariant structure of the described phenomenon that
emerged. This researcher carefully analyzed the verbatim responses recorded from the
interviews with participants. A textural description of disenfranchised grief and
resilience in bereavement (i.e., what the participants experienced) was developed, which
was then condensed into a structural description of their experience (i.e., how they
experienced disenfranchised grief and resilience in bereavement in relation to their
surrounding context and conditions) (Giorgi, 1985).
A composite narrative was then drafted from the textural and structural
descriptions that provided an invariant description of disenfranchised grief and resilience
in bereavement among gay widowers. This researcher elucidated the psychologically
meaningful expressions of these experiences through the application of Giorgi’s (2009)
recommended attention to the participants’ lifeworld context and the intentionality of
consciousness. Remaining faithful to Giorgi’s data analysis process of “second-order”
description, the primary emphasis of this descriptive exploration was to clarify “how the
individual subjects present the world to themselves and how they act on the basis of that
presentation” (p. 135).
Throughout this process of descriptive analysis, this researcher made a consistent
effort at carefully translating the participants’ comments into psychological language
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capable of effectively informing dominant theories of clinical psychology and
application. This dimension of the process of analysis maintained an emphasis upon the
subjective experience of the individual and his sense of experiencing, without adding any
preconceived material that might relate to a particular psychological theory or therapeutic
application of practice. Reserving a focus upon the invariant structure and transcendent
dimensions of the described experiences, this researcher emphasized a primary focus on
the commonality of the respondents, with the intent to provide readers with a better
understanding of what it is like for a gay widower to experience the phenomenon of
disenfranchised grief and potential resilience in bereavement.
Ethical Considerations
Maintaining the safety and confidentiality of all research participants was a
primary concern, as well as conducting the interview process in a manner that provided
participants with a positive experience. The written informed consent that was provided
to all research participants prior to the beginning of the interview process clearly
explained the purpose of the research and made reasonable promises of confidentiality.
Participants were informed about the purpose of the research, the scholarly and
clinical significance that this study will contribute to the field of clinical psychology, and
the subsequent benefits of social advocacy for the clinical needs and concerns of gay
widowers, as well as the LG community at large. Additionally, through the informed
consent process, the participants were informed that their participation was voluntary and
that they could refuse to answer any question during the interview. The participants did
not receive any financial incentives for participating in the study in order to avoid a
potential conflict of interest in the process of collecting and analyzing data.
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In addition, the participants were informed of their right to withdraw from the
study at any point in the research process without any consequences to the participant.
However, if the participant chose to withdraw from the research process, any information
that he had provided at that point of withdrawal would remain a part of the study.
This researcher made a consistent effort to uphold each participant’s right to
privacy and protect his confidentiality. One primary way of accomplishing this was
through the disguising of participant identification by changing specific personal
demographic information without distorting the validity of the data collected. This
researcher only asked demographic questions that were necessary for understanding the
researched phenomenon of disenfranchised grief. In addition, this researcher reviewed
and presented in aggregate form the analysis of data collected from participant
interviews. This researcher explored and identified predominant themes that emerged on
a comprehensive level so that the individual results were not primary.
As an additional consideration of maintaining participant confidentiality,
predominant themes were provided in the research results, as well as specific relevant
quotations from the interview, while complete individual interview transcript records
were not revealed. If this researcher elected to describe individual situations as an
elaboration of specific themes, the identity of the participant and inconsequential
demographic information were changed in order to protect privacy while also
maintaining data validity. All forms of collected research data (e.g., written, recorded)
were held securely under a double lock and key, including data that was in an electronic
format, which remained secured through multiple files and double password protected.
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This researcher also gave attention to any possible forms of dual relationships or
conflicts of interest, and did not include prospective participants who were currently
receiving therapeutic support from this researcher through an LGBT bereavement support
group. If a participant had previously been a client in a bereavement support group with
this researcher as the group facilitator, this researcher clarified his role to the participant
prior to the interview process. This researcher recognizes that the primary purpose of his
role as a researcher is to gather data. This researcher is also aware that the material he
explored throughout the interview process is significantly emotional. As a research
interviewer, he is not in the role as therapist. It is quite possible that because the interview
experience was open ended, it did have the potential to reactivate previous emotional
difficulties associated with one’s grief.
However, it was also possible that the interview experience could be
psychologically beneficial, as some of the participants may not have experienced an
occasion to disclose such detailed information about their mourning process and
experience of bereavement. It was also possible that some of the participants had lacked
adequate interpersonal validation for their grief due to their sexual minority status and
depending upon the degree of social acceptance and support they regularly experienced.
In light of those possibilities, experiencing an interview process that demonstrates
genuine curiosity and interest about an individual’s experience of bereavement may
prove to be supportive for a participant’s emotional recovery of grief adjustment.
However, as a precaution, if any significant emotional distress did arise for the
participants during the course of the interview process, this researcher would have
provided them with a list of appropriate mental health clinical referrals to assist with
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managing any activated emotional difficulties. This researcher compiled a list of reliable
local community providers prior to the commencement of participant interviewing, while
also ensuring that the referrals provided would be for LGBT-friendly clinicians who were
competent in working with LGBT clients. At the end of the research process, each
individual participant was offered a brief summary of the research findings, as a means of
honoring their participation in the research process.
In relation to reflexivity, it was important for me, as the primary researcher, to
attend to the care and support of my emotional health throughout this research process. I
immersed myself in the phenomenon of grief and loss in a critical way that I have not
been accustomed to feeling, particularly due to the many personal threads of connection
between the life experiences of the participants and my own history. This topic of
research shares some critical parallels with my personal life history. As such, it was
important that I had adequate outlets of support to help me debrief and talk through my
experience, while also maintaining the confidentiality of the research participants.
Remaining consistent with my own personal therapy, as well as maintaining regular daily
self-care, was essential for ensuring a healthy balance throughout this research
experience.
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Chapter 4
Results
Overview
The in-depth semistructured interviews were conducted with a purposive sample
of n = 5 participants, all of whom identified as gay male widowers, ranging in age from
47 to 77 years, with an average age of M = 59.6 years (median = 58 years; SD = 2.74).
The participants’ self-identified ethnicity represented a diversity of mixed ethnic heritage,
including various types of European-American influence (Italian, Dutch, German),
Northern American (Mexican) as well as Southern American (Brazilian). Some of the
participants (n = 2) identified immigrating to the United States during their early
adulthood from foreign countries of origin. Most of the participants reported living in the
same Southern California city for several years, two of whom identified the city as their
place of birth, with an average duration of residency of M = 30.8 years (median = 20
years; SD = 4.26). The majority of participants (n = 3) reported earning between $0 and
$30,000 for annual income, relying primarily on some form of fixed income, such as
disability benefits or social security insurance. Of the remaining two participants, one of
them reported that he was currently working, and earning between $50,000 and $75,000
annually; the other remaining participant indicated that he was currently unemployed and
living from the support of his deceased partner’s inheritance. Two of the participants
indicated completing some college, whereas two other participants reported earning a
bachelor’s degree, and one participant indicated a master’s degree level of education.
All of the participants identified rather long-term periods of intimate relationship
with their partners, reporting a range from 10 to 29 years, with an average duration of M
= 16 years (median = 11 years; SD = 2.6). The majority of the participants (n = 3)
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identified having an exclusively monogamous relationship with their partner, whereas the
remaining two participants reported having an open, non-exclusive or polyamorous
relationship with their partner. All of the participants reported that they had experienced
committed intimate same-sex relationships prior to their relationship with their deceased
partner, and one of the participants indicated that he was previously married to a woman
for several years before separating to be with his male partner. The majority of the
participants (n = 4) were younger than their deceased partner, with a range between 10
and 33 years, and an average age difference of M = 19 years (SD = 2.7).
This specific sample demonstrated further diversity through the various
experiences related to the deaths of the participants’ partners. The majority of participants
(n = 3) identified as the primary caregivers for their partners, which included a rather
extended period of death trajectory that lasted more than six months. These particular
“caregiving” participants identified the following causes of death for their partners:
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), metastasized cancer with co-morbid
complications of dementia-related illness, and brain cancer. The remaining two
participants reported that their partners experienced extremely short death trajectories,
which they attributed to sudden and unexpected causes of death, including a myocardial
infarction (heart attack) and a fall-related traumatic brain injury (TBI). All of the
participants’ partners had died at least 24 months (2 years) prior to their interview for this
study, with a range between 24 months (2 years) and 144 months (12 years), and an
average time of M = 52.4 months (4.4 years; median = 30 months; SD = 6.1 months)
since their partners’ deaths.
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In order to facilitate the elucidation of primary constituents within the data
analysis, eight fundamental areas of focus were utilized to structure the interviews. These
included the following:
(1) Description of the relationship with the deceased partner
(2) Description of early post-death grief (initial six months) including the death
experience
(3) Description of changes in the grief process
(4) Description of family and social responses to the relationship and post-death grief
experience
(5) Description of relevant experiences associated with sexual identity
(6) Description of features of resilience
(7) Description of changes in the widower’s sense of self
(8) Description of potential benefits gained from the experience of grief and loss
During the course of the interview process, every participant was asked similar questions
related to each of these primary areas of focus in order to maintain internal validity of the
researched phenomenon.
The Widowers and their Experiences
Thomas.
Thomas is a 47-year-old Caucasian gay male who identifies his ethnic heritage as
Italian. He is a native resident of a Southern California city, having lived there his entire
life, eventually earning a bachelor’s degree from the local state university. After coming
out as a young adult and experiencing various short-term intimate relationships with other
men, Thomas eventually met Paul, who became his partner of 10 years. When asked
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about their relationship, Thomas tended to describe it in primarily positive and affirming
terms, identifying Paul as his “soul mate” and emphasizing how their relationship
provided him with a sense of emotional security and complementing what he felt was
lacking in himself:
I don’t like to use this term, because some people say it’s meaningless, but
he was my soul mate. I had planned, you know, for us to be together the
rest of our lives and you know, till one or both of us died, which is
actually what happened--I just thought it would be another 20 or 30 years
into the future. Uhm, we were--it was like a yin and yang, you know, two
opposite pieces that fit together, that you know make a circle--uhm. He
was, he was funny, he was smart, he was extremely kind, patient. I, I
learned so much from him, I owe him so much. I, I don’t have a single bad
thing to, you know, say about him. I loved him, I was--you know, we were
very happy.
Thomas described the sense of social validation that their relationship received from
other people within their social sphere of trusted friends, as well as from various
members within Thomas’s family of origin, such as his mother, who recognized his
partner as a spouse:
Everybody that knew him loved him. I mean nobody could say anything
bad about Paul, so . . . They (Thomas’s family), they accepted him
immediately. Uhm, like I said, Paul was wonderful. Everybody loved him,
uhm, you know my mom considered him one of her sons. Everybody, you
know, everybody, you know, accepted him as my spouse, my partner.
Thomas’s partner, Paul, died within nine months of receiving a diagnosis of brain
cancer, eventually succumbing to the symptoms of a pneumonia-related infection.
Thomas was with Paul at the time of his death, and acknowledged the emotional
ambivalence of that experience for him, which was difficult to tolerate, as well as
relieving to witness:
Well, I remembered, I mean I remembered telling him I was there and that
I loved him and you know, I don’t know whether or not he heard me, but
you know it was really weird because probably within five to ten minutes
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when I got in there to see him and I told him that, you know, he died. And
I don’t know if it--you know it almost seems like, he was waiting or
something. It would have been really horrific for me if he would have died
and I wasn’t there, because I always told him that I would be there for
him, no matter what. Uhm, you know, and, and when he actually died, I
felt a sense of relief, because you know, it was a struggle, he went through
a lot of pain, a lot of really horrible things--so that was the emotion I had
at first.
Thomas denied any sense of regret related to the decisions he made regarding his
partner’s care, and expressed feeling satisfied with advocating for Paul’s needs while he
was dying.
When describing the early period of his grief process, Thomas identified
experiencing a range of emotions, including feeling helpless, overwhelmed, insecure,
relieved, having difficulty concentrating and making task-oriented decisions, and finding
himself needing to rely on the practical support of others to help him cope. Thomas’s
mother demonstrated instrumental support, such as helping to organize logistical
arrangements for a memorial service:
I was a mess, I couldn’t do anything and uhm, my mom made the
arrangements to have him cremated and then uhm we--about uhm, I don’t
know, eight, nine months after he was cremated, we went to Hawaii, we
went to Kauai, and I scattered his ashes at the Kalalau Lookout. You
know, Kauai was like our favorite spot to go, we had been there five or six
times, he said it was the most beautiful place he’d ever been.
Thomas emphasized that the most difficult period of his grief experience was
during the initial months that followed Paul’s death, particularly after the focus of
attention to practical arrangements for the memorial service had subsided. Thomas was
faced with the growing reality of Paul’s absence from his life, and this often felt surreal,
accompanied with symptoms of depression, derealization, and anhedonia, for which Paul
sought psychiatric support:
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Uhm, well you know it was really weird, uhm, you know, initially, right
after he died I felt a sense of relief . . . and then I entered this period that I
call “Walking Zombie,” and you know I was alive, but not really living,
uhm, that’s the best way I can describe it, “Walking Zombie,” and I don’t
know, that was four or five or six months, and then the “Walking Zombie”
stage wore off and then I was just horribly, you know, upset, sad,
depressed and uhm, you know, and I was seeing a doctor, a shrink, getting
medication to help me deal with it and move forward.
In addition to receiving brief psychiatric treatment, Thomas reported that he utilized
some professional help from a grief support group at the local LGBT Center, but denied
feeling a need for seeking out additional counseling or extended psychotherapeutic
support. Thomas reported that he attended the grief support group for several months,
which provided him with a sense of validating relational support from other grieving
LGBT-identified persons.
Upon further exploration of the progression of his grief, Thomas described
experiencing a loss of his sense of self, which he realized was identified intimately with
Paul, particularly in their previously shared routines of ordinary life, as well as his role
identity as Paul’s caregiver:
When he was diagnosed with the brain cancer, my life suddenly changed
and everything was about him, you know, and you know, that’s the way it
should have been. I mean, like I said, I was always doing stuff, either I
mean getting him the disability insurance, getting him Medi-Cal, uhm, you
know, all kinds of stuff, so yet you know that stuff was suddenly gone.
As his grief process progressed, Thomas recognized that while the intensity of his
sadness began to diminish, his sense of aloneness was more heightened, with periods of
loneliness becoming more apparent, which were also accompanied by feelings of anger
and resentment at the sense that Paul was deprived from experiencing further life:
No matter how long I live, I will always think Paul was horribly cheated
and uhm, it was just awful. I mean that is not--that’s not something that
should have happened to him. I mean he was such a good and fabulous
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you know, person. Like I said, the best I can describe it is he was really
cheated.
Over time, Thomas experienced further emotional discomfort with the gradual
waning of his sense of conscious connection with recalling specific memories associated
with Paul. Some of this was related to the moments of sexual intimacy that they shared
together, as well as memories particular to Paul’s dying process and the events
surrounding his death. This sense of disrupted memory continues to be a source of
irritated frustration for Thomas, as he has attempted to maintain connection with the
satisfying aspects of their relationship as a means to help him tolerate the discomfort of
Paul’s death:
There are a lot of things I don’t remember, like I don’t remember the last
time we had sex, I don’t remember the last movie we went to see. Uhm,
you know, so those--I don’t know how to describe it, it’s just that it
bothers me a little bit that I don’t remember those things that when you
know like the last time we had sex, it was not something I need to
remember because that was before he was diagnosed with the brain
cancer, you know, and the sex we had was always really incredible. So
you know, I don’t, I don’t know what more to say . . . I try not to think
about or focus on all the horrible stuff that happened and just remember
you know, all the good, incredible, fabulous times we had cause there
were so many. Uhm, you know, I still, I miss it terribly. There’s you
know, like I said, a big piece of myself missing, you know, very lonely.
Thomas recognized that the emotional and instrumental support he received from
various members of his family of origin and trusted friends was critical in supporting his
capacity to cope with his grief, such as the practical guidance provided in helping to
organize the memorial service:
I mean my family, my friends, even my ex-boyfriends, I mean they were
there, they were really supportive, you know uhm--I look back on what
happened and you know, I don’t know how I did it and got through that.
Uhm, uhm, it was with a lot of help and support from all of them.
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However, Thomas also experienced feelings of anger and resentment towards
Paul’s siblings and previously identified friends, due to their perceived betrayal of Paul.
Thomas identified this betrayal through their lack of supportive involvement during
Paul’s dying process, previous conflict regarding family inheritance, and subsequent
attempts to acquire Paul’s belongings after his death:
Paul’s family and friends, they were fucking worthless. They caused me
all kinds of fucking grief, unnecessary grief, his brother, his fag hag, and a
couple other of his friends, was just, was unbelievable. I knew he was
estranged from his sister, because of all the stuff that happened when his
mother died . . . I can’t believe that you know, someone would do that to
their own sibling . . . It was disgusting when I went and I read the letters
and you know saw the stuff that she did. . . . His brother caused me a
bunch of grief, uhm, you know, when Paul was still alive, and then after
he died. So did this friend Johnny. He stole things from Paul’s apartment
and then you know, he lied about it. You know, luckily, I got a few of the,
you know, big things I knew that he took back. But there were all kinds of
stuff that was, you know, missing and like I said his you know, fag hag,
she was horrible when he was alive. She just completely abandoned him
and I just, it was just unbelievable to me.
Amidst the difficulty of managing interpersonal conflict and emotional hurt from
Paul’s siblings and some of his previous social relations, Thomas did feel that many
members of his own family and various trusted friends genuinely accepted and supported
his relationship with Paul. Thomas recognized that these particular individuals also
provided him with critical forms of emotional and practical support during his grief.
However, Thomas also acknowledged occasional social experiences of feeling
disregarded and invalidated by some of the same individuals that demonstrated
expressions of support. Thomas acknowledged feeling somewhat distressed by these
contradictory behaviors from others, while identifying them as lapses of ignorance related
to a lack of recognizing the significance of his relationship with Paul, rather than overt
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intentions of personal harm. Thomas described some of these experiences, which
displayed features of perceived heteronormative bias:
People made comments that uhm, you know, for example, you know
somebody made a comment, I don’t know, a couple of months after Paul
died if I was dating again. And it was just I couldn’t even believe that. I
mean would you, I mean if there was a husband and wife and they were
happy together and one of them died, would you ask the spouse, a couple
of months after the death if they were dating? And then . . . I had . . . you
know, an instance where I went to an engagement party, my family, for
my cousin. It was two months to the day that Paul died and you know I
went and you know, I thought I looked good, you know, I cleaned myself
up, I shaved, I wore nice clothes, I didn’t have a meltdown, and later my
mom made a comment to me, I don’t know, a few days later, that there
were a number of people that basically said I looked horrible, and you
know, basically said I looked awful. And I responded to her, I said, “How
the fuck am I supposed to look two months after my partner of ten years
dies a horrific death?” I said, “That’s, I’m supposed to be jolly and
happy?” and yea, it’s just, yea.
Thomas acknowledged the emotional hurt and anger he felt in response to these periodic
occasions of emotional disregard, which he experienced as invalidating of his relationship
with Paul, as well as discounting of his grief experience.
Thomas described increased feelings of protectiveness and interpersonal distrust
that he experienced throughout his grieving process, particularly regarding his effort to
guard his partner’s bequeathed estate and property. Thomas and Paul never had the
opportunity to marry legally, and they decided not to take advantage of California’s
available domestic partnership protections due to feeling disingenuous about identifying
with normative standards for heterosexual couples. However, he reported that they did
decide to establish a legal Will and Advance Directive immediately following Paul’s
diagnosis, to which Thomas attributed enhancing his sense of emotional and financial
security.
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I think I believe the legal stuff is just imperatively important especially for
gay and lesbian couples, uhm because you know, you have to have all of
those things written down. . . I mean if you get married or domestic
partnership and uhm, uhm, you know, I, it’s like, I, right away when I
already had you know, a Will and healthcare directive and all that, even
before Paul, you know, became sick. He had none of that, so you know,
when we found out that--I right away went to, you know, brought to my
attorney and said that, “Okay, we need, we need to have these documents,
because you know, you don’t want interference from your brother or sister
or anybody else, and uhm you know, you need to, you need to put down
exactly what you want.
Thomas identified his belief in his own capacity to cope with the emotional
distress of grief as a primary reason for surviving the difficult adjustments he faced
following Paul’s death. He also described how recognizing his ability to manage basic
activities of daily living encouraged him to feel more capable in surviving the challenges
of a broader life adjustment, which confronted him after Paul died. Thomas described
how his sense of self has changed because of his grief experience. He focused
particularly around the loss of a role and relational identity, and his recent attempt to
establish a new sense of self:
I’m a totally different, you know, person because of that experience and-uhm, you know I had other things that happened that, you know, in my
personal life that made it so that, okay, “This is a new book,” and
everything is you know, completely different. You know I had you know
existed and you know, operated a certain way for 40 years and then
suddenly that doesn’t work anymore for anything. It’s been kind of a
process to re-invent myself and that’s going slowly, I’m working on it.
When describing further some of the potential benefits that he has gained through
his experience of grief, Thomas specifically identified increased feelings of empathy for
other bereaved individuals, as well as a generative motivation to educate other same-sex
couples about the importance of establishing some form of legal protection for their
relationship. However, Thomas also acknowledged that an uncomfortable aspect of his
current identity adjustment is a continued sense of not belonging or identifying with
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heteronormative roles and titles, such as the term “widower.” Thomas disclosed the
ambivalence of feeling a sense of personal integrity, as well as resentment, in relation to
feeling that he is somehow marginalized, remaining outside socially recognized and
protected norms:
Personally I don’t ascribe to all of those things--“I want to emulate straight
people, oh I want to be married, I want to have kids.” I’m like, those are
straight institutions and you know, whatever. I’m not straight, you know,
people, if gay people want right, great, I’ll support your right, I’ll power to
you, but uhm, it’s not for me . . . I mean you can’t--we don’t, we don’t ask
and wait for people to give us rights. We use the legal system to our
benefit to make sure we have those rights, whether or not you know, the
government or straight people want to give them to us. So, I mean that,
that’s my attitude.
Andrew.
Andrew is a 77-year-old Caucasian gay male, who emigrated from Holland when
he was a young adult. He is currently retired, following a successful and satisfying career
in the accounting industry. Andrew and his partner, Reeve, were together for 29 years, of
which they spent 20 years living together in the same Southern California city. Prior to
meeting Reeve, Andrew was married to a woman for 20 years, with whom he had three
children. Although Andrew had known of his homosexual orientation for many years, he
chose to remain closeted within his marriage, family, and professional relationships, due
to the fear of discrimination and relational uncertainty. He occasionally sought out brief
sexual relations with other men for several years while remaining closeted. After
gradually accepting that he could only feel emotionally satisfied in an open and
committed same-sex relationship, Andrew came out to his wife and adult children,
subsequently separating from his wife and ultimately divorcing. He briefly described that
transition and his experience of eventually meeting his future long-time partner, Reeve:
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When I came out, I was, it probably took me five years to get a hold of
myself, I had off and on relationships, but none long, but that was
basically five years by myself. And then I run into Reeve, which was just
starting off as a friendship situation first, particularly since I had a lot of
baggage, you know, I had three kids and I was married to a woman that he
wasn’t used to and but he was very smitten with me--so he was a little bit
older, which was another thing I wasn’t too interested in, you know, so it
took about a year and a half to really confirm that we are actually now
partners. And then actually he took me to Hawaii and that was like a
honeymoon and after that I moved in with him so and then we’ve been
together ever since.
Since his relationship with Reeve was the first open, long-term, committed
relationship with another man that he experienced, Andrew viewed his relationship with
Reeve as very self-validating. Although Andrew was quick to identify personality aspects
of compatibility that he shared with Reeve, he also acknowledged that their relationship
was not ideal:
It was a bit rocky, you know, but all relationships are. But there was a lot
of give-and-take, but it was very good. And very sexual, very good, and
probably romantically very good, and also we had a lot of interests, same
interests. We liked the same music, we liked theatre, we liked traveling,
you know, that kind of thing. We did cruise a lot so a lot of those things
uh, made the relationship very good.
Andrew described how his siblings and adult children displayed some initial
discomfort about his relationship with Reeve, though eventually demonstrated acceptance
and support for them as a couple:
In the long run, it all came out and particularly after I was in the
relationship with Reeve, they adored him. He was the kind of person that
he was very outgoing and very charming and he could--I always called
him “Mr. Silver-tongue” because he always could talk so nicely to people
and made them feel so good, you know, that kind of thing. So, he was-they all loved him and after a number of years, nobody even gave it a
thought any more. My kids were a little bit different, uh, it took a while,
you know, maybe a couple of years and stuff.
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Andrew reported that Reeve, who was 13 years older than Andrew, experienced
physical discomfort with chronic back pain for several years. This chronic pain
eventually slowed his ambulating mobility and general physical strength, which required
more support from Andrew in helping Reeve manage his activities of daily living.
Eventually, Reeve experienced the need for an emergency abdominal surgery, which
Andrew believed contributed to additional health complications, particularly the sudden
manifestation of severe cognitive impairment, including persistent confusion, emotional
outbursts, and increased difficulty with verbal communication, such as aphasia:
About ten months before he died, he got an obstruction in the abdomen
through some scar tissue and with that--he ended up in the hospital and
completely lost his mind and he needed an operation and with the
anesthetics, he just lost his mind. He just saw--this was a very difficult
time because then he couldn’t go to rehab because he was hallucinating
and you know like that and he was from the second World War, and he
was hallucinating back like he was in the army and . . . So one of the
doctors said the only thing that might snap him out of it is get him in his
own environment and then see if that will work--otherwise he would have
to go to a mental institution--I didn’t want that.
Andrew described how Reeve’s physical and cognitive condition drastically
declined over the next 10 months, requiring further professional caregiving support in
their home. Andrew disclosed the difficulty he faced in attempting to manage Reeve’s
care on his own--the emotional and physical exhaustion he endured--and the eventual
need for additional paid caregiving support in their home. Andrew reported feeling
overwhelmed and experiencing moments of helplessness, but he also described his effort
to maintain a sense of emotional and physical intimacy with Reeve during the progressive
decline in his condition:
It was very difficult though, because he was out of his mind a lot, and
falling on the floor and stuff, so that was a little difficult but we got
through it, but those 10 months were the hardest time because--but
because then he really switched back and forth. You know, he would be
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okay for maybe one or two days, and then he would be totally out of it and
wouldn’t remember a thing anymore, so this was a little bit difficult times.
. . . So, the good part was that you know, like we always were very good-we always slept together and we always hugged and you know cuddled a
lot together and I still miss that a lot. But the good thing is when we got
into bed, I’d used to have to put my arm around him and then he felt
secure, I could--you know the way he touched me--I knew that it was okay
for a while, anyhow, you know.
Andrew reported that Reeve’s condition eventually worsened, requiring a hospitalization
that revealed the presence of metastasized cancer. Reeve died one month later while
hospitalized under the care of hospice for one week.
Andrew described how he had recently returned home from visiting the hospital
when the hospice staff notified him that Reeve had died. He recalled that he initially felt a
sense of relief, believing that Reeve was prepared to die and that his suffering had finally
ended:
Well, I just--actually just got home, and I had told them, now if he dies,
and don’t have him moved until I’m there. And so they called me when he
died, and it was only like a 45 minute drive and then they waited and then
they came and got him. And I actually felt okay, uhm, because you know,
the first thing I had just told him, the second thing, you know, he was out
of his suffering. You know, he was ready to go. So it was just, it was kind
of a relief--you know kind of a relief.
Andrew described how his adult children were supportive of him during the
immediate aftermath of Reeve’s death. He also reported that he planned the arrangements
for Reeve’s burial and memorial service in collaboration with Reeve’s family--three
surviving nephews--without any significant complications or interpersonal disagreement.
Andrew disclosed that Reeve’s family supported his request to have Reeve cremated,
which allowed for a portion of Reeve’s cremains to be buried in a family-owned plot, as
well as allowing Andrew to retain a portion for himself. This has provided Andrew with a
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sense of comfort, while also experiencing a continued sense of emotional connection with
Reeve:
I wanted some ashes to distribute over here at the ocean, because we both
loved going to the beach. As it turned out, they did do it, it was kind of
expensive, but it was like $100--it’s all legalities, you know you can’t split
the ashes or something like that, so that was $100, plus they only can give
it in a little jar. Well, when I got the little jar, it’s that big, and there was
no way I was going to distribute that over the ocean so I have it in my
bathroom. You know, I’m not going to the plot to see him. To me, he’s
here. You know, I talk to him when I go to the ocean.
Andrew’s initial experience of grief was mixed with various emotions, though he
described predominant feelings of relief. Eventually, as the reality of Reeve’s death and
physical absence began to solidify emotionally for Andrew, his felt sense of aloneness
became more apparent. Andrew described his belief in Reeve’s continued presence in his
life, particularly when trying to manage the challenges of coping with loneliness and
attempting to reorient the social and practical dimensions of his life:
And it really helped me a lot to get through certain things that were
unbelievable that I thought for 6 months I really felt that he was doing
things for me to feel better. You know, so . . . I was still involved and I
always felt very connected and like I said, for the longest time I just
walked to the ocean and talked to him but--and I felt like he was talking
back to me.
Andrew described how some of the most difficult aspects of his grieving
experience included the challenge of adapting to ordinary aspects of routine life that no
longer included his partner. He discussed the loss of everyday intimacy he previously
experienced with Reeve. Common experiences began to hold more emotional
significance for Andrew, such as having someone to talk with about mundane interests,
being able to share daily meals with an intimate other, or feeling the caregiving urge to
anticipate and consider Reeve’s preferences for certain things:
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Well, the little changes of course, like for the longest time, I would think,
“Oh Reeve would want this and this.” You know, or I was doing
something and I would think, “Oh, Reeve would really like that.” You
know, that kind of thing. And that hit a lot. Also the eating alone, you
know, where we always had dinner together, and we didn’t go out a lot.
We usually had dinner at the house. We would go out for dinner like if
we’d go to the theatre and afterwards we would then maybe eat out. But
for us, eating out was not just eating, we just wanted to be more like,
going out.
Throughout the last 2 years, Andrew described experiencing a gradual lessening
in the frequency and intensity of situational and cognitive triggers that would prompt
emotional reactions of grief. However, he acknowledged continuing to encounter periodic
temporary upsurges of grief-associated feelings, such as longing to be with Reeve,
inhibiting sadness, or an acute sense of missing Reeve’s presence. Struggling through a
depressed mood throughout most of a day was common for Andrew, particularly during
the initial period of his grief. Currently, although the occasions of depressive feelings or
periodic anhedonia have lessened, Andrew acknowledged that he continues to experience
moments of realization that he is no longer with his partner:
I’ve had maybe one or two breakdowns, a little bit, you know, that was
really rough, that all of a sudden like I would get up and all of a sudden I
was really depressed. . . . But I would take, probably maybe a couple--like
if I get up--when I did get up that depressed, from all of a sudden I’m
flying solo, uh, then it took me a half a day or a day or something, you
know, but not much longer than that--so--but it definitely was there, but
this is normal, I guess. . . . And every so often I would just, I don’t know,
out of the blue, I would cry. But that’s probably good because I really
haven’t cried that much since he passed away you know, so it was just
kind of, “Where did that come from?” Yea, but--and of course, you know,
if you live with somebody that long, you do miss them--you know, that
kind of thing.
Andrew acknowledged that he continues to feel an occasional urge to communicate with
his partner, at times feeling a sense of connection with Reeve’s presence:
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You know, but now it’s two years, I still talk to him, but not that much,
and it’s not connecting as strong, which is okay too, like I just--it’s two
years, it’s time to move on anyhow--you know, that kind of thing.
Although Andrew acknowledged feeling some sense of relief initially following
Reeve’s death, he also experienced a difficult adjustment related to the loss of social
relations and his sense of relational identity. Andrew described the loss of his relational
identity as a coupled partner, the loss of social relationships that were associated
primarily with Reeve, as well as the loss of his purposeful role as a caregiver, which had
encompassed so much of his routine daily life while he was providing care for Reeve.
Yet, Andrew also described the sense of encouragement that he felt when new social
opportunities and relationships began to present themselves to him, often in unexpected
ways. Andrew would attribute these moments of unanticipated support to the beneficent
presence of Reeve remaining active within his life in some form:
Well actually, what really stands out is the fact that even friends that I
didn’t know, all of a sudden called me and invited me over for dinner or
whatever, and you know the friends we were with were his age--they all
had passed away. So all of a sudden, the social, particularly the social
gatherings here was gone from me, and for some miraculous thing, and I
still call this miraculous, I got taken up by a total new circle of friends that
are younger and are really sweet to me and I--so that really helped me a
lot. I kept thinking, “Oh my God,” people would call me. There were so
many and I think, “How can this happen all of a sudden?” It looked, like I
said, it looked like he took care of me. He knew I liked company, he knew
I liked to do things, like fluke things happened. All of a sudden this whole
new circle opened up. A new circle opened up, and nice people, you
know, really nice.
Andrew also recognized the importance of expressions of emotional support and
availability that he received from his family, which helped him cope with the challenging
adjustment of Reeve’s death:
They’re very supportive, my family, we’re a very close family and that
probably, like I said, the unbelievable circles of friends that I got into
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really helped me a lot. And my family. You know, without them it would
have been a lot harder. You know, if I would get lonely, I would just go, in
particular, to my brother and his wife, I can go over anytime, I don’t have
to call, or whatever, and I can go for dinner, you know but . . . So if I felt
lonely . . . the knowledge that I have them helped a lot. So I do think the
supportive part was definitely this wonderful circle of friends that live in
this area and my family, support.
However, Andrew also described the experience of having some social
relationships that withdrew from him following Reeve’s death. He reported that several
close friends had expressed their disagreement with his prior decisions related to Reeve’s
care, and subsequently distanced themselves from Andrew after Reeve died. Andrew
acknowledged that he previously questioned the willingness of these relationships to
remain supportive of him and involved socially with him, due to their primary association
with his partner:
We had a lot of women friends. They were very upset with me, they didn’t
think I took good care of him, but they didn’t really know what was going
on. You know, they didn’t want to--I think what happened they didn’t
want to see that he got so sick. And then at one time and what I really tried
when I knew and I tried to get into an assisted living place, so that I could
be there, but still if I would leave, he would have somebody there. And
they really thought that was horrible, that I tried to do that. No one ever
talked to me again--none of the women. None of the women that we were
very close to talk to me at all. They don’t want to talk to me, period. . . .
They were there at the funeral, but they never called me, never asked me,
“How are you,” never. And it kinda hurts a little bit. But you know, even
though at that time I really told them, even before they were mad at me, I
always thought, at that time, they really like him, but I’ll never see them
again if he’s not there.
Andrew reported that he was initially reluctant to seek out professional support to
help manage his grief, including community-based support programs, such as through the
local LGBT community center. Andrew acknowledged that he did not disclose the status
of his relationship with Reeve to his insurance carrier, and he did not have access to any
specific LGBT-friendly medical or mental health providers. He disclosed that he
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eventually decided to attend an advertised support group for older LGBT adults at the
local LGBT community center, but felt disappointed due to the lack of attendance. He
also acknowledged feeling a lack of belonging and a sense of social invalidation at the
local LGBT center, due to the perceived emphasis upon younger gay men that the center
promoted in its program materials. Andrew disclosed that he has felt reluctant in
establishing close relationships with other older gay widowers he has met, due to the fear
of experiencing further emotional demands and potential relational dependency on him
for their own caregiving needs:
I don’t know if it’s going to help me that much. A lot of the things they
have is for younger people also, you know, that kind of thing, so . . . I’ve
met maybe two or three people that have lost a partner, either two years,
five years, that are still single, that are my age, and they have everything
wrong under the sun, and I don’t want to get involved. Maybe I’m just a
little too youthful for that but I’m not ready for that. I took care of Reeve
for two years, I don’t want to take care of somebody again so . . . I’d
rather be by myself.
Although Andrew acknowledged feeling reluctant in establishing social relations
with other older gay men, as well as feeling invalidated with a perceived ageist bias
within the local LGBT community center, he denied experiencing any forms of overt
sexual prejudice or the perception of intentionally harmful discrimination from other
individuals within general social settings. This was particularly evident in specific social
situations within which Andrew was already out and his relationship with Reeve was
previously acknowledged and accepted:
I never felt any uh negative feelings because I was gay, the thing that is
totally surprising in the area here--and this is a little bit like a small
community and I do a--in the summer I do a cocktail thing once a month
so people know me, and they knew I was with Reeve. The thing was so
surprising that even the guys, when they heard that Reeve had passed
away, were very nice to me, instead of--and that really surprised me. So I
really didn’t get any negative feelings, they were more positive. . . . They
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realized that I had missed a partner and that kind of thing. So actually, I
had good experience, not bad experience.
Andrew attributed most of his ability to cope with his partner’s death to his innate
sense of optimism, which included trusting in his capacity to manage difficult
adjustments and stressors. Andrew associated his ability to cope with previous losses and
difficulties in his life--such as his later-aged coming out process and subsequent divorce-as evidence of his capacity to survive experiences of loss and unexpected stress:
Of course, you know, if you live with somebody that long, you do miss
them--you know, that kind of thing. So--but basically I think . . . I’m
basically a very positive person and I think, uhm, I was blessed that way,
it’s in my genes and I get it from my family and I do know that other
people, it’s in the chemical situation, they get depressed much more or are
much more negative. I come from a family, all my brothers and sisters are
very positive people. You know, that helps a lot too, you know,
particularly not with Reeve but you know with handling other situations.
Andrew also reported that his sense of spirituality, his trust in a larger source of
purpose and meaning for himself, as well as continued occasions of experiencing a felt
sense of Reeve’s presence in his life, have provided him with further encouragement and
belief in his ability to survive the emotional difficulties of grief. Andrew denied any
significant sense of emotional conflict with the often-discriminatory belief systems that
many religious traditions hold towards LGBT individuals, opting instead to focus on the
perceived benefits of trusting in a larger sense of purpose and beneficence:
It did help me and it does help me and has always helped me a lot to go to
church. And so that is another support that I have. Now my belief is there
is “somebody up there,” and if I’m totally wrong and nobody would know
anyhow, then it helps me now. So it doesn’t really make too much
difference. You know, but it has always been a good support to me, you
know, a little bit.
When considering the aspects of potential growth that Andrew has experienced
throughout his grief process, he identified a particular awareness of how he feels more
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complemented by personality characteristics that he attributed previously to his partner.
Andrew described identifying in himself previous social traits that he had observed in
Reeve, acknowledging that some of these characteristics are a lingering sign of the
impression that Reeve made in his life. Ultimately, for Andrew, he expressed his belief
in the potential for positive emotional growth in his life, much of which he attributed to
the benefits of his relationship with Reeve. Andrew disclosed his effort to maintain a
perspective of positive expectancy, even amidst the tremendous hurt and emotional
disorientation he experienced after Reeve’s death:
It is not only the relationship with him, it’s also part of growing older and
learning--you know. And life, to me, is a constant learning experience
anyhow. And sometimes you learn more from bad experience than good
experience. But I think as a whole, uhm, we both grew a lot, together, uh,
probably the good thing that he gave to me was that I’m much more
relaxed. You know, I’m not so--I’m much more open to other people, like
I said, giving them compliments sometimes, or whatever. That comes now
automatically. It’s not--it’s definitely something that rubbed off from him.
Larry.
Larry is a 58-year-old, Caucasian gay male, whose partner of 10 years, Bob, died
two and a half years ago due to complications related to chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD). Larry is originally from the Northwest, living in Seattle for most of his
life, until he decided to move to Southern California 13 years ago in search of work and
to be in closer proximity to Bob. He has been unemployed for 4 years, due primarily to
the demanding obligations of caregiving responsibilities that he took on when his
partner’s health began to deteriorate.
Larry reported that in addition to his relationship with Bob, he had one other
previous long-term intimate relationship with another man, Ed, which lasted for 19 years.
This previous partner died 18 months following their separation, due to metastasized
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melanoma cancer. Although Larry acknowledged experiencing sadness after hearing
about his former partner’s death, he described his grief related to Bob’s death as much
more emotionally intense. Larry attributed this difference of grieving experience
primarily to the caregiving responsibilities that he assumed with Bob, which created a
more emotionally invested experience than he had with his previous partner.
Larry acknowledged that he was aware of his sexual orientation since he was a
young adolescent, though he described the reluctance that he felt in coming out due to the
inhibition of emotional expression within his family of origin, as well as the general lack
of relational trust he felt with his parents. The youngest of four boys, Larry witnessed the
efforts that one of his older brothers, Dan, made in coming out as gay during the late
1960s and early 1970s. Although he was curious and concerned in watching his brother’s
struggle to gain acceptance, he was also painfully aware of the relational conflict that
developed between his brother and his parents, due to his parents’ lack of acceptance and
understanding. Larry also remembered the anxiety he felt in observing the difficult, and
often prejudiced, social situations that confronted his brother:
So I was growing up witnessing what he went through, and he came out
about the time of Stonewall. Whether that directly influenced him, I don’t
know--communication was not a good skill in our family. Emotion was
not really welcome in our family. Suppression, as demonstrated by my
father, was the norm, and so, you know, uh--I did vaguely remember my
brother Dan not so much being kicked out, but all of the sudden he wasn’t
there.
Larry reported that he eventually came out to his older gay brother, after being
prompted to speak with him by his mother, whom Larry believed was suspicious about
his own sexuality. He described how his brother, Dan, approached him to talk about his
sexuality, and acknowledged that he was able to find supportive guidance, acceptance,
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and validation from him--something that was never extended to Larry from his parents,
particularly his father:
I heard that dad got upset and you know, and verbally threw him out of the
house. I wasn’t there to witness that and so uh--but anyways, so things
were fine and later on the family accepted him. Mother was the “gobetween” . . . Dan went to San Francisco thinking that’s where all good
gays went and tried to make a life there and was jumped and beaten
several times and finally he had enough and came back to Seattle. Dan and
I--when I did come out to him we just kind of went, “Well, let’s just not
go through this again with dad.” And we both agreed--let’s see--uhm we
can sort of assume mom knows, cause moms do that, and dad’s probably
clueless, okay, so we just went on that way.
Larry described his awareness of how these different developmental experiences
within his family of origin influenced his sexual attraction towards older men, and
eventually his relationship with Bob, who was 33 years older than Larry:
I’ve always liked men older than myself, because growing up my peers--I
mean I was the small, slight--I had posture problems and I was teased, not
so much beaten up, but marginalized and teased, and it was never a gay
thing. But it was--I was small, I was slight, and so I was picked on, beat
up, threatened to be beat up once, but I can happily say it was not a gay
thing. So he, he--older men like Bob provided a sense of stability and
protection to me. And yes, Bob, I think rightly so, brought me to a point of
“Oh, you’re trying to make up for your father.” And I was really resistant
to that at first, and then I looked back and went, “Yea, dad was never there
for me, especially emotionally, uhm, so yes, I have to say that.
Larry reported that he initially met Bob through an online dating service while he
was still together with his previous partner, Ed. Larry described that his relationship with
Ed was “going badly” at the time and he started the process of separating from him and
beginning to date other men. Larry disclosed that Ed died 18 months after they separated.
He acknowledged his “co-dependent” tendencies and feeling quite insecure being alone,
which prompted him to move closer to Bob. Ed’s death also prompted Larry’s coming
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out to his other older brothers, with which he expressed feeling relieved by their
accepting responses:
Well see after Ed died, I was still not really out to my brothers, but it was
one of those things, “Well, they probably know,” and uhm, at one point
after Ed died, uhm they said, “Well, yea, we know you’re gay, that doesn’t
matter, you’re our brother.” And that’s when I--I just fell apart. I thought
to myself it was so wonderful, I was so fortunate to have family like that.
Larry reported that his parents never met Ed or Bob, due to Larry’s concern about
potential conflict or rejection if he decided to come out to them. However, he disclosed
that his brothers demonstrated openness and acceptance of his relationship with Bob,
maintaining regular contact with them and extending invitations for them to attend
significant family events, such as holiday gatherings and weddings. Larry described how
his brothers continued to demonstrate their acceptance and support of him after Bob’s
death:
When Bob passed away, now two and a half years ago, without my
prompting, two separate weeks, my eldest brother came down unasked, to
check on me, and my brother John came down and stayed with me for a
few days to check on me.
Although Larry described experiencing a sense of paternal care from Bob, which
provided him with further emotional security and support, he also acknowledged
experiencing an imbalanced power dynamic that often created a sense of exposed
emotional vulnerability, disempowerment, and self-doubt, which contributed to a sense of
feeling marginalized in his relationship. Larry described his relationship with Bob as the
following:
(It was) solid and also not what I expected over time. Uhm, Bob was into
leather lifestyle and he was not clear to me that he wanted an entire
Daddy-Boy relationship throughout the entire relationship. And in my own
mind I went, “Oh, that’s just going to be a role, not a lifestyle, but it was a
lifestyle for him and that became an issue for me but, by that time I was
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fully committed to him and I thought, “Okay, I can be flexible,” but then
not taking into account communication. The fourth or fifth year, when his
health really started to change, I thought that once he really started
realizing you know that he had COPD . . . he actually became a little
more--I won’t say “demanding,” but insistent on the “Daddy-Boy”
relationship and it was more, I realize now in hindsight, it was a power
thing. He was insecure with himself and he needed to control, and he
wasn’t that interested in my input.
Larry acknowledged that he felt reluctant to confront Bob about his distress with
feeling emotionally controlled and restrained in their relationship. For Larry, he felt more
comfortable accommodating Bob’s behavior and avoiding potential conflict than
attempting to express his disagreement, which he feared would threaten the security of
their relationship. Larry acknowledged that the fear of losing his relationship with Bob
compelled him to acquiesce:
I had seen a pattern over years that--again this is probably co-dependent-but I just don’t want to rock the boat, I just want to move on, so I just
didn’t push it.
When describing the initial experience of grief following his partner’s death,
Larry discussed the emotional preparation that he felt, due to an extended period of
anticipatory grief and the expectation of Bob’s eventual death, which Larry had rehearsed
in his thoughts. Larry did acknowledge feeling emotional discomfort with witnessing
Bob’s struggle against his dying process, as well as the accumulating exhaustion related
to the demands of caregiving:
I had done years of slow mourning, knowing this was going to be the end
result--of course. Of course, you know, and it hurt more that he was
fighting it tooth and nail, and that was part of the insistence. And I--once I
finally grasped the concept that, “Oh, he’s scared of dying,” okay, this
makes so much more sense, that I accepted a lot more and I was in a better
space until I literally had an exhaustive, stressed-out collapse.
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Larry described his decision to seek the support of psychotropic medication to
help manage the symptoms of anxiety and depression that he began to experience with
accumulated caregiving stress and feeling overwhelmed with anticipating Bob’s death.
Larry acknowledged that although the medication helped him function towards the end of
Bob’s life and immediately following his death, he also felt challenged in his
expectations of what his grief would feel like:
I feel rather cheated. I needed the Lexapro after that collapse, and it was
about a year and a half before he--no--excuse me, not a year and a half, it
was about six months before he died that I started it, that was the biggest
help, but I think it cheated me from the kind of mourning Larry would
have done. I would have cried more, and I think I would have shut down
more than I had, but I wouldn’t have changed it for anything in the world,
because once it was truly integrated into my system and functioning after
about a month and a half, but I felt cheated because I felt so “not
emotional.”
Larry described his experience of being with Bob when he died, emphasizing the
effort he made to verbalize his love and appreciation for Bob when he began to exhibit
more active symptoms of actively dying. However, Larry acknowledged that it was
difficult for him to identify his emotional state immediately following his partner’s death,
almost feeling somewhat numb. This initial emotional numbness and shock was quickly
replaced with feeling overwhelmed and anxious about confronting life decisions and
tasks on his own, which he had never faced before as an independent adult without the
support of a partner or family member:
A few minutes later, when I realized, “Oh my gosh, this house is mine
now, the car is mine now,” and I started thinking about all that I had to do,
now that he was dead--because like I said, “We were prepared.” Bob was
so far ahead of his peer group, for years we had been--he had a binder of
literally, I kid you not, copies or the original documents of everything
related to his death. You open it up, the first page had what he typed out,
“Upon my death, first do this, second do this,” so it’s like “Talk about
being ahead of the curve.” And uh, so once I realized, “I really have to
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start this process now,” that’s when I started breaking down. . . . It was the
enormity of what I was taking on. I’ve never owned a home before, I’ve
never owned a car before.
For Larry, the immediate fear and insecurity of being able to manage daily life
without Bob seemed to dominate his grief emotionally. He experienced occasional
periods of emotional numbness, vegetative depression, and avolition--a general urge to
shut down and withdraw had started to overcome him:
You know I had a couple of instances of just literally feeling numb and
wanting to just sit and not do anything. But I wasn’t going to deny it, but I
was going to try and be aware of, “Okay, this has gone on too long” and
we never arrived there.
This brief period of depressive symptoms did not last for much more than a week, as
Larry eventually discovered his ability to reach out for support from trusted others, and
made the effort to be open with others about how he felt affected by the enormity of
Bob’s death.
Larry described how he reached out for support from his brother and a close
friend to help manage most of the initial postdeath arrangements, particularly related to
financial concerns and uncertainties. Larry felt inept in trying to make decisions for his
future financial stability, as well as attempting to understand how certain financial and
legal decisions made by Bob would affect him. This was all experienced as
overwhelming and frightening for Larry. With the eventual assistance of his brothers and
professional legal support, Larry discovered that he inherited a significant amount of
money from Bob, which would allow him to live comfortably. A few months after Bob’s
death, Larry eventually felt reassured and relieved that he would be able to survive
financially and have his basic needs met. Larry expressed his belief that the preestablished Will and Trust that Bob had arranged, in addition to their legal status as
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registered domestic partners, allowed him to receive Bob’s property and financial
inheritance without further legal complications:
Part of it was over, but another new thing was starting . . . but the Will and
Trust, thank goodness, and the domestic partnership just made everything
easier.
Larry acknowledged the emotional difficulty of overcoming his initial fear of
financial insecurity and feeling challenged in trusting his own autonomous capacity to
manage practical affairs that Bob had usually controlled himself. However, as he
confronted more of these functional challenges on a daily basis, Larry gradually felt more
empowered in his ability to manage various affairs, as well as trusting further in his
general capacity to cope with the emotional distress of Bob’s death:
I was really nervous, scared, thought I had to sell the place and all this
stuff and again . . . but it took, oh boy, a good two months before it finally
settled in that I was financially okay. Like I said, my brothers, in that
second and third week after he died came down, and my eldest brother
was the financial wiz and he let me know, I had also inherited, at the time,
a $300,000 uh, uh, investment, that for Bob it was just play money for us
to go on cruises, but for me it became my life blood. And he said, “You
could live, you know, rather carefully, but not too bad, you’d be fine with
this. And I went, uh, I didn’t believe it at first. But once, several months
later, all that settled in, yes, I don’t need to sell the place, I’m going to be
okay.
One of the most critical aspects of Larry’s grieving experience was
acknowledging the residual hurt and resentment that he felt towards Bob, particularly for
the ways in which he felt disregarded and invalidated in their relationship. Recognizing
the influence of this lingering emotional injury, as well as his struggle to reclaim a sense
of personal worth and esteem, were significant turning points in the trajectory of Larry’s
grief experience:
This was a hurtful point that really didn’t come up until 5 years into our
10-year relationship that it hit me that I went, “Bob never uses the word
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‘our,’ or ‘we,’” and me trying to keep everything on an even keel, trying
to make it funny said, “Bob, do you realize you have a pronoun problem?”
“What?” I said, “You never call this place ‘ours.’” He goes, “Well it’s not,
it’s mine, I put money into it.” And I was like, “Where the heck did that
come from? Who am I, chopped liver? Come on.” But nope, everything
came down to money for him. . . . The whole sense of ownership did not
occur until a number of months later, and of course my big problem was
financial security. And once that settled down and started, “Oh, I own
property,” and only just a couple of weeks ago, did I check with the
mortgage office that “Yes, you’re name’s on the title” and it fully came
home that yes, “I’m a home property owner.”
Despite the emotionally hurtful experiences in his relationship with Bob that
periodically caused Larry to feel devalued, he was also able to recognize some aspects of
their relationship that he did appreciate, such as the practical ways in which Bob
demonstrated his care for him. Over time, Larry believed that he was able to accept his
ambivalent feelings about his relationship with Bob, while also recognizing that he
gained new possibilities for his own personal sense of security and potential growth:
I’ve accepted his death, I’ve accepted the fact that we had a relationship, a
connection, a healthy relationship, in the sense of financial that “I’m in a
very good place, I’m very blessed,” even though I’m an Atheist, I’ll use
that word, uhm, that Bob had sense enough to prepare, and I’m much
better off and it took me a while to accept and call that place my own.
Larry emphasized the critically important role that various supportive
relationships embodied for him while he was struggling with the emotional and practical
challenges of adjusting to Bob’s death. Of particular significance were the validating
responses of Larry’s siblings, to whom Larry looked for guidance in managing many
postdeath affairs, as well as general emotional support, particularly since his brothers
were the only family members who were aware of Larry’s sexual identity and the
significance of his relationship with Bob. Larry described how his brothers expressed
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concern and support throughout the period of Bob’s declining health, as well as after his
death:
Just continued amazement that totally unasked for, unprovoked, they
would call--we’ve, you know--stemming from the lack of communication,
we hardly ever call on birthdays or holidays or anything, but when we’re
together, we’re fine--no problem. But, so the habit that’s happened since I
moved to (Southern California city), generally Saturdays or Sundays, not
always, one will call the other and totally unasked for, they’ll go, “Hey,
how’s Bob? What are you doing?” uhm, “What’s going on with Bob?”
And uh things like that and I thought, “Man, I am so lucky!” And so up to
now, things are fine. They’re concerned about me but they know now that
I’m in a good space and I’m in control of my life, so that hardly comes up
any more.
Despite the validating gestures of emotional support from Larry’s brothers, he
also described the discouragement he felt when he sought support for practical caregiving
needs from local friends. Larry described the sense of avoidance and hesitation that most
of his friends demonstrated when he asked for their assistance. Larry attributed their
discomfort with illness and death as the primary reasons for their unwilling involvement
in assisting with Bob’s care. Larry admitted feeling initial disappointment from these
perceived expressions of rejecting his request for help, though also disclosed his sense of
understanding the reason for his friends’ reluctance:
It was interesting in the bad times towards the end when learning about
caregiving that--you know--ask your friends, see if they’re able to sit with
him. And I’m not saying I have a plethora of friends, eh, I do, but I asked
around and people are like, uhm, er, uh, “no”--type of thing except for
one. And he spent a couple of nights with Bob and that’s when I learned,
“Oh, you can’t just have friends step in, you kind of have to inform them.
. . . My friends were there for me emotionally, but again, it’s the whole
cultural identity of “Oh death.” Very uneasy. They verbally sort of, kind
of, wanted to be there, but it’s still, like I said, it’s, it’s the American
cultural thing of, of, “Oh, let’s kind of forget death, death doesn’t exist,”
and so they were uncomfortable with it and they weren’t there for me,
except for that one person. . . . So, I’m not upset with my friends at all
because I’m not surprised at their reaction.
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Larry reported that although his relationship with Bob was quite open and
acknowledged by close and supportive friends, after Bob’s death he remained very
selective about people to whom he would disclose his sexuality and the nature of his
relationship with Bob. Larry described his decision to come out about his sexuality to an
instructor for an adult education class that he enrolled in soon after Bob’s death, in order
to help secure further financial security. Larry acknowledged the positive sense of
surprise he felt in reaction to the instructor’s affirming response towards him. However,
Larry disclosed some experiences of social awkwardness, particularly associated with the
perceived discomfort of some people in a social setting dominated by LGBT-identified
friends:
A few weeks afterwards, I had a memorial service and it was really nice.
You know, there were a few straight people there. He was good friends
with the real estate person who got him the condo I’m in now, and she had
attended and I just hate to say this, is that she was acting like she was in a
cage of dangerous animals, she was shaking in her boots. And it was like,
“You’re afraid of gay people? What’s up?” Anyway, it was a wonderful
memorial service . . . but awkward . . . I’ve never experienced that before.
Although Larry denied encountering any experiences of overt sexual prejudice or
discrimination, he did acknowledge the perceived lack of acceptance and validation of his
relationship with Bob, which was based primarily on invalidating perspectives of their
age difference. Larry described how he periodically experienced disapproving and
disparaging comments from others about his relationship with Bob, or his interest in older
men, which occurred prior to Bob’s death, as well as following his death. Larry disclosed
that he felt particularly hurt when other gay men made such comments:
The gay male in my program, when I told him I don’t even notice them till
they’re 60, I got this real, pretty comedic, derisive comment. And I’m just
like, “Excuse me?” . . . Even in the gay community, people kind of raise
an eyebrow.
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When reviewing his perspective of how he has coped with his grief experience
over the last couple of years, Larry identified specific practical aspects aiding his
emotional recovery, such as relying on psychotropic medication, returning to school, and
feeling more financially secure:
I’m coping very well, and again, the big help was the anti-anxiety drug,
Lexapro, helped a lot. Getting into a regular routine like school helped a
lot too. And then the third component was uhm, finally integrating the
realization that I was financially okay, I can handle this, I’m capable of
doing it. . . . Especially having a home to care for, I feel so much more
responsible and in so many words, “grown up.” I’m not only managing the
house, I’m doing it well. . . . It’s definitely a life lesson that helps mature
somebody, because you don’t know what you’re capable of until you do it.
In retrospect, Larry described the sense of growth that he has experienced in his
own self-confidence and his ability to handle distressing situations, as well as
experiencing a general feeling of increased self-worth and value that he did not feel very
often during his relationship with Bob. When reflecting on the changes he encountered
during his relationship with Bob, Larry described how Bob’s tendency to disregard him
lessened with his declining health. Although Larry acknowledged that a “co-dependent”
dynamic existed in their relationship, he also expressed the importance of receiving some
validation from Bob for the care he showed to him during his dying process. Larry
expressed his confidence and reassurance in Bob’s love for him:
I’ve always been too, oh, uhm, uhm, what was the word I used before?
Co-dependent, and under stress, that came out very clearly in taking care
of Bob over the years of going from “waiting on him,” from his insistence
on the “Daddy-boy relationship” to really caring for him, medically, and I
just realized I didn’t--and I need to have everyone understand that I went
into this relationship with open eyes. I knew he was an older man, I knew
this was coming down the pike, and uhm, but the big change was Bob-years--oh gosh, two years, three years into the relationship, I said, “Look
at this, I’m going to help take care of you up to the end.” He totally
changed. He liked me more, he was trusting of me more when he realized
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he was going to be cared for, and that was a big epiphany for me when he
went, “Uhm, oh, okay, fine!” And so that sort of colored it that “Did he
really love me?” But yes, he did.
Larry acknowledged the conscious decision he made when choosing to provide
care for Bob during his dying process. For Larry, maintaining a sense of commitment to
Bob was a critical aspect of managing the distress that came with the experience:
I realized I was emotionally stronger to wade my way through that,
because something he said when he was really sick, made me think that,
“Oh, he expected me to just throw up my hands and walk away,” and I
couldn’t do that. If he was physically abusive, really verbally abusive,
maybe I would have. But I thought, “No, simply because there’s a struggle
and a challenge, I’m not going to give up.”
Anthony.
Anthony is a 56-year-old gay male, identifying as Mexican-Brazilian in his ethnic
heritage, who immigrated to the United States as a young adult after completing 2 years
of medical school in Brazil. He has lived in the same Southern California city for 14
years, relocating there with his partner, Richard, after living together for 9 years in
another state. Anthony reported that Richard was 20 years his senior, and retired from his
work as a medical surgeon 5 years after they became a couple. When asked further about
his experience of their relationship together, Anthony initially described conspicuous
personality and cultural differences between the two of them that occasionally created
conflict and tension. However, he also acknowledged feeling an idealized sense of
compatibility with Richard. Although Anthony admitted the feelings of ambivalence that
were present in his relationship, he also described the sense of emotional fulfillment that
he experienced in being with him:
Mm, my relationship was uhm--uh we were uh, monogamous, number
one. And uh, uhm, and oh and he was a Republican too (laughs), and we
had some very heated arguments about that, especially with Obama. . . .
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You know with his Kansas background, there was a racist tone to his main
demeanor, and uh, uhm, those were the times when we actually clashed
and I’m telling you, I’m going to a hotel. (laughs) . . . Yes, four or five
days and I will see you but you know, I will describe our relationship like
I said as ideal. Not perfect. . . . He was everything that I ever wanted. You
know, the intellectual, the committed type . . . but you know our, our uhm,
uhm, I know we all have, have our ideals, but you know for me, with this
man, some things that I didn’t even know I wanted came together.
Anthony described various aspects of Richard’s life that remained hidden to him
throughout the course of their relationship, such as his considerable financial wealth,
which was not discovered by Anthony until he was presented with Richard’s will by his
attorney following his death. Anthony disclosed the sense of surprise that this was for
him, particularly due to the impression of financial frugality that his partner exhibited
throughout their relationship. Anthony denied feeling any lingering sense of anger or
resentment towards Richard for not disclosing his financial circumstances earlier in their
relationship, and he demonstrated expressions of sympathy and respect for how his
partner’s cultural and family history contributed to his lifestyle decisions:
And we shared everything, uh, I was not a kept man, for the record. Uh, I
worked my entire life with him. We’re talking confidentially here so I did
not even know that he was a millionaire, ever, until he died. Uh, you
know, we lived a conservative life, he shopped with coupons, I learned to
find the better deals through him, the places. And uh he, he, uh--his family
went through the Great Depression when he was very little, and they
taught him so, and he never got over it. And I respected it, I worked fulltime as a writer and then uh I started a retail business. . . . Uh, and uh I
was busy full time but uh, I did not know, even suspect the extent of his
wealth until he died. . . . You know, my uhm, my regret to this day, and I
have no regrets, why did he deprive us from this and that?
Anthony acknowledged the frustration he occasionally experienced with his
partner due to Richard’s discomfort in being open about their relationship in various
social situations, particularly with anything related to professional settings. Anthony
reported that this was due to Richard’s fear of any potential prejudicial reactions from
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other colleagues. Although Anthony admitted being annoyed with Richard’s reluctance to
be open about their relationship in these types of situations, he also described feeling a
sense of emotional autonomy, whereby he felt free to express his dissatisfaction with
Richard’s decisions, even though Richard maintained his preference for remaining
closeted. Despite this persistent tension, Anthony described how he and Richard were
able to find humorous moments in otherwise emotionally tense circumstances, as a way
to manage the stress of this conflict:
Uh, and uh we traveled to uhm Mexico, Italy, France, Canada and he was
like I said pretty closeted, but he acknowledged me to everyone, as his
friend. I remembered one time when we were in France at a dinner for
physicians, and this woman, beautiful woman, French woman with her
French accent--I could tell she was very taken by him, and she was all
eyes and attention for him. And at some point she turned to me and she
asked me if I were a doctor. I said, “No, but I’m married to one.”
(laughed) He enjoyed that until the last day that he died. It gave us one of
the better laughters that we ever had. He always understood that from me
and although he couldn’t be uh open, generally, uh he knew my limits and
he knew when I needed to blow off steam. He allowed me. And you know
he, he always, for whatever reason, uh, felt proud of me.
Despite feeling some frustration with his partner’s limited degree of social
outness, Anthony described feeling comfortable in being open about his own sexuality
within his family of origin, as well as within his own personal social sphere of friends.
Anthony believed that these supportive and accepting responses from his own family
encouraged Richard to be comfortably open with Anthony’s relatives, such as Anthony’s
siblings who lived in the United States, although Richard never did have the opportunity
to meet Anthony’s parents:
I’m very blessed, because of my Brazilian background, which is very
open. I mean everything goes. You know my--we had this influence uh,
from my father and my mother--with their Mexican background--she was
very accepted, accepting of uh accepting that is of everyone. Uh, I never
really feel like you know telling them, but my family here in the U.S., two
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sisters, two brothers, it come out, they, they welcomed him and they knew,
and not an issue, whatsoever. . . . I never really, really, honestly saw my,
my sexuality as an issue, a big issue with the family.
Anthony reported that Richard died nearly three years ago, following an
unexpected accident that resulted in severe brain trauma:
He fell down, hit his head, uhm, on the coffee table, uh developed a brain
hemorrhage, within less than 24 hours he was gone.
Anthony expressed having difficulty recalling most of the detailed circumstances during
the initial hours after he was notified by a neighbor who found Richard in critical
condition and subsequently notified the paramedics. Anthony acknowledged the sense of
shock that he experienced throughout most of that time, with fragmented images
remaining accessible to his memory:
I have tried in the past to go back to it, because there is many hours
missing. . . . I remember going to the hospital, at one, uh, I was there early
in the morning. . . . I have a lot of hours from that day missing. I went in
early in the morning and I only remember that--holding his hand until it
got cold, talking to the Coroner, uhm, and then walking out.
Anthony displayed some ability to recall specific moments being with Richard at
his hospital bedside, particularly when his condition began to worsen and at the actual
time of his death. Anthony described the sense of fear, anxiety, and continued shock that
he experienced as Richard began to exhibit symptoms of actively dying:
I knew he was in trouble when he started uh, having spasms and uhm
shaking. You know, all along I was afraid that he might developed a uh
brain uh, bleeding, because he was also on the Coumadin. And when I first
saw him lying on the bed, I asked him if they found any bleeding in his
brain, they said, “No.” So I was okay then. And then uhm he started
shaking with spasms and uhm, and I knew. And my hands got very
clammy, I was holding his hand. Yes. And I said, “I’m sorry my hands are
very clammy.” And he said, “Mine are too.” . . . Uh, I didn’t realize that
his hands were sweaty, and, and I knew it was serious. And you know it
was kind of unexpected in itself because they had cleared him from a brain
hemorrhage. He went through ultrasound and, and so on--all kinds of uh
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tests, but apparently he was not--a friend of mine had called me and told
me that he had fallen down, that he had hit his head very badly, but he was
okay, that he will be okay. So it’s like you know I’m thinking, “It was just
one of those things.”
Anthony described the difficulty he experienced of trying to make sense of
Richard’s death, as well as the overwhelming sense of disbelief and shock he felt during
the initial period of his grief. He also discussed his initial reactions of anxiety and
increased paranoid thinking that he experienced, particularly due to the fear of the police
implicating him in Richard’s death:
After he died, uh I came home and I uhm, uhm, I decided that uh I
shouldn’t touch anything around the place of the accident, in case they
decided to investigate or question me. . . . And the man came and I had
blocked the area where he fell, and, and, and as I opened the door, uhm the
sun fell on the table and I saw part of his hair there. And you know
gradually, I began realizing the impact of the fall.
Anthony discussed how rapidly things developed immediately following
Richard’s death. He particularly mentioned the involvement of Richard’s daughter, who,
despite Anthony’s legal status of being the sole beneficiary of Richard’s Will, refused to
allow Anthony to participate in any type of funeral or memorial service for his partner.
I was not included. The daughter. . . . Uhm, the daughter--I don’t know if
there was one. The daughter came--uh the next day I picked her up, we
started arrangements, we got a fall out, the next day she kicked me out of
the house. Uhm, I never heard whether it happened. She did actually--he
was incinerated--and she did give me half of the ashes. That’s how far we
went. We had very few friends--whether there was a uhm, a uhm get
together, I, I never knew.
Anthony acknowledged the emotional hurt he experienced from the act of being
shunned by Richard’s daughter. However, he also discussed how the significance of
being with Richard at the time of his death allowed him to feel a sense of emotional
resolution with him. Regardless, Anthony still decided to make an effort to commemorate
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Richard through a ritual by himself, which included dispersing some of his partner’s
cremains at meaningful places that they traveled to together:
You know I was there when he passed, and that was it for me--that was
my closure. Everything else, really, really, I never dwell on it, uh, I never
look back on it. Uh to me, you know, I kept half of his ashes which I still
have. I’m very attached to them.
Anthony described the emotional distress he experienced in the immediate months
following Richard’s death, particularly symptoms that included a persistently depressed
mood, avolition, anhedonia, and a pervasive sense of loneliness. Anthony felt very
emotionally vulnerable during this time, and withdrew socially from many of his friends.
For a brief period, prior to Anthony’s knowledge about his beneficiary status in Richard’s
will, he depended on the practical support of a couple of close friends, primarily for
housing. This was due to the insistence of Richard’s daughter that Anthony vacate her
father’s home.
Although these gestures of practical support from some close friends were
meaningful for Anthony, he disclosed his reluctance to appear dependent on others, and
considered his own needs as too demanding for his friends to tolerate. Anthony
acknowledged the emotional conflict he felt about relying on the support of others, and
he attempted to handle the distress of his situation on his own. He described how he felt
uncomfortable discussing his grief experience with other people, how he felt reluctant to
actively seek out emotional support from friends or professionals, and attempted to
remove himself from his involvement with others, due to his perception of being an
imposition on them:
When the bitch kicked me out, uh, I didn’t immediately have a place to go.
They say that you know, your friends, your true friends in times of
hardship, my keyholder was heavy with keys from friends who didn’t even
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know the financial involvement. Uhm, I make myself scarce, like I said,
around the holidays, on my own, but I have to tell you, I’m very lucky I
have friends in my area right, and I know a couple of prominent writers
. . . and they had a place for me, with a key. I had about four or five
friends offer me their home unconditionally, and these friends I did rely on
for uh, middle of November till December. And then you know I decided I
need to give them their own space because I was really, really bad, in a
bad shape. . . . I felt that I needed to ride my own wave so that I wouldn’t
owe anybody anything.
Anthony reported that an extended legal conflict eventually ensued between
himself and Richard’s daughter, who had sued Anthony for her father’s inheritance, even
though his partner had named Anthony as the primary beneficiary. Although the legal
conflict created additional distress for Anthony, he described it as also providing him
with something practical to concentrate upon, which prompted him to feel more
emotionally engaged again.
You know after the first year, the legal thing took over, and I switched
gears and it uh, it brought me out of my grief, somehow, because by now
I’m dealing with a very greedy, uhm, what is the word, unreasonable
daughter.
Anthony disclosed that although his eventual knowledge about the significant
financial inheritance he received from Richard provided him with a tremendous sense of
relief, the situation also contributed to emotional and interpersonal complications.
Anthony felt more protective of his inheritance, less trusting of others’ intentions towards
him, and feeling reluctant and cautious about disclosing his financial circumstances to
other people:
After the legal situation is settled, I’m now dealing with all this legal uh
herd of people attorneys and financial brokers and on and on and on--who
are, by the way, selling my address to others--that I’m suddenly being
bombarded by this and that. And sadly, tragically, also by friends and
family and on and on and on. . . . And so now I’m relying on uhm
financial advisers before I do anything.
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Anthony described the accumulated emotional demands that the extended legal
conflict eventually created for him, resulting in further anxiousness and depressive
feelings. He acknowledged that during the first year following Richard’s death, he
became dependent on alcohol as a means to attempt to manage his emotional distress.
Making the effort to develop new relationships was quite difficult for Anthony,
particularly any type of intimacy with another man. This was a foreign experience for
Anthony, as he previously viewed himself as regularly desiring the experience of
physical and emotional intimacy with others:
You know I was--I cried the entire first year, and then after that I start a
business and going with--and the crying stopped. . . . Yes, but uhm, I
know that the first year I drunk a lot. I know that uhm I didn’t want any
sexual closeness with anyone, and I’m very sexual. My libido remained
but I, I--and it’s not that I was--like some people feel they’re going to
cheat on their dead lover, you know I believe that any way to save me
from AIDS, but I do relate sexuality with a little more than just that. I
couldn’t find it.
Anthony discussed the gradual changes he experienced in his grief throughout the
first 2 years. He described how the depressive vegetative symptoms of lacking motivation
and interest in life eventually lessened, and how the unrelenting sense of sadness and a
persistent longing for Richard became less prominent. Anthony discussed how he felt less
anxious and more secure following a legal settlement with Richard’s daughter, which
allowed him to make more of a conscious effort to begin engaging with others socially
again. He described how he began to focus more on his physical health, gained more
control over his drinking behavior, started to pursue his career as a writer again, began
traveling alone, and actually started considering decisions related to his own future life.
Anthony attributed a significant part of his ability to cope during this period to his
cultural heritage that promoted a future-focused perspective. He was able to access a new
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perspective of gratitude for what he had, instead of anxiously ruminating about what he
had lost:
You know I also learned, coming from the background that I come from,
there isn’t too much time to dwell. I was a mess for the first year, the first
six months, I remember trying to focus not on what I had lost, but what I
had had, because I know that most people that I know have not
experienced what I had, and you know, that pulled me through--because I
had 20 years of bliss, and I don’t mean to, to, to uhm exaggerate or uhm
idealize, but you know, it was ideal--uh, even with our occasional fights,
arguments, we always went back to being closer. And you know I--the
first--I don’t know if I look at it in three months, six months, or a year.
You know, looking back, I can only tell by my state of mind. I know that
the first year was bad but you know, all along, all along, I just realize how
lucky I was . . . because I was the main uh heir.
Although Anthony’s ability to recognize the emotional and practical benefits of
his relationship with Richard was critical in recovering from his grief, he also
acknowledged the continued longing he felt for the lost opportunity to marry legally
together. Prior to Richard’s death, there was no available legal protection recognizing
same-sex marriage in their state of residence. Anthony described how he and Richard had
fantasized about moving to another state or country that recognized same-sex marriage.
Anthony disclosed his intention to disperse some of Richard’s cremains in these places as
a symbol of what they could have shared together:
And I decided that I was going to (pause--tearfully) drop him, in the places
he always thought we wanted to go and never did--and we never did. And
so I’m saving them for that. . . . You know I have this very bittersweet
memory or experience, uhm. We thought about moving to San Diego,
which he knew I loved. It is the closest to Brazil I’ll ever get. I was there 2
years ago . . . domestic legal partnerships became official in San Diego,
(big sigh) and we dreamt about gay marriage and coming there to get
married--when we could have gone to Mexico, Brazil, even Spain, and get
legally married.
Anthony described how Richard complemented his sense of self in more ways
than being a lover, partner, or spouse. Richard also provided Anthony with an intimate
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father figure who encouraged his own sense of worth and value, which was something
that Anthony had not experienced before. In many ways, Richard’s death left Anthony
feeling orphaned, as well as widowed:
I’m going to be very honest, uh, this is the love of my life. This is man that
I remember dreaming about when I was five, six, seven years old. Uhm,
you know, in a way he became the father that I never had. When I lost
him, I felt like I’d lost also the father that I never had . . . Uhm, I’m 56
years old now . . . uhm, I feel that my chances of finding another partner
are limited, uh, when I lost him, you know, deep down, I felt that I had
lost something that would never be replaced.
Anthony acknowledged that Richard’s death drastically changed his life on
multiple levels and in many unexpected ways. Despite the continued sense of loss and the
awareness of Richard’s absence from his life, Anthony discussed his effort to integrate
the affirming aspects of his relationship with Richard as a means to help benefit others.
He experienced a new motivation for being generative towards others, and he imagined
utilizing the unexpected financial inheritance he received from Richard as a means for
doing so. Yet, he remained very conscious of the new sense of guardedness and
discreetness that he felt with other people--in a way, attempting to be protective of the
gift Richard provided for him:
I felt that uh my life had changed, and I, I, I think uhm, I’m very practical,
it’s how it’s changed me. And my financial situation has changed beyond
my uh dreams, and that’s also changed the economics of my relationships-the way I deal with people, what I say, what they know, it’s, it’s it’s
heavy, it’s heavy. . . . I go through all these uhm, reactions, as I go through
decisions about this and that, and certainly it’s new to me, very new.
Ray.
Ray is a 60-year-old gay male who identifies his ethnic heritage as GermanMexican and is a lifetime resident of the same Southern California city in which he was
born. Ray reported that he completed a few years of college, eventually becoming a flight
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attendant for a local airline company, which has been his primary career for over thirty
years. Ray disclosed that he continues to work in the airline industry as a flight attendant,
which provides him with a comfortable moderate salary between $50,000 and $70,000 a
year. Ray reported that he has a few siblings who live close by, in addition to his 33-yearold adult son, Tom, who is his deceased partner’s biological son from a previous
marriage. Ray reported that he and his partner, Daniel, were together for 11 years, which
was the longest-term relationship that Ray experienced, providing him not only with the
emotional security of an intimate partner, but also an extended sense of family that
developed in Ray’s relationship with Tom and, eventually, Daniel’s parents. Ray reported
that he recently observed the 12-year anniversary of Daniel’s death.
Ray described his relationship with Daniel as very compatible, almost in ideal
terms, acknowledging that other gay friends of theirs would often remark about the
positive example they were for others as a couple. Ray discussed how their positive
model as a couple was recognized not only by their friends, but also by their son, who
also identifies as gay:
We had a pretty ideal relationship. Uhm, I consider him my soul mate,
uhm, we were a good team. . . . My other gay friends who were couples
used to say that uhm, we were their role model. And my son, who is gay,
who is Daniel’s biological son, he, when he has talked to me about his
relationships and I ask him, “Well why is it so important that you have a
relationship, what do you want in a relationship?” He, he, one time we
were at dinner and he says, “I want what you and my dad had.” And so, so
I know we were a good team.
Ray discussed how his relationship with Daniel also provided him with an
intimate sense of family, which he had never experienced before with any previous
partners. Ray attributed this particularly to the close emotional attachment that he
developed with Daniel’s son, Tom. However, Ray also described the normalized sense of
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their family identity that they experienced with one another, without any significant
difficulties of encountering overt discrimination or prejudice:
We were a tight unit, the three of us. And we lived a comfortable life, we-being gay was not the major part of our life, it was just part of who we
were. Tom came into my life when uh he had just turned 10, and we’re
celebrating his 33rd birthday in 2 weeks. . . . Yea. It’s a blessing to me--to
have him when I don’t have his dad.
Ray described the important source of support that his relationship with Tom has
been for him since Daniel’s death, particularly recognizing how they have demonstrated
their concern and protectiveness of one another over the years. However, Ray also
acknowledged that they have periodically experienced some difficulty directly discussing
their grief with one another, at times avoiding these feelings due to the concern of
prompting too much emotional discomfort:
I think he and I still are very protective of one another, uhm, we--it hasn’t
really changed--we were always--he would always come to me for advice,
he still somewhat comes to me for advice. . . . I don’t think our
relationship has changed much. I think, uhm, when Daniel first passed
away, we both were kind of walking on eggshells cause we didn’t want to
project--I didn’t want to project my sense of loss and grief onto him when
he was going through what he was going through. And he was living here
. . . but not with me at the time. He was 21 at the time, and I think he kind
of operated the same way, he didn’t want to tell me anything that he
thought would upset me any further, and it’s going to be 12 years, and
we’ve moved along.
Ray reported that Daniel died due to a heart attack that he experienced while
hiking alone in a nearby canyon, although his body was not discovered until 2 days after
his death. Ray described the sense of anxious panic that gradually developed during those
two days as he and Tom waited helplessly until the police were able to locate Daniel’s
body:
I remember it was an awful experience--Daniel had gone for a hike, it was
a Sunday and so we didn’t find him for two or three days after. It was a, it
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was a tough life experience. I mean death is a tough life experience. Uhm,
I think losing anybody is hard.
Ray described how the helpless feeling of anxious panic was soon overcome with
a pervasive sense of shock after he was informed about Daniel’s death. He discussed how
he remembers immediately beginning to focus on the practical aspects of dealing with
Daniel’s funeral arrangements and other logistical affairs, doing so almost automatically,
while also feeling emotionally numb, virtually deadened to his own feelings:
I was, well of course I was emotional, and I was with Tom, and Tom’s
mother was there. I kind of went into shock, I think. We all went into
shock and then we just went into, “What do we do now, what do we do
now, you know?” Set the memorial service up, set the funeral services ….
And uhm, you know, I, I grieved, just like people do--you know, you shut
down.
Ray described the overwhelming symptoms of grief that he endured for a brief
period after Daniel’s death--diminished energy and fatigue, increased sleep, depressed
and sad mood, crying spells, difficulty concentrating and making decisions, feeling
hopeless and even developing fantasies of suicide:
You know, I think I shut down for a week where I just, all I would do was
wake up, cry, and go downstairs and lay on the couch and cry, and wait
until it got dark, so I could take a sleeping pill and then . . . and start over
again. . . . I set up an appointment with a psychologist, and I knew that I
had that to go to so after about four or five days of that, I knew I had to
clean up and brush my teeth and do all that stuff and I come to find out
that that’s how people do. . . . I did see a psychiatrist, only because my
psychologist, at some point in time, you know--I was in my grief, which I
know is just part of everybody’s grief. I was going through “Which car
should I drive to drive off the [city’s] bridge,” you know? And spend 20
minutes trying to decide which car I was going to drive. And then he said,
“You need to see a psychiatrist, Ray. I can’t give you medication.” And I
was on some kind of antidepressant for a year. He wanted me to do it, the
psychiatrist wanted me to do it for a year, I was, “Okay, I’ll do it for a
year.” I don’t know that it changed things, but I don’t know what it would
have been like had I not taken that for a year.
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Although Ray acknowledged that he did experience some positive support from
receiving professional help, such as prescribed psychotropic medication and
psychotherapy, he disclosed that he relied mostly on the close support of family
members--especially his son--to help cope with the initial period of overwhelming grief.
Ray reported that he did attempt to attend some grief support groups, yet never quite felt
comfortable talking about his grief in a setting of other people. Ray recounted one
experience of attempting to find a support group for gay men through a local hospital
system, though felt somewhat discounted due to the lack of consistency for the LGBTfocused support group:
I remember there was a--(the hospital) had some kind of grief group that I
reached out to at one point in time, but they only had a uh, a gay group
that met once a month, once every two months. It wasn’t very often. But
when I did talk to this woman, she was very nice. She goes, “Well, we’ll
get back to you when they’re going to have the next gay one.” You know,
“We have different ones every night.” And I never heard from them again.
While Ray did not feel particularly comfortable in seeking support from group
settings or additional forms of professional help, he did describe his effort to seek out and
speak with other gay men who had experienced the death of a partner. Ray disclosed that
he was in search of trying to understand what he could realistically expect about his grief
process, as well as looking for supportive guidance from other gay men who could relate
to his own experience of loss:
When Daniel passed away and I was kind of wanting to know, “How long
is this going to last, what’s going to go on, how can I deal with this, how
do people deal with this?” . . . I have a person that I’ve gotten to know
here, who his partner, he was a private pilot and he died in a plane crash in
England someplace, probably about three months before Daniel passed
away . . . I didn’t really know him that well. I didn’t know his partner at
all. . . . I ran into him at the gym one day, two months after Daniel passed
away, three months after Daniel passed away. He came up--he didn’t even
know Daniel had passed away. He came up to ask me how I was doing,
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what I was doing, where was Daniel, and I was on the Life Cycle, I
remember I just started crying, I said, “Daniel has passed away, I--how do
you go on, how do you do this?” He was so new into his loss, but he didn’t
. . . He goes, “Ray, I have a really strong support group, da, da, da, da, this
and that,” but through the years, we run into each other all the time. And
it’s interesting, because we both kind of move along the same path. . . .
We talk about dating, we talk about uhm, “Have you scattered the ashes
yet?” You know, it’s all those things.
One of the most critically supportive relationships that Ray developed during his
grieving process was with Daniel’s parents. This was a very encouraging--and somewhat
surprising--experience for Ray, as his relationship with Daniel’s parents usually felt
uncomfortable while Daniel was alive, due to their conservative religious beliefs that held
negative disregard for same-sex relationships and homosexuality. Although Ray denied
experiencing any overt expressions of sexual prejudice or discrimination from Daniel’s
parents, he described the difficult adjustment that he and Daniel initially experienced
with them, particularly because Daniel had not disclosed to his parents about his
relationship with Ray until a couple of years after they had been living together. This was
a rather foreign experience for Ray, as his own family was quite supportive of his sexual
identity:
My family’s very supportive, I have a supportive group of friends, uhm,
uh, I never had an issue with the gay part of my life. Uhm, Daniel is from
a small town in Kansas. It was initially an issue for his parents because
they didn’t know he was gay. He was married for 17 years. I met him
probably about two years after he got a divorce, he moved out here. Uhm,
and when I--we were living together for almost, not quite two years, when
Tom, our son, said, “It’s time for you to meet my grandparents.” And I
said, “Well, that’s up to your dad.” You know, “If your grandparents--if
your dad wants me to meet your grandparents, that’s fine.” They were
living in Kansas, as was Tom, and they came out for a visit, not even
knowing I existed.
He recounted the first visit he experienced with Daniel’s parents, in which Daniel
initially introduced Ray to them as his roommate. Ray described how he was aware of
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Daniel’s discomfort in disclosing about his relationship to his parents, due to the fear of
being rejected or possibly threatening his relationship with his parents.
He had come out to his folks, uhm, but they thought it was a phase he was
going through, they thought it was uhm, something that could be changed.
They uhm, were very religious, they were Church of Christ, I don’t know
a lot about Church of Christ, but I do know, what I’ve learned from them,
uhm, and so it was, it was a little difficult for them at first.
Ray recounted that towards the end of his first visit with Daniel’s parents, they
asked to speak privately with Ray. He described the sense of anxious anticipation that he
felt in speaking with them, which was soon overcome with relief and a sense of
appreciation, as they acknowledged his relationship with Daniel and expressed their
positive regard for him:
They told Tom and Daniel to wait in the room and they took me outside,
and they told me how wonderful it was to meet me . . . and what a great
person they thought I was . . . and they said, “We really want you to come
out to our house in Kansas and we want you to spend time there, and we
. . . ” They live on the golf course, and they want to take me golfing and
this and that and then his mother said, “You know, Ray, I have something
I have to tell you as Daniel’s mother,” she says. “I didn’t like the fact that
Daniel moved out here,” she says, “but I have never, ever, seen my son as
happy as what he is now.” And she says, “I have to thank you for that.”
And our relationship just grew from that. And so after that, they were
pretty much accepting of it. They treated me as family from that moment
on.
Ray discussed how the eventual acceptance that Daniel’s parents demonstrated to
him and Daniel was very meaningful, and encouraged a trusting relationship with them
that continued to develop for several years, until Daniel’s death, as well as beyond. Ray
acknowledged that other members of Daniel’s family continued to disregard their
relationship for religious reasons, including Daniel’s brother, who never expressed his
acceptance of their relationship and often criticized Daniel’s parents for the acceptance
and validation they expressed. However, the integration into Daniel’s family that his
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parents initiated meant a great deal to Ray, particularly with how they demonstrated their
acceptance after Daniel’s death:
They were caring to me, they were loving to me, they got to know my
family, they uhm, they didn’t uhm--when Daniel passed away, in this
small town of 40,000, and they were a very prominent family there. . . .
Uhm, they, in the obituary of the paper where they put in the survivors of
Daniel’s, they--I was listed as his life partner. They held a memorial
service for him there with me a part of it--with all the other people from
their church. They uhm, just became loving, accepting people.
Ray also acknowledged that some of his trusted co-workers were supportive of his
relationship with Daniel, as well as during his emotional adjustment of grief after
Daniel’s death. He described his awareness of being fortunate in experiencing many
relationships that were supportive of his relationship with Daniel, as well as of his sexual
identity. He acknowledged being aware of other gay widowers--some of them friends-who had suffered through rather difficult experiences with nonaccepting families or
discriminatory social situations:
I had a very good support group of friends and co-workers here and the
company I worked with was very good. But you know, I live in a world
where people don’t seem to have as much of an issue with that part of
people’s lives. . . . But uh, you know and I do have friends who it didn’t
go like that--friends who were never allowed back in the house, or didn’t
get allowed in the hospital. You know, so I, once again, I know how very
fortunate I am with my life.
Ray described how he has recently attempted to use his experience of grieving
Daniel’s death as an opportunity to support other gay men who are grieving the deaths of
their partners. However, through these efforts, Ray acknowledged that he has become
more aware of the potential difficulties that can arise when he has made assumptions
about other people’s experiences. He also acknowledged how he has learned of the
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importance of remembering the many different perspectives that each individual may
hold about their experience of loss and grief:
The loss has been a learning experience for me. . . . I thought, “Well,
maybe I could help some people by my experience.” It went a little
different than what I thought . . . I remember telling one guy (at an LGBT
grief support group), “I’m 10 years into my loss and I just want to tell you
that it does get better and it changes, and this and that, and I’m sorry you
had such a bad Christmas.” I said, “Some Christmases will be good, and
some Christmases won’t be good, and as a matter of fact, I had not a great
Christmas this year.” And then one guy got really upset and said, “This is
not what I want to hear--that 10 years from now, I’m going to be
experiencing this,” and I think someone else had kind of the same reaction
and when the meeting was over and I left, I went out to dinner. I just sat
there and I thought, “Well, that wasn’t how I expected this to go.” But
then I sat back and reflected on how I was at two and three months when
people would come up and say, “You know, it’ll get better, you’re doing
okay.” And I just want to punch ’em. And so it made me realize where
these guys were coming from. I’m thinking, “You really, Ray, you really
think they wanted to hear that?” You know, so it’s taught me somewhat.
Although Ray acknowledged that the intensity of his grief has definitely
diminished over the years, and that he has been able to become more engaged socially
again, he also described the lingering sense of loss that he feels, with daily reminders of
Daniel’s absence, as well as his urge to remain connected with him:
I still miss Daniel a lot. Uhm, I miss the companionship I had with him, of
course I miss the special relationship I had with him. Uhm, I have a large
group of friends, I’ve dated, I--you know, I had people who have wanted
to date me that I don’t really want to date, you know, because I, they’re-it’s not the same, it’s not the same. I don’t feel this with them that I felt
with Daniel. . . . I don’t think that there’s a day that I don’t think about
him or a day that I don’t mentally talk to him about something. I mean in
my office I have a picture of him that usually I’ll just sit there--and I can
carry on a full-on conversation with him. But I know that this just, you
know, it is what it is--it’s a picture.
Ray reported that he and his son Tom have not observed a formal scattering of
Daniel’s cremains. Ray described how he has continued to hold onto Daniel’s cremains,
feeling unsure about relinquishing that tangible reminder of his life. Ray reported that he
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and Tom have occasionally discussed ideas about scattering Daniel’s cremains at a
location in Hawaii that was Daniel’s favorite place to visit; however, every time they
have discussed these possible plans, they realize that one of them does not quite feel
ready to do so. Ray acknowledged that although it is emotionally comforting for him to
keep Daniel’s cremains, he also trusts that his belief in Daniel’s continued presence with
him will allow him to eventually disperse the cremains:
I, you know, I uhm believe that Daniel is around, you know, I’m one of
those people who believes stuff like that. I know I don’t need to have the
ashes there. They do give me a comfort to know that they’re there but I
know I believe that when we do scatter ’em, it of course we’ll probably be
emotional, but of course I’ll just move on from there.
Ray described that he periodically feels the longing to experience another
relationship with a man that expresses a similar sense of comfort and companionship that
he felt with Daniel. He acknowledged his belief in this being an experience that is
possible for him to feel again with someone else. Although Ray described the sense of
positive expectancy and hope that he feels about his future life, he also acknowledged
that the lingering ache of grief he feels will likely never completely fade away:
I had such a great relationship, I know it’s possible to have that. I see other
people have it. . . . I’m not desperate to have someone in my life just to not
be alone. But I don’t--you know, 11 years goes down the line, I don’t
think I’ve changed that much. . . . My feeling of loss has changed, it’s
different. I’m not, I don’t cry all the time, I mean sometimes out of the
blue something will happen that will make me cry. But that doesn’t
happen that often. And uhm--so it is kind of as people say, it becomes
easier because it changes, but it doesn’t go away.
Summary of Results
Description of the relationship with the deceased partner.
The majority of participants interviewed (n = 4) demonstrated a tendency for
describing the relationship they experienced with their deceased partner in affirming
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terms, with two of the participants using the phrase “soul mate” to describe the sense of
compatibility and emotional connection they felt with their partner. Many of the
widowers (n = 4) described their relationship with their partner as providing them with a
sense of emotional and practical security, relational mutuality, as well as personal
validation. Most of the participants (n = 4) described feeling a sense of appreciation for
being recognized and socially validated by close family members and trusted friends as a
respectable couple.
For many of the widowers (n = 4), the relationship they were grieving represented
the first long-term intimate relationship they experienced with another man, reporting a
duration of time from 10 to 29 years, with an average length of M = 16 years (median =
11 years; SD = 2.6). Hence, it is notable that the relationship grieved provided them with
a stable sense of self and consistent relational identity. For one widower, who was
previously married to a woman, his relationship with his male partner also provided a
confirmed affirmation of his sexual identity. Within the dominant trends of these
descriptions, there appeared to be a significant sense of emotional trust and interpersonal
assurance that the majority of the participants (n = 5) experienced at some time with their
deceased partners, demonstrating rather prevalent indications of emotional health.
However, one widower’s account revealed an exception to this consistent trend.
Although he described experiencing a reliable sense of emotional security and practical
stability with his partner, he also acknowledged the regular discomfort of experiencing a
disproportionate sense of mutuality. This particular widower described how he often felt
emotionally discounted and devalued by his partner’s tendency to maintain a controlling
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dynamic of power in their relationship, thus contributing to the widower’s sense of
compelled dependency.
Although most of the widowers tended to emphasize the positive benefits
experienced in their relationships, the entire group of participants (n = 5) also
acknowledged aspects of emotional ambivalence. Many of the widowers (n = 4) admitted
experiencing occasions of relational disagreement, conflicting perspectives, and struggles
for clear communication. However, amidst the recognition of periodic interpersonal
tension with their partners, the remaining acknowledgement of appreciation, respect, and
gratitude for their deceased partners was quite evident. Examples of this include two of
the widowers referencing their deceased partner as their “soul mate,” whereas other
widowers described their partners as providing them with a sense of emotional and
practical security, comfort and companionship, enjoyment of shared interests, and a sense
of complementary interpersonal balance. The majority of the widowers (n = 4) tended to
emphasize these affirming characteristics when describing their relationship with their
partners.
It is important to note that the majority of the widowers interviewed (n = 4) were
younger than their deceased partner, with a range between 10 and 33 years, and an
average age difference of M = 19 years (SD = 2.7). All of these widowers eventually
assumed some form of caregiving responsibility for their deceased partner during their
period of declining health and their eventual dying process. These forms of caregiving
support were displayed predominantly through providing direct physical care, as well as
some aspects of medical decision-making or instrumental advocacy related to their
partner’s healthcare needs.
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The majority of the widowers experienced the interpersonal conflation of
managing the dual role of being both intimate partner and supportive caregiver. Most of
the participants (n = 4) who assumed this dual role with their partners acknowledged the
difficulty of attempting to maintain their previous behavioral style of emotional and
physical intimacy, while also managing the demanding tasks of caregiving. Adjusting to
the communicative and physical constraints of their partner’s medical condition clearly
challenged their approach to maintaining a satisfying experience of intimacy. However,
all of the widowers who assumed these dual roles with their partners (n = 4) also
described experiencing the opportunity for moments of emotional and physical intimacy,
despite the apparent limitations of their partner’s medical condition.
In addition, the majority of widowers (n = 3) described some sense of
internalizing specific characteristics or personality traits that they admired or appreciated
in their partner. This aspect of positive internalization appeared to provide the bereaved
widowers with a continued sense of embodied connection with their deceased partner, as
well as an expression of the generative influence that their partner provided for them. In a
way, this embodied connection with their partners also displayed an active form of
behaviorally memorializing their partner’s presence in their lives.
Description of early postdeath grief including the death experience.
Although there were clear distinctions between the cause of death and the specific
death trajectory for each of the widowers’ partners, each of the participants described
aspects of their bereavement experience that included symptoms indicative of a typical
range of grief reaction for a bereaved spouse. For all of the widowers (n = 5) this
included an initial period of disbelief related to a gradual recognition of the reality of
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their partner’s death. They all acknowledged some aspect of experiencing a derealized or
surreal state of mind. This was consistent even with the widowers whose partners
experienced a prolonged dying process, which prompted an early anticipation of their
partner’s death and allowed time to prepare logistically and emotionally for that eventual
experience. Regardless of the period of anticipatory grief or cognitive rehearsal in
preparation for their partner’s death, the stark reality of the death actually happening
prompted a sense of disbelief. Widowers whose partners had succumbed to a sudden and
unexpected death (n = 2) described more of an immediate experience of shock, as well as
an extended period of disbelief and derealization.
The majority of widowers who provided direct forms of daily caregiving support
for their partners (n = 3) reported feeling a tremendous sense of relief following their
partner’s death. For some of them (n = 2), they attributed this relief primarily to a sense
of release from their prior emotional exhaustion and caregiving fatigue that they
experienced during the period leading up to their partner’s death. The remaining widower
attributed his sense of relief to the eventual reprieve of witnessing his partner’s gradual
physical deterioration and perceived emotional suffering.
All of the participants (n = 5) recognized some aspect of feeling emotionally
insecure and helpless following their partner’s death. The majority of them (n = 4)
described this sense of emotional insecurity developing from a disorienting feeling of
their partner’s absence, their subsequent aloneness, and the glaring loss of a previous
reality that felt familiar, routine, and reliable in its expectations. The remaining widower
attributed his sense of insecurity primarily to the intimidating task of taking on the
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practical logistics of daily living obligations for which his deceased partner had
previously assumed the majority of responsibility.
Each of the widowers (n = 5) acknowledged some degree of experiencing a sense
of emotional vulnerability, feeling more reactive to rather innocuous occasions of
situational stress, experiencing a heightened intensity of feeling states, and facing the loss
of confidence in being capable of consciously regulating or controlling their emotions.
Participants described an initial period of emotional chaos and affect lability, which at
times felt unpredictable and rather volatile, often displayed through crying spells or
reactive feelings of anxiousness. In addition, beyond this early period of emotional chaos,
which lasted anywhere between a few hours to a few weeks, all of the participants
endorsed eventually developing various degrees of depressive symptoms. These included
a persistently depressed mood, a sense of emotional numbness and deadness, social
withdrawal, anhedonia, dyssomnia, difficulty concentrating, hopelessness, and avolition.
One of the widowers acknowledged experiencing periodic fantasies of suicide.
Most of the widowers (n = 4) described some aspect of seeking out and relying on
the emotional and practical support of trusted others in order to help them cope during
their initial period of grief. The majority of the widowers (n = 4) sought this support from
close friends and trusted family members, whereas some of the widowers (n = 3) received
professional assistance in the form of psychiatric and psychotherapeutic care. Some of
the widowers (n = 3) attempted to receive additional support from community-based grief
support groups developed specifically for bereaved LGBT individuals. These various
experiences of support manifested through a variety of instrumental expressions,
including being provided with assistance in managing postdeath affairs, such as memorial
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or funeral services, making financial and property related decisions, as well as receiving
informal legal advice.
Description of changes in the grief process.
Following the initial 6 month period of grief, all of the widowers (n = 5)
described experiencing a decrease in the intensity and frequency of their primary griefrelated symptoms. Although all of the widowers acknowledged feeling an increased sense
of emotional acceptance of the reality of their partner’s death, some of them (n = 3)
reported experiencing the development of a lower grade feeling of persistent sadness and
longing for their partner. This experience also seemed associated with a more poignant
awareness of their aloneness, their partner’s absence from ordinary life, and a new sense
of relational identity--shifting from a collective sense of self (“we”) to a more individual
sense of self (“I”). The majority of the widowers (n = 4) specifically described feeling
some increased interest in and toleration of more social engagement following the first 6
months of their grief process; however, there remained continued aspects of social
withdrawal as well as some consistent experiences of social discomfort. Whereas some of
the widowers (n = 2) noted a renewed desire for emotional or sexual intimacy, others
described experiencing a loss of motivation for intimacy or general relational indifference
(n = 2).
Although most of the widowers (n = 4) acknowledged experiencing some aspect
of regret related to lost opportunities with their partner, more acute experiences of guilt
were distinctly absent. None of the widowers identified a specific sense of guilt regarding
past decisions or actions in their relationship with their partner. In fact, all of the
widowers (n = 5) described a conscious effort to elicit comforting and satisfying
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memories of their deceased partner, as well as their attempt to refrain from ruminating on
emotionally uncomfortable memories of their past relationship or specific images related
to their partners’ dying process and death.
Most of the widowers (n = 4) acknowledged feeling some sense of positive
expectancy for their future life trajectory, including the belief in regaining a sense of
interpersonal purposefulness, as well as acknowledging an openness to the possibility of
a future intimate relationship with another man. Although many of the widowers (n = 4)
identified feeling the sense of a positively generative influence from their experience of
being with their partner, the majority of them (n = 3) also specifically indicated some
characteristic trait of their partner that they consciously sought to preserve within their
own lives (e.g., sociability, frugality, kindness). Although all of the widowers
acknowledged some aspects of nonidealized experiences of their relationship with their
partners, they also demonstrated a consistent capacity for accessing a sense of gratitude
for receiving positive emotional benefits from their partner. Some of them (n = 2)
described a belief in the continued presence of their deceased partner as providing them
with beneficent guidance, support and good fortune.
Description of family and social responses.
As previously indicated, all of the widowers (n = 5) reported the critical
importance of receiving some type of support from other people--including emotional
and instrumental forms of support--in order to help them cope with the adjustment stress
of their grief experience. All of the widowers (n = 5) reported that they initially relied on
previously established relationships with trusted family members or friends to assist them
with handling aspects of their practical or emotional needs during their bereavement. A
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majority of the widowers (n = 4) recounted receiving instrumental support from trusted
and affirming members of their family of origin, particularly in managing the logistical
arrangements of planning a funeral or memorial service for their partner, as well as
receiving help in providing practical support for other postdeath affairs. Some of them (n
= 3) acknowledged receiving beneficial support from professional relationships that were
established after their partner’s death, primarily in the form of organizational support or
receiving some type of treatment from helping professionals (e.g., LGBT-based support
groups, counseling or psychotherapeutic support, or psychiatric care).
Although all of the widowers reported having access to some form of trusted
interpersonal support following the death of their partner, the majority of them (n = 4)
also described experiencing some form of social disregard and receiving a lack of
supportive responses from other people. Most of them (n = 3) disclosed that they had
previously expected that these same individuals would display some form of positive
regard for them during their partner’s dying process and after his death. These particular
widowers reported experiencing various forms of social disregard that resulted in a range
of their own emotional responses, including feeling disappointed, discouraged, angered,
and despondent. Most of them (n = 3) acknowledged experiencing some sense of
rejection and betrayal from these specific individuals. Each of the widowers described
different scenarios related to these forms of disregard, some of which they interpreted as
being deliberately malicious and hurtful, whereas other behaviors were perceived as
inadvertently upsetting.
For example, one widower described his sense of feeling betrayed by his partner’s
friends and siblings after their effort to maintain contact had diminished significantly
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following his partner’s diagnosis. His angered response to this perceived betrayal
intensified when these same individuals attempted to acquire some of his partner’s
personal belongings following his death, without first seeking permission from the
surviving widower. Another widower described the relational and legal conflict that
ensued between himself and his deceased partner’s daughter, primarily related to the
daughter’s disputation of the widower’s claim to his partner’s inheritance. This widower
reported being forcibly vacated from his partner’s home following the death, as well as
being shunned by the daughter from participating in any funeral or memorial service
arranged by his partner’s family. Another widower reported that some friends who were
previously close to himself and his partner withdrew all contact and emotional support
during his partner’s dying process, as well as following his death, after they verbally
expressed their disagreement with some of the caregiving decisions made by the
surviving widower. A final widower described his feeling disappointed in the apparent
emotional discomfort with illness and death that several of his friends displayed when he
requested their support in taking care of his dying partner. Although this widower
acknowledged feeling emotionally hurt by these responses, he also denied retaining
feelings of resentment or anger towards them.
It is important to note that the widowers who had already established some form
of relational trust and integration within their partner’s family experienced further
displays of positive regard and emotional support for them following their partner’s
death. Family members who had previously validated their relationship and considered
the widower as a legitimate spouse within the family continued to demonstrate support
and validation for the widower following the death of his partner. One of these widowers
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described the meaningful symbolic gesture of validation expressed by his deceased
partner’s parents, which they displayed in their decision to include him in ceremonial
aspects of a memorial service in their son’s hometown. They did this despite the
invalidating objections made by some other family members.
All of the widowers (n = 5) reported that at some point during their bereavement,
they attempted to seek out social support from a local community-based LGBT-identified
organization, primarily through some type of social support group. Although all of them
acknowledged that they were able to successfully locate an LGBT-related grief support
group, only a couple of them (n = 2) described attending the group for an extended period
and reported receiving beneficial support as a result. Some of the other widowers (n = 2)
reported that they attended one group meeting, though acknowledged feeling too
uncomfortable discussing the emotional aspects of their grief experience within a group
setting. The remaining widower reported that he did not attend the only local LGBTrelated grief support group due to the inconvenient travel distance. This same widower
indicated that he attempted to seek out additional support at a local LGBT resource center
that was in closer proximity to his home. However, he described feeling discouraged by
the apparent lack of relevant programs available for older LGBT adults or those grieving
the loss of a loved one.
Description of relevant experiences associated with sexual identity.
Each of the widowers described experiencing different contexts within each of
their coming out experiences, including diverse socio-cultural and familial circumstances,
as well as various developmental stages (e.g., their age at the time of coming out, the
degree of reactive acceptance or rejection from others, or their degree of ease or difficulty
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in achieving satisfying social integration while being out). The majority of the widowers
(n = 4) reported being out to all primary members of their families of origin, with the
exception of one widower who indicated that he had come out to his male siblings,
though did not disclose his sexuality to his parents due to his fear of their disapproval and
potential rejection.
Most of the widowers (n = 4) indicated that they had come out during their early
adulthood years (between 18 and 30 years old), although one widower reported that he
came out at the age of 43, following a 20-year marriage to a woman. A majority of the
widowers (n = 3) described experiencing some form of relational conflict with members
of their families of origin following their decision to come out. Of the remaining two
widowers, one of them described his family of origin as consistently accepting and
affirming of his sexual identity, although the other widower portrayed his family as
somewhat avoidant, though not conflictive, regarding his sexuality. Although the
majority of the widowers (n = 3) endorsed undergoing some form of interpersonal
conflict and tension with members of their families of origin regarding their sexual
identity, all of the widowers (n = 5) reported experiencing some eventual expression of
positive acceptance and support from at least one member within their family of origin.
These identified family members that eventually displayed expressions of validation and
acceptance included both siblings and parents.
The majority of widowers (n = 3) reported experiencing differing degrees of
emotional comfort between themselves and their partners in relation to their sexual
identity and their degree of social outness. These widowers acknowledged that the
differing degrees of outness between themselves and their partners periodically
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contributed to increased interpersonal stress within their relationship. Two of the
widowers portrayed themselves as being more comfortable in being out with their sexual
identity in social situations than their partners.
For example, one widower reported that his partner remained closeted about his
sexual identity within any professionally oriented social situation. Another widower
reported that his partner remained reluctant to come out to his parents after being together
for 3 years, due to the fear of his parents’ disapproval and rejection. The remaining
widower described his partner as being more comfortable with social outness than he
was, and portrayed his partner as a positive role model of integrating sexual and social
identities.
The majority of widowers (n = 4) specifically described the importance of
developing trusted relationships with close friends who were affirming and validating of
their sexual identity and their relationship with their partner. They identified most of
these friends as being gay or lesbian, as well as coupled in same-sex relationships. These
trusted spheres of affirming social relations or “families of choice” provided the primary
sources of relational support for the widowers during the time of their relationship with
their partner, as well as following their partner’s death.
Although most of the widowers’ partners died after a brief period of initial
legalization of same-sex marriage in the state of California (n =4), none of these
widowers legally married his partner. Only one widower reported that he and his partner
were registered domestic partners, although three of the remaining four widowers
indicated that they had previously established some form of legal protection for
healthcare decisions, beneficiary status, and inheritance rights, such as drafting a legal
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Will or Advance Healthcare Directive. One of these three widowers specifically
acknowledged that he and his partner had chosen to establish a legal Will and Advance
Healthcare Directive immediately following his partner’s diagnosis, primarily due to the
fear of anticipated discrimination or potential limitations of legal protections. The final
widower acknowledged that he and his partner did not establish any specific legal
documentation protecting their healthcare decisions, beneficiary status, or rights to
property inheritance. Despite the significant lack of legal protection for their relationship
status, this widower described the supportive role of his partner’s parents and his
partner’s biological son as critical safeguards against any adverse consequences of
potential legal challenges.
The majority of widowers (n = 4) denied experiencing any form of directly overt
expressions of sexual prejudice or intentional social discrimination based on their sexual
identity following the death of their partner. Although one of these widowers did report
experiencing significant conflict with his partner’s daughter as a result of a dispute over
inheritance rights, this widower attributed the daughter’s hostile behavior towards him to
her “mental illness,” which he did not specifically associate with intentional forms of
sexual prejudice or discrimination. However, due to the legally unprotected status of this
widower’s relationship with his partner, he acknowledged feeling insecure in attempting
to retain immediate rights to his partner’s property and felt intimidated by the daughter’s
claim of next-of-kin legal preference and authority.
The sole remaining widower who acknowledged experiencing some form of
sexual prejudice reported enduring behavioral shunning and a lack of expressed social
support from some members of his partner’s family of origin. This widower portrayed the
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motivation of these prejudicial behaviors as being based upon these individuals’ religious
beliefs, which endorse the condemnation of nonheteronormative expressions of sexual
identity.
Description of features of resilience.
Each of the widowers exhibited some capacity to identify aspects of coping
responses to their grief experience that supported a sense of resilience. A majority of the
widowers (n = 4) described critical features of self-esteem and a sense of self-confidence,
which emphasized a belief in their own ability to survive the prolonged emotional
distress of their partner’s death. For many of these widowers (n = 3), the experience of
identifying a specific change of observable progression in their coping process
contributed to this sense of esteem and confidence. For example, two of the widowers
specifically described how observing their own abilities to manage progressively more
demanding activities of daily living provided them with a gradual sense of
accomplishment and a strengthened belief in their capacity to cope. A majority of the
widowers (n = 4) identified the importance of focusing on instrumental tasks to help them
tolerate periods of feeling emotionally overwhelmed, as well as managing vegetative
features of depression.
Most of the widowers (n = 3) described the importance of attempting to reframe
the perspective of their partner’s death and subsequent grief experience in order to
manage the emotional distress of bereavement. This form of reframing was articulated by
many of the widowers (n = 3) as an effort to consciously remember and emphasize the
satisfying and appreciative aspects of their relationship with their partner, as well as
deliberately engendering a sense of gratitude for the emotional benefits of being together.
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The role of positive expectancy was also identified as a critical component of
successful coping by a majority of the widowers (n = 4). Although they each described
their experience of positive expectancy in various ways, there were some similar trends
of how they portrayed this. Most of the widowers (n = 4) discussed a belief in some type
of generative capacity that their grief experience could create. This included the belief in
advocating for other bereaved LG individuals, the belief in the benefit of promoting their
partner’s values and positive characteristics, the belief in the emotional reward of
committing to a more integrative relational role in the lives of their partner’s surviving
family, and the belief in a nondescript sense of a future with meaning and purpose.
In addition to internally promoted capacities for resilience, the majority of
widowers (n = 4) also attributed their coping ability to various forms of social support.
Some of these widowers (n = 2) acknowledged feeling initial hesitation or reluctance to
ask for help from others, due to a lack of trust or belief in other individuals’ ability or
willingness to help with their bereavement needs. However, each of these widowers
described his eventual recognition in the importance of being able to rely on trusted
individuals or small communities of social support as necessary for successful coping
with their grief.
Description of changes in the widower’s sense of self.
When reflecting on their current awareness of how their partner’s death has
affected their general sense of self, all of the widowers (n = 5) described experiencing an
apparent shift in their sense of relational and social identity. This was portrayed
particularly surrounding the acute sense of aloneness they have experienced following
their partner’s death. In many ways, this sense of relational identity changed from a
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coupled-collective sense of “we” to an individual-separate sense of “I”. There were some
primary trends of how the widowers described their responses to this changed sense of
self.
The majority of widowers (n = 4) experienced a general sense of interpersonal
disconnection, increased social awkwardness, decreased motivation and interest in
initiating new relationships, increased interpersonal distrust, and periodic occasions of
feeling socially marginalized. One of the widowers described this sense of increased
marginalization by feeling the lack of a clear role identification and status, such as
identifying as a coupled partner or spouse. This particular participant also acknowledged
the discomfort of attempting to identify with dominant forms of heteronormative
terminology, such as “widower,” which he did not feel applied to him. Another widower
described feeling increasingly marginalized within various contexts of socio-cultural
preference. For example, he described the sense of stigma he felt as a widowed single
person among the perceived privileges given to couples, as well as an invisible older gay
male among an LGBT community that predominantly emphasizes the importance of
youth.
The response of the remaining widower, who also experienced a change in his
sense of relational and social identity, demonstrated a desire to feel more relational
independence and self-sufficiency and an avoidance of interpersonal dependency. This
particular widower discovered an increased sense of self-confidence and esteem in being
able to manage responsibilities of daily life that were previously controlled by his
deceased partner. However, it is important to note that this widower’s particular
relationship with his partner had previously inhibited his sense of autonomy and
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functioned with dependent tendencies, which was not the experience of the majority of
widowers.
Description of potential benefits gained from the experience of grief and loss.
Nearly all of the widowers (n = 4) were able to identify some aspect of personal
growth that developed through their experience of grief following the death of their
partner. Two of the widowers (n = 2) identified experiencing increased aspects of selfconfidence, particularly in relation to trusting in their capacity to cope with emotional
distress and tolerate unexpected crises of change in their life. Most of the widowers (n =
3) acknowledged feeling an increased awareness of being able to appreciate the fleeting
moments of satisfying life experiences, particularly due to their heightened awareness of
mortality and the precarious nature of human existence. These particular widowers also
identified a specific appreciation for the beneficent influence of their partner upon their
lives. In addition, the majority of widowers (n = 4) also described feeling an increased
capacity for relational generativity. They described this generative capacity as feeling
more capable of identifying with the experiences of other grieving individuals, being able
to feel more empathic sensitivity to other people’s experiences of loss and emotional
pain, as well as feeling a desire to contribute to the needs of bereaved individuals by
sharing about their own experience of grief and loss.
The following insert (Table 4.1) displays the eight primary themes explored
throughout the interview processes with the participants. It also provides examples of the
predominant trends of subthemes and their frequencies, as indicated by the participants.
These predominant subthemes, or meaning units, provide the basis for the invariant
structures and primary constituents that were derived through the final data analysis.
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(Table 4.1) Examples of Predominant Trends of Subthemes and their Frequency
among Participants
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Chapter 5
Discussion
Overview
The focus of this descriptive phenomenological study was to elicit further
awareness and understanding of the lived experiences of gay widowers whose partners
died due to a non-HIV/AIDS related cause. The research highlighted various domains of
reported experience in relation to the widowers’ bereavement process, including the role
of sexual minority stress. Attention was given to exploring how various socio-cultural
and interpersonal experiences influenced the trajectory and expression of each of the
widowers’ grief process, particularly in light of their sexual minority status. Further
consideration was given to exploring possible features of resilience exhibited by the
widowers in their effort to cope with the adjustment stress of bereavement, as well as
managing their mourning experience as a member of a minority cultural group.
Although the purposive sample of participants for this study was rather limited
and not applicable to a larger general population of gay widowers, the results do provide
substantial insight into the lived experiences of contextually specific individuals, thus
highlighting primary themes of experience that are valuable for informing further clinical
application and research. The results of this study reveal important considerations
regarding the features of grief-related stressors among cultural minority groups-particularly with how minority identity individuals display their mourning experience
while also managing concurrent factors of minority stress. The results also demonstrate
the potential for resilience that individuals within a cultural minority group are capable of
exhibiting during a period of grief, as well as the various indicators that support these
expressions of resilience.
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Validation and affirmation.
The lack of adequate social validation and affirmation is a significant feature of
minority stress related experiences. These types of indirect stressors are capable of
contributing to the development of emotional disturbance among minority-identified
persons, particularly those that face situational adjustment difficulties with limited social
support (DiPlacido, 1998; Herek, Cogan, & Gillis, 2009; Meyer, 2003b; Mohr & Daly,
2008). As previous research has demonstrated, sexual minorities are at particular risk of
encountering various forms of social invalidation and devaluation regarding their sexual
identity (Meyer, 2003b; Herek, 2009a, 2009b; Nadal et al, 2011; Wright & Wegner,
2012). These forms of social devaluation may manifest through direct and indirect means,
as well as among individual-personal experiences and through larger socio-cultural
contexts and messages. These may include types of overt prejudice and harassment,
discriminatory legislative exclusion and lack of legal protection, interpersonal microaggressions and expressions of disregard or devaluation, nonaffirming heteronormative
cultural values and biases, and exclusionary attitudes or beliefs that discount equal
recognition.
Recent research has demonstrated the negative impact of discriminatory social
environments and sexually prejudicial public policies upon the mental health of sexual
minority-identified persons, such as same-sex couples who live in states that lack the
legal recognition and protection of their relationships (Hatzenbuehler, McLaughlin,
Keyes, & Hasin, 2010). Conversely, further research has demonstrated the positive health
outcomes and reduced psychological distress of sexual minorities that live in states with
legal protections for LG individuals and couples, such as legalized same-sex marriage
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(Hatzenbuehler, O'Cleirigh, Grasso, Mayer, Safren, & Bradford, 2012; Wight, Leblanc &
Lee Badgett, 2013).
In addition, previous research has also highlighted the importance of social
validation for a bereaved individual’s emotional experience of grief in order to recover
adequately from the adjustment stress of the death of a loved one (Bonnano et al., 2005).
Typical expressions of social validation for an individual’s grief experience are usually
manifest through various culturally approved rituals and behaviors of mourning. A lack
of adequate social support for accessing these expressions of culturally approved
mourning may further inhibit a bereaved individual’s capacity for grieving healthily
(Bonanno, et al., 2005; Doka, 1989, 2002; Dutton & Zisook, 2005; Stroebe, Hansson,
Schut, & Stroebe, 2008; Walsh-Burke, 2006)
The themes of validation and affirmation were present among the interviewed
widowers on various interpersonal levels, including within their conjugal relationships
with their deceased partner, with various members of respective families of origin, with
social acquaintances and friends, with helping professionals, as well as within larger
cultural systems that convey established beliefs, values, and norms. Although the
individual experiences of each widower obviously vary in their specific form, it is
important to note that all of the widowers demonstrated examples of being acutely aware
of social expressions of validation and affirmation or lack thereof.
For some of the widowers, significant experiences of validation and affirmation
occurred within their relationship with their partner. There were different reported
examples of meaningful expressions of validation made by the widowers’ deceased
partners, particularly during the latter period of the partner’s dying process. These
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included the expression of satisfaction with committing to a long-term monogamous
relationship, the encouragement of the widower’s individuality, the act of naming the
surviving widower as the primary beneficiary of inheritance through a legal will, and the
act of entrusting the well-being of their physical and medical care to the responsibility of
the widower through an Advance Healthcare Directive.
However, some of the widowers also reported experiencing various occasions of
significant invalidation within their relationship with their partner. A number of these
invalidating occasions demonstrated specific responses associated with sexual minority
stress, such as the fear of encountering social prejudice due to the disclosure about their
sexual identity and relationship. Examples of these experiences included public instances
of one partner choosing to remain closeted about their relationship due to the fear of
rejection from professional colleagues, and another partner refusing to disclose the status
of his relationship with members from his family of origin due to the fear of disapproval
and religious condemnation. Another example of a widower feeling invalidated within his
relationship was demonstrated through his partner’s tendency for expressing controlling
behavior, inhibiting the widower’s sense of autonomy, and insisting on maintaining a
paternal power dynamic that encouraged dependency.
Although these examples of validation and invalidation occurred within the
widowers’ pre-death relationships with their partners, it is important to consider the
possible implications that these experiences had upon the widowers as they progressed
into their period of grief and bereavement following their partner’s death. Although it is
not possible to determine the direct correlations or causal implications of these
experiences of validation or invalidation upon the subsequent grief experiences of the
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surviving widowers, the narrative accounts do provide further insight into the possible
association between their grieving style and particular aspects of their pre-death
relationship with their partner.
For example, those widowers who described experiencing meaningful gestures of
validation and affirmation from their partner (e.g., the entrusting of medical care
decisions, the naming of primary beneficiary status, or comfort with social outness as a
couple) reported further indications of post-death emotional health. These included
examples of self-confidence in managing end-of-life care decisions, a sense of esteem in
relation to their sexual and relational identity, and a lack of preoccupation with
significant feelings of regret or remorse. These reports of validation are in contrast with
reports from other widowers within the study who indicated experiencing a lack of
consistent validation or instances of significant invalidation from their partner. These
particular widowers acknowledged further experiences of feeling insecure in managing
end-of-life care decisions, hesitation in being open with others about their sexual and
relational identity, additional self-doubt about choices made regarding their partner’s
care, and emotional misgivings related to postdeath decisions.
The widowers interviewed for this research study provided further descriptions of
experiences related to feeling validated and invalidated within various interpersonal
situations that included members of their own family of origin or members of their
deceased partner’s family of origin. As previously indicated, a majority of the widowers
(n = 4) reported being out about their sexual identity with all members of their families of
origin. Although most of the widowers (n = 3) described experiencing some occasions of
interpersonal conflict with members of their family of origin due to their coming out, all
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of the widowers (n = 5) disclosed receiving eventual acceptance and affirmation from at
least one member of their family of origin regarding their sexual identity.
Some of the widowers provided various accounts of receiving gestures of
emotional and instrumental support from members within their families of origin
following the death of their partner. Examples given by these particular widowers
included one widower’s adult children verbalizing their emotional support for their
bereaved father and sorrow for the death of his partner, the practical assistance provided
by another widower’s brothers regarding various legal decisions, and the instrumental
support offered by another widower’s mother in planning the memorial service for his
deceased partner.
Although it is significant to recognize these positive gestures of post-death grief
support provided by some trusted family members of various widowers, there appeared to
be a clear qualitative distinction between actions of support specifically related to a
widower’s grief experience and expressions of validation and affirmation regarding his
sexual and relational identity. Specific comments and behaviors that directly recognized
and validated a widower’s sexual and relational identity appeared less frequent than
general expressions of condolence or actions of instrumental support from trusted family
members. These qualitative distinctions of validation may be indicative of the greater
ease that sympathetic non-LG individuals have in identifying with a bereaved gay
widower’s emotional expressions of grief, while displaying further inhibitions or
inabilities of recognizing and affirming the value of the widower’s sexual and relational
identity. This is significant to note, particularly due to the lack of broader socio-cultural
forms of validation and affirmation of a gay widower’s sexual and relational identity
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(e.g., the lack of comprehensive marriage equality and subsequent denial of legal
protection for same-sex relationships, such as Social Security survivor’s benefits).
It is notable to mention that there were a few examples recounted by some of the
widowers that emphasized expressions of validation and affirmation from members of
their own family of origin, or their deceased partner’s family of origin, specifically
regarding their sexual and relational identity. One widower described the account of his
mother referring to his unmarried deceased partner as his spouse. Another widower
described how the surviving parents of his deceased partner invited him to participate in a
public memorial service for his partner, in spite of the disapproving objections raised by
other members of his partner’s family.
Despite some of these examples that portrayed meaningful expressions of
validation by members of a widower’s or deceased partner’s family of origin, there were
also notable accounts of invalidation displayed by surviving family members. One
particular widower described a comment made by an extended family member one month
after the death of his partner, asking the widower if he had started dating again. The
widower’s response to this comment was negatively reactive to the family member’s
apparent disregard of his emotional state, while also interpreting the comment as an
expression of heteronormative bias that failed to appreciate the significance of his
relationship with his deceased partner.
Another widower described an extended period of interpersonal and legal conflict
with the surviving biological daughter of his deceased partner, who challenged the
widower’s legal right as the sole beneficiary of his partner’s inheritance. This particular
widower also reported various occasions of enduring hostility directed towards him by
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the surviving daughter, including forced eviction from his partner’s home and exclusion
from the memorial service held by his partner’s family. Although this individual widower
did not identify any specific comments made by the surviving daughter as exclusively
associating her actions in response to his sexual identity, the widower did acknowledge
that her behaviors nevertheless disregarded his relational identity as her father’s partner.
Other widowers described various experiences of invalidation related to larger
socio-cultural norms and biases, some of which occurred within subcultural communities
involving other sexual minorities. One older widower recounted an experience of feeling
disregarded when he decided to seek out grief support at a local LGBT resource center.
He described feeling undervalued due to the lack of service programs available for older
or bereaved gay adults, and observed an apparent emphasis at the resource center on
serving the needs of young gay men in the local LGBT population. Following this
experience, the widower decided not to seek out additional support from communitybased LGBT organizations.
Another widower recounted various occasions of experiencing reactions of social
derision and emotional aversion from other gay men when he described the significant
age difference between himself and his partner, as well as his sexual preference for older
men. This widower described the discouragement and dismay he felt with the lack of
validating acknowledgement from other sexual minorities, which appeared to affect his
sense of trust in disclosing about his intimate relational life, and subsequently his grief
experience.
These additional accounts of gay widowers experiencing forms of negative
disregard from sources of anticipated support further emphasize the critical role that
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meaningful gestures of validation represent for bereaved LG individuals. These accounts
also highlight the diverse range of sexual and relational identities embodied in the
individual lives and coupled relationships of various sexual minorities. Furthermore, the
implications of these lived experiences reach beyond the parameters of specific sexual
minorities, including the grief experience of any minority-identified individual who does
not represent some aspect of a specific culture’s conventional norms of identity. Thus, the
role of validation and affirmation for the lived experience of grieving individuals who are
situated peripherally within the normative boundaries of cultural identity and selfexpression remain critical for supporting their emotional adjustment of bereavement.
Family of origin integration.
The role of family integration also proved to be a significant factor of experience
for many of the widowers interviewed for this study. This appeared to be particularly
relevant when considering the degree of relational involvement the widowers experienced
with their own families of origin in contrast with their partner’s family of origin. As
previously indicated, the majority of gay widowers experienced some form of relational
support and validation from at least one member from their family of origin, which
appeared to provide some aspects of meaningful support for their bereavement process.
These gestures of emotional and instrumental support from members of their own family
of origin demonstrated significant encouragement for their coping maintenance and
assistance with their recovery from bereavement. Each of the widowers described the
importance of receiving some form of interpersonal support during his period of grief,
although many of them emphasized the meaningful significance of receiving support
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from members of their own family of origin, as well as from close relationships with
trusted friends and “families of choice.”
However, only one widower described experiencing some form of positive
relational involvement with his deceased partner’s family of origin. Some of the
widowers (n = 2) denied ever meeting any members of their partner’s family of origin,
mostly due to previously distanced relationships with these relatives or due to the
preclusion of various family deaths. Other widowers (n = 2) recounted some relational
involvement with members of their deceased partner’s family of origin (e.g., siblings) or
their previous nuclear family (e.g., a biological daughter from a previous marriage).
However, they described these interactions in especially adverse terms, emphasizing that
they experienced displays of hostility, lack of consideration, and general emotional
disregard from these family members. These particular widowers’ reports of adverse
interpersonal experiences with various members of their deceased partner’s family
exhibit clear indications of additional forms of emotional distress, which appeared to
contribute to further adjustment difficulties in their bereavement process.
The sole widower who reported some form of positive relational involvement
with his deceased partner’s family of origin recounted the meaningful symbolism of
acceptance that his partner’s parents displayed following his partner’s death. Although
this widower did not appear to seek instrumental or practical support from his deceased
partner’s parents, he did acknowledge the critical importance of receiving their validation
and affirmation as their son’s partner. The widower described their gestures of accepting
him as a member of their family through inviting him to participate openly in a memorial
service that they planned for his partner in their hometown. His partner’s parents did so
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despite the disapproving objections of other family members. The widower described this
experience of acceptance as incredibly important for supporting his sense of feeling
valued by his partner’s family, as well as recognizing the significance of his relationship
with their son.
Based upon this widower’s description of his experience, the act of acceptance
demonstrated by his partner’s parents was essentially a display of initiation that
recognized him as a legitimate spouse and grieving widower. This act of initiating
acceptance into his deceased partner’s family demonstrates a critical component for
assisting a bereaved gay widower in reorienting his sense of relational identity, for which
broader socio-cultural norms provide inconsistent support (e.g., heteronormative bias).
For example, the emotional distress associated with the loss of a coupled sense of self
(“we”), which is substituted with a solitary sense of self (“I”), can be mitigated through
further opportunities for reorienting and expanding a bereaved individual’s relational
identity.
In this reported example, although the widower lost his coupled sense of self
through the death of his partner, he gained an expanded collective sense of self through
the recognition of his partner’s parents and integration into their family. This particular
widower reported that his relationship with his partner’s parents continued to develop and
grow in its emotional closeness throughout the years following his partner’s death, until
both of his partner’s parents eventually died, as well. This widower expressed the
meaningful sense of appreciation he felt for his relationship with his partner’s parents.
These accounts highlight the critical role and influence that family relations are
able to contribute to a grieving individual’s experience of bereavement, particularly if
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that individual identifies with a cultural minority group, such as LG individuals.
Although these descriptions of experiences are not intended to demonstrate direct
correlations of behavior or causal indications of specific outcomes, they do display
qualitative distinctions between an experience of bereavement that is recognized and
affirmed by influential relationships, such as members of respective families of origin,
and those that are not. Thus, it is notable to consider the positive implications of
relational integration within respective families of origin for same-sex couples.
Positive self-regard.
Another descriptive feature reported within the widowers’ collective experiences
was the influential role of positive self-regard, particularly in relation to their capacity for
emotional resilience and adequate coping with the psychosocial distress of bereavement
adjustment. The majority of widowers (n = 4) identified the critical development of some
sense of self-confidence and self-affirmation in being able to manage their grief
experience and recover from bereavement.
For most of them, the sense of confidence appeared to develop through observing
their own capacity to accomplish small daily tasks that gradually became more complex,
thus developing further emotional tolerance, concentration, and motivation. In addition,
many of the widowers described the significant emotional benefit of receiving
instrumental support from various sources of trusted social relationships in order to help
manage a variety of postdeath affairs (e.g., arranging a memorial service).
Perhaps a more significant feature influencing grief resilience for a minorityidentified individual is the role of self-affirmation. As previously discussed, the adverse
effects of sexual minority stress are multi-faceted and may impact an LG individual from
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a wide range of sources, including the individual-personal level of experience, as well as
through the broader socio-cultural sphere. Thus, the development of self-affirmation is a
critical component in mitigating the negative emotional effects of internalized sexual
stigma and prejudice, which many LG individuals encounter at some point in their
coming out process and while living out regarding their sexual and relational identities
(Fiske, 2010; Herek, 1998; Herek, Chopp, & Strohl, 2007).
Although most of the widowers (n = 3) reported a history of experiencing some
form of interpersonal conflict specifically associated with their sexual identity, all of
them acknowledged an acute awareness of various socio-cultural forms of sexual
prejudice, stigma, and discrimination. In addition, some of them disclosed having other
sexual minority friends and acquaintances that have been direct recipients of such social
aggression or hostility.
Many of the widowers described the critical influence of experiencing accepting
and validating relationships as contributing to a sense of self-affirmation. For most of the
widowers (n = 4), they described experiencing a sense of personal validation regarding
their sexual and relational identity through their relationship with their deceased partner.
In addition, many of the widowers also reported the meaningful displays of acceptance
and affirmation they received from their own families of origin, as well as reliable and
trusted social relationships, including “families of choice.” These forms of intrarelational
and interpersonal affirmation appeared to be critical components in supporting the
widowers’ capacity for limiting their sense of relational regret and remorse, as well as
encouraging a sense of positive expectancy and future generative possibilities.
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This was demonstrated through most of the widowers (n = 4) reports in describing
the belief in their ability to contribute to benefiting others through the insight and
understanding gained through their relationships with their partners, as well as surviving
the emotional distress of their grief experience. This included the belief in advocating for
other bereaved LG individuals, the belief in the benefit of promoting their partner’s
values and positive characteristics, the belief in the emotional reward of committing to a
more integrative relational role in the lives of their partner’s surviving family, and the
belief in a non-descript sense of a future with meaning and purpose.
Although this research does not provide any specific statistical correlation or
quantitative results indicating a direct causal relationship between positive self-regard
and the capacity of emotional resilience for bereaved LG individuals, it does provide
further qualitative evidence and insight into the lived experiences of gay widowers. A
significant portion of this evidence includes the notable function that self-affirmation
appeared to represent in their respective processes of recovering from bereavement. The
critical role of positive self-regard in supporting the bereavement process for these gay
widowers further illustrates the importance of fostering social structures and cultural
values that recognize and affirm the lived experiences of minority-identified individuals.
This is particularly apparent for the lives of widowed sexual minorities and those in
same-sex relationships, who continue to face multiple barriers that inhibit comprehensive
legal recognition and protection that are in equal standing with those afforded to their
heterosexual peers.
The diagram in Figure 1 depicts the three primary variables identified through the
descriptive reports of the study’s participants. It highlights the interrelated experiences
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that help promote healthy bereavement among gay widowers, while also minimizing the
potential for complicated symptoms of disenfranchised grief:

Validation
&
Affirmation

Family of
Origin
Integration

Positive SelfRegard
Figure 1.
Clinical Implications
The results gained from the descriptive reports of this small sample of gay
widowers provide further insight into the critical role that clinicians may take part in
through their work with bereaved sexual minorities. These narrative accounts are also
informative for working with any grieving minority-identified individual who lacks a
larger social structure that supports their mourning experience. Although this research
confirms the adverse emotional effects of sexual prejudice, stigma, and discrimination, it
also promotes an essential consideration of the more subtle and indirect factors that
influence aspects of sexual minority stress, such as the socio-cultural messages of
heteronormative bias and the lack of validation specific to an individual’s sexual and
relational identity.
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As a descriptive phenomenological approach to research emphasizes the “lifeworld” of an individual’s lived experience, so also clinicians are challenged to maintain
consistent vigilance of the contextual frame of culture and social experience within which
their clients exist. Although there have been significant advances of legal recognition and
protection for sexual minorities and same-sex relationships throughout the last few years,
there remain many predominant cultural norms, values, and biases that challenge and
disregard a sexual minority individual’s sense of identity, particularly those aspects of his
or her social and relational legitimacy. The distress of enduring social messages that
suggest an individual’s emotional experience or sense of self is somehow illegitimate is
exemplified through various accounts provided by some of the widowers interviewed for
this study.
As such, the three primary constituents identified through this study (validation
and affirmation, family integration, and positive self-regard) provide critical guideposts
that are capable of helping clinicians identify whether these aspects of experience are
accessible within a gay widower’s life situation. Likewise, the opposite constructs of
these constituents (devaluation and disregard, family exclusion, and negative self-regard)
also serve as important signals that may indicate a particular vulnerability to developing
complicated forms of bereavement or a sense of disenfranchised grief. Having further
knowledge of the possible existence of these significant constituents within the
experiences of gay widowers imbues additional responsibility upon clinicians to promote
empathically affirming and validating therapeutic approaches, as well as facilitating
constructive cognitive and emotional reframing of any potential indications of
internalized sexual stigma or prejudice.
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In addition, these results remind clinicians of the critical role that validating and
supportive social relations assume within a gay widower’s process of recovering from
bereavement. As such, it remains pertinent for clinicians to maintain awareness of local
community-based resources of LGBT-friendly support that may help integrate a gay
widower within a larger network of interpersonal care. Moreover, as one particular
widower reported, the additional challenges of age discrimination for older gay widowers
may be a particularly difficult social experience to navigate. Some gay widowers may
encounter this form of ageism specifically within various spheres of the LGBT
community, within which older gay men may feel invisible to a predominant culture that
emphasizes the value of youth.
In light of this, it remains critical for clinicians to consider how the gay widowers
they are working with are able to re-orient various aspects of their relational identity.
This may involve developing new emotional attachments with trusted others, becoming
more tolerant and accepting of an individual or singled sense of self, or negotiating new
boundaries of interpersonal intimacy with others. As such, the results from this research
reaffirm the critical importance of developing trusted social relations that are capable of
validating a gay widower’s sexual and relational identity. This appears to be particularly
pertinent when relationships with members of the widower’s--or deceased partner’s-family of origin remain unavailable or unwilling to invest in further involvement with the
bereaved widower.
Strengths and Limitations
This research process gave consistent attention to ensuring reliability and validity
in its qualitative methodology, which was demonstrated primarily by using a purposive,
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targeted sample of gay widowers who have experienced the death of a same-sex partner
due to a non-HIV/AIDS related cause. These widowers volunteered to participate in this
study and received no form of remunerative incentive; thus the genuine motivation of
their subjective accounts is compelling. In addition, the utilization of a semistructured
interview process also assisted in confirming the consistency of qualitative data
measurements between the study’s participants. The extended in-depth interviewing
process helped maintain a descriptive experiential approach to investigation, which
provided a thorough illustration of the participants’ experiences through a subjective lens
of interpretation. This process encouraged further attention to the participants’ own
understanding of their experiences and the use of their own language in describing their
experiences, instead of elucidating results from pre-determined theoretical structures. In
addition, with a qualitative sample of five participants participating in an in-depth
semistructured interview process, the saturation threshold of descriptive data remains
confident (Creswell, 2007; Dukes, 1984; Giorgi, 2009; Quinn Patton, 2002).
An additional strength of this particular study is the range of ethnic diversity
displayed within a rather small sample of participants. Within the sample of five
widowers, two of them identified as being born in a foreign country and immigrating to
the United States as young adults, and two of the participants identified primarily as nonCaucasian in their ethnic heritage. This is notable to consider, particularly in light of the
rather limited amount of research pertaining to individuals who identify as both sexual
and ethnic minorities. Furthermore, an additional strength of this study is the diverse
range of causes of death and situations of death attributed to the deceased partners. This
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diversity of death circumstances provided a variety of death trajectories, including the
degree of duration and expectation related to the deaths.
However, despite the attention to reliability and validity throughout this research
process, there remain several limitations. First, it is important to consider the limitations
presented by this particular sample of widowers, which includes individuals who
expressed a voluntary willingness to participate in the study and openly discuss their
experience of grief. This expression of willingness itself may be an indication of their
degree of emotional comfort with discussing their grieving process or experiences related
to their sexual and relational identity. In addition, this expression of willingness may also
suggest a particular style of personality that manages grief and possible experiences of
sexual prejudice in a specific manner. It is notable to consider the possible distinctions of
experiences among gay widowers who are not as willing to discuss their grief process and
experiences related to their sexual identity.
For example, during the initial portion of this study’s process of identifying a
purposive sample of gay widowers, this researcher spoke with one potential participant
over the phone for a preliminary screening. The participant initially expressed interest in
the study, though eventually declined to participate due to the anticipation of the
interview process being too emotionally overwhelming. In the course of the preliminary
phone screening, this widower acknowledged that in the 2 years following his partner’s
death, he remained socially isolated, he lost contact with a majority of his friends, and he
continued to experience emotionally intense periods of grief. This widower also indicated
his reluctance in seeking professional help, due to the fear of experiencing possible
sexual prejudice or discrimination. In light of this brief anecdote, it would be critical to
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gain further understanding of the experiences of gay widowers such as this man, who
remain nearly invisible to the public eye, as well as to clinicians and researchers.
Another limitation of this study is in relation to the specific regional location
where the participants reside. All of the study’s participants live in a major metropolis
area of Southern California, which tends to be rather progressive in its local politics and
cultural acceptance of LG individuals. In addition, the state of California is one of 17
states (and the District of Columbia) that currently provide legal marital recognition of
same-sex couples and rather robust legislative protections for sexual minorities,
particularly when compared to the majority of national legislative norms. Although the
majority of the widowers interviewed did not have an established form of legal
recognition of their relationship (e.g., Domestic Partnership), it remains important to
consider how the socio-cultural influence of their particular geographic and political
region has influenced their grieving process and subsequent capacities for emotional
resilience. Further research would benefit from exploring the experiences of gay
widowers who reside in specific regions that are more rural, are less politically
progressive, have limited community-based resources for LG-identified individuals, and
lack consistent structures of state-based legal recognition and protection for sexual
minorities.
Further limitations of this study include other demographic variables, such as the
average age among the participants (M = 59.6 years), the significant age difference
between the widowers and their deceased partners (M = 19 years), and the duration of
time together in an intimate relationship with their deceased partners (M = 11 years). A
more extensive range of demographics would provide a broader understanding of the
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qualitative experience of gay widowers, such as incorporating participants with an older
or younger average age, a more narrow age difference between the widowers and their
deceased partners, and further variation in the time spent together as an intimate couple.
In addition, due to the small sample size and lack of generalized results, it would be
beneficial to consider further opportunities for quantitative approaches to researching this
population.
Lastly, as a phenomenologically based approach to research, this particular study
refrains from incorporating specific theories of psychology as conceptual methods of
interpretation. Although this approach promotes a faithful articulation of the specific
lived experiences of the participants, it is also limited in its ability to convey further
interpretations that are capable of informing a broader understanding of the experience of
same-sex couples and bereaved gay widowers. In light of this, it would be beneficial to
explore the possible influence of depth psychology and various structures of historical
mythic narratives, which may provide a more thorough understanding of sexual minority
experiences in the context of grief, loss, and resilience. The potential contribution of
incorporating further depth psychologically based interpretations of the experience of gay
widowers may offer a more comprehensive understanding of this researched
phenomenon, particularly as it relates to the influence of individual and cultural
narratives and their associated metaphorical images.
Suggestions for Further Research
Currently, there continues to be a limited amount of research specifically related
to the experience of gay widowers mourning the death of a same-sex partner due to a
non-HIV/AIDS related cause. Conducting further research, in both qualitative and
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quantitative approaches of investigation, remains critical in gaining a more thorough
understanding of the specific challenges faced by this population. In addition, although
this specific population remains under-researched, there appear to be even further
discrepancies of research attention given to the grief experience of other sexual minorities
(e.g., lesbian women, bisexual individuals), as well as gender-variant and transgender
bereaved individuals. Furthermore, it is critical to consider other subpopulations that
remain on the periphery of the sexual minority community, specifically those that also
identify as ethnic minorities and reside in geographic regions that are significantly rural,
less culturally and politically progressive, and remain limited by a lower socio-economic
status and inadequate access to LGBT-friendly community-based support services.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Although the general trajectory and expression of grief experience for bereaved
gay widowers portrays many normative similarities to heterosexual conjugal
bereavement, gay widowers also face the additional socio-cultural stressors of sexual
stigma, prejudice, and discrimination. In addition, the lack of consistent and
comprehensive legal recognition of same-sex relationships and protections for sexual
minorities contribute to further emotional vulnerabilities for gay widowers who are
attempting to recover from a period of bereavement. A descriptive phenomenological
approach to exploring the lived experiences of gay widowers is capable of providing
further insight into how they understand the relationship between their grief experience
and their sexual identity, as well as their ability to access internal and external
contributors that support emotional resilience.
Results gained from semistructured in-depth interviews with five (5) gay
widowers reveal three primary constituents of experience that support a healthy trajectory
of grief, while also contributing to further emotional resilience and the lessening of
complications associated with sexual minority stress. These include (1) validation and
affirmation, (2) family of origin integration, and (3) positive self-regard. Although these
results are not attributable to a general population of gay widowers, they do provide
further insight into the specific grief experiences of gay widowers, as well as
considerations of the range of bereavement experiences of other sexual minorityidentified persons. As such, these results are capable of informing the therapeutic and
diagnostic sensitivity of clinicians working with bereaved sexual minorities, as well as
motivating further clinical research with this specific population.
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This research accentuates the continued importance of attending to the emotional,
social, and psychological health needs of sexual minorities. Due to the continued
prevalence of limited legal protections for same-sex couples and the confident evidence
of existing health disparities between sexual minorities and the general population, it is
critical to emphasize continued attention to supporting the identification and
understanding of the comprehensive health needs of LGBT-identified persons. In
addition, the results from this research also highlight the significant social difficulties that
any bereaved minority-identified individual may encounter when attempting to manage
the normative range of grief-related adjustment stress, as well as the concurrent
emotional challenges resulting from social forms of invalidation or disregard. A
community’s health is measured in part by its capacity to mourn, as well as its ability to
create a meaningful space of acknowledging and supporting the grief needs of its
individual members. As such, achieving a broader sense of collective community health
may be further encouraged by demonstrating a responsible effort for supporting various
expressions and rituals of inclusive mourning.
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Appendix A
Informed Consent Form
Title of the research study:
“Disenfranchised Grief and Resilience Among Gay Widowers: A Phenomenological
Exploration”
1. I, ____________________________, agree to participate in a research study with
Bryan McNutt, a PhD candidate from Pacifica Graduate Institute. I understand
that the information I provide to him will contribute to research material for his
clinical psychology doctoral dissertation. As a focus of this study, I agree to allow
him to ask me a series of questions related to my grief experience associated with
my partner’s death.
2. I agree to participate in one two-hour interview at a mutually agreed upon
location, such as the private work office of Bryan McNutt. I understand that the
researcher will record my interview through a digital audio recorder, as well as
handwritten notes taken by the researcher himself. After the interview is
transcribed verbatim, I will receive a copy and complete an additional telephone
interview for additional comments and reflection with the researcher. I understand
that all interview materials will remain confidential.
3. I understand that the purpose of this study is to explore the grief experience of gay
widowers who are mourning the death of a same-sex partner, due to a nonHIV/AIDS-related cause.
4. I understand that some questions asked during the interview may cause stress or
emotional discomfort, and could activate feelings associated with my experience
of grief. I may take a break or discontinue the interview at any time. If necessary,
Bryan McNutt has agreed to provide me with appropriate referrals for
psychotherapy, the cost of which will be my own responsibility. If I do decide to
discontinue my participation in the study prematurely, I understand that the
information I have disclosed until that point in time will be used for the purposes
of the study.
5. I understand that maintaining my confidentiality is a primary commitment during
this research study. In light of this, I understand that a pseudonym will be
attributed to my statements within the study in order to ensure my confidentiality
and privacy. I also understand that my answers will only be used by the researcher
and his dissertation committee for data analysis. I also acknowledge that my
records will be kept confidential to the extent provided by law. I understand that
the information of this study may be published in scientific journals or presented
at scientific meetings, but my identity will be kept strictly confidential.
I also realize that there are certain limitations to my confidentiality. For example,
if at any point my emotional condition might result in my becoming a danger of
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physical harm to myself, others, or property, the researcher might break my
confidentiality in order to ensure my physical safety or the physical safety of
another individual.
6. I realize that this study is of a research nature and may offer no direct benefit to
me. The interview material that I provide will be used to further the social and
clinical understanding of the grief experiences of gay widowers, specifically, and
the bereavement needs of the LGBT community, in general.
7. I understand that during the course of this research study, I agree to complete an
interview that will be audio taped. The audio taped interview will be transcribed
verbatim (any identifying names or places will be removed to maintain
confidentiality). I give my consent to be audio taped if I agree to participate in the
interview process of this research study. I also understand that the audio recording
and transcription will be stored in a locked cabinet by the researcher at the
conclusion of the study.
8. I confirm that Bryan McNutt provided me with information about this research
study, the time and location of my interview, and the value of my contribution to
the study. I am aware that I may contact him with any questions by calling (xxx)
xxx-xxxx (9 a.m. - 6 p.m., Monday- Friday). I understand that following the
research interview I will have an opportunity to speak with the principle
researcher, Bryan McNutt, if I have any concerns or questions.
9. I understand that my participation in this study is voluntary. I may decide not to
enter the study or to refuse to answer any questions. I may also withdraw at any
time without adverse consequence to myself. I also acknowledge that the
researcher may remove me from the study at any point, at his discretion.
10. I confirm that I am not receiving any monetary compensation for being a part of
this study.
11. I understand that if I have any additional questions regarding this research process
that I may contact the chair of Bryan McNutt’s Dissertation Committee, Dr. Paula
Thomson, Associate Professor, Pacifica Graduate Institute, at (818) 372-6240 or
at Paula.Thomson@csun.edu.
I have read the above and understand the conditions outlined for participation in the
described study. I give informed consent to participate in this research study.
Printed Name ____________________________________________
Signed Name ____________________________________________
Date________________
Witness/Principle Researcher _______________________________
Date_________________
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Appendix B
Research Participant Bill of Rights
The rights listed below are the rights of every person who is asked to participate in this
research study. As a research participant, you have the following rights:
1). To be told what the study is trying to understand and investigate.
2). To be told what will happen to me throughout the course of the research study.
3). To be told about the frequent and/or important risks or discomforts of the things that
will
happen to me for research purposes.
4). To be told if I can expect any benefit from participating and, if so, what that benefit
might be.
5). To be allowed to ask any questions concerning the study both before agreeing to be
involved
and during the course of the study.
6). To be told what sort of therapeutic treatment (if needed) is available if any
complications
arise.
7). To refuse to participate at all or to change my mind about participation after the study
has
started.
8). To receive a copy of the signed and dated consent form.
9). To be free of pressure when considering whether I wish to agree to be in the study.
If I have other questions I should ask the principle researcher, Bryan McNutt, or contact
Dr. Michael Sipiora, the Director of Research for the PhD. Clinical Psychology program
at Pacifica Graduate Institute at (805) 969-3626.
_______________________________________
Signature of Research Participant

________________
Date
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Appendix C
Research Interview Script and Questions
[Introduction]
I appreciate the time you have volunteered for this interview to help with
information I am gathering for my doctoral dissertation research study. As you are aware,
the research that I am currently conducting focuses on the grief experience of gay
widowers mourning the death of a same-sex partner, due to a non-HIV/AIDS-related
cause. Our interview process together will last for about two hours. During this interview,
I will be asking you some personal questions. I am interested in learning more about your
own experience of grief, particularly what that time of bereavement was like for you after
your partner died. I am also interested in knowing more about how you might have
managed or coped with occasional prejudice or stress during that period, which you
might have faced in social or family situations, due to being gay.
As mentioned in the informed consent, your confidentiality is a primary
commitment of mine. Please feel free to disclose only the information that you are
comfortable sharing. In addition, please let me know if you would like to take a break or
discontinue the interview at any point. Also, as a reminder, this interview will be audio
recorded and will be transcribed verbatim. All personal identifying information will be
removed or concealed anonymously from the transcript during translation.
We are conducting this interview on _________ (date).
Do you have any questions about the interview process?
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[Interview Question Set]
1. What year were you born?
2. How would you describe your ethnic heritage?
3. What is your current level of education?
4. Which category would you say best fits your current level of annual income?
(a) $0 - $30,000 (b) $30,000 - $50,000 (c) $50,000 - $75,000 (d) Above $75,000
5. How long have you lived in San Diego?
6. How long were you and your partner together?
7. How would you describe your relationship with him (deceased partner)?
8. Can you tell me about how your biological family felt about your relationship with him
(deceased partner)?
9. How long ago did he die?
10. How did he die? What do you remember about the circumstances of his death?
11. How did you respond when you heard about his death?
12. Did you go to a funeral or memorial service? If so, what was that like for you?
13. Do you remember what your feelings were at the time?
14. I would like you to think about the first 6 months after he died. What do you
remember about how you felt?
15. Have those feelings changed much since that time? If so, can you describe how they
have changed?
16. When you think back about that time, how did your day-to-day life change?
17. What kind of support did you have from your biological family?
18. What kind of support did you have from friends or social acquaintances?
19. Did you find any support from local health organizations or some form of
professional services? If so, what was that experience like for you?
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20. Do you remember any occasions that you did not feel accepted or recognized for the
grief you were feeling? If so, how much of those experiences do you feel were because of
being gay?
21. When you look back on your experience of grief, how have you been able to manage
and cope?
22. Would you say that his death has affected your personality? If so, how would you
describe that change?
23. Is there anything you feel you might have gained after experiencing and surviving
such a difficult period in your life?
[Closing]
I want to thank you again for participating in this interview and for being willing
to share about your experience. I realize that what you have discussed with me today is
not necessarily comfortable or easy, and because of that I do appreciate what you have
offered today. The information that you have provided is very valuable for this research
study, and it will contribute to furthering an understanding about the grief experience of
gay widowers. In addition, this will also help to expand the sensitivity of clinical
professionals to the LGBT experience, in general. Before we close, do you have any
further questions or comments?

